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Jie Cao

August 2005

Chair: H. Edwin Romeijn
Major Department: Industrial and Systems Engineering

This dissertation studies some issues in stochastic inventory control.

The first focus of the dissertation is on stochastic continuous-time inventory

control problems for a single item in dynamic environments. The demand process

is modeled as a semi-Markov chain modulated Poisson process. It is shown that

a myopic policy is optimal if the products can be purchased or bought-back at a

single price. Conditions on the semi-Markov chain under which products will never

be returned is derived. An algorithm to dynamically compute the optimal policy for

a special case of the model is also provided. This demand model is next extended to

a semi-Markov modulated renewal process, and several results are generalized to this

more realistic model.

The next focus of the dissertation is a class of Markov modulated Poisson de-

mand processes in which the transitions between the different states of the world is

unobservable. A basic model with two demand states is first studied, and the optimal

inventory policy is derived. An algorithm to compute this policy is also provided.

Next the basic model is extended to multiple states, and a recursive formula is given

which can be used to compute the optimal policy.

x



The inventory models with simultaneous ordering and pricing decisions are stud-

ied next. The demand process is dependent on the price. The joint pricing and

inventory model under a price-sensitive Poisson demand environment is studied, and

an algorithm to compute the optimal solution is given. Next the study is extended to

the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand environment, and it is shown that with

certain approximation, the model can be solved in the similar way as in a Poisson

demand environment.

The other focus of the dissertation is on stochastic inventory models for multiple

items with both equal and unequal replenishment intervals under limited warehouse

capacity. The optimality condition for equal replenishment intervals case is given,

three heuristics are implemented, and it is proved that these heuristics provide the

optimal solutions in the case of equal replenishment intervals. Extensive numerical

tests are conducted, and the heuristics yield high quality solutions in very limited

time.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Description

Stochastic inventory control has long been one of the central issues in supply

chain management. This is in part because efficient inventory management can both

maintain a high customer service level and reduce unnecessary over-stock expenses

which may take up a significant part of an organization’s total costs. Even after over

50 years’ study and thousands of papers published in this area, inventory problems

still continue to provide many new and challenging fields for researchers to explore.

One modern direction is to study the optimal inventory behavior under more com-

plicated but more realistic demand environments. In addition, more recent research

starts studying the effects of including pricing decisions into the traditional inventory

problems.

Distribution systems often contain a set of regional warehouses, each of which

stores a variety of items supplied by multiple manufacturers in order to serve a re-

gional population of customers. Effectively managing the inventory of multiple items

under limited warehouse storage capacity is critical for ensuring good customer ser-

vice without incurring excessive inventory holding costs. Each regional warehouse

manager thus faces the challenge of coordinating the inventory levels and deliveries

of multiple items in order to meet desired service levels while obeying warehouse

capacity limits. Suppliers to such regional warehouses must efficiently manage the

tradeoffs they face between inventory and transportation costs, which often leads

different suppliers to prefer different warehouse replenishment frequencies. These

1
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different replenishment frequency preferences, combined with varying degrees of de-

mand uncertainty, further compound the challenges the warehouse manager faces in

effectively utilizing limited warehouse capacity.

1.2 Literature Review

Stochastic inventory control models can be roughly divided into two major classes

based on the nature of the demand process. The first class deals with the station-

ary behavior of an inventory system and its corresponding control policies. In the

literature, the control policies considered for such systems are often continuous time

review policies, and the long-run average cost is often used as the performance mea-

sure. The demand process is either assumed to be stationary, or at least assumed to

have a limiting distribution. These types of problems have been worked on exten-

sively since the 1950s, and it has been well-known for decades that an (s, S) policy,

with reorder point s and order-up-to level S, is optimal under mild conditions on the

cost structure (Beckmann [6], Hadley and Whitin [29]). Under some special demand

models, e.g., Poisson demand process, or in case of linear ordering costs, an (s, S)

policy can be simplified to a base stock policy (s,Q) where s is again the reorder

point, and Q is the order quantity. Earlier works in this area are well summarized by

Lee and Nahmias [41]. Recent developments in this area have mainly been focused

on the determination of the optimal parameters, or the design of good heuristics that

result in near optimal solutions, e.g., Federgruen and Zheng [20] and Gallego [25].

The second class of problems deals with time-dependence and adaptive deci-

sion making in a dynamic demand environment. Most of the research work done

in this area deals with discrete-time models, where the dynamic nature of the de-

mand process is readily represented via a dynamic programming approach. The first

mathematical formulation of problems of this type was introduced in Arrow et al.

[3], and later enriched by Bellman et al. [7]. Karlin [36] extends their results by
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studying inventory models where demands are independent, but not necessarily iden-

tically distributed, over time. He showed that a state-dependent base stock policy

is optimal. Moreover, in any set of consecutive periods for which the sequence of

demand distributions decreases stochastically, the optimal base stock level also de-

creases. In these earlier works, the demands in different periods are assumed to be

independent. Veinott [56] extends these results to an infinite horizon, discrete-time,

multi-product dynamic nonstationary inventory problem. The demands in different

periods are not necessarily independent. Under linear ordering costs and the assump-

tion that disposal of excess inventory is allowed at the same price as replenishment

of inventory, Veinott derives conditions under which a myopic base stock ordering

policy is optimal. Lovejoy [44] considers a periodic review, dynamic, single-product

inventory model with linear ordering costs. He considers both disposal and nondis-

posal models, and derives bounds on the relative loss compared to the optimal cost

that is incurred by restricting consideration to the class of myopic inventory policies.

Recent studies model the dependence of demand in disjoint time intervals as

resulting from the effect of some underlying events. These underlying events occur

as time passes, and they may affect the properties of the current and future demand

process. Song and Zipkin [52] and Zipkin [63] provide some examples of effects that

may characterize the state of the world, such as weather, economy, technology, cus-

tomer status, etc. They usually model the underlying events as a Markov process,

either in continuous or discrete time. In particular, Song and Zipkin [52] assume

a demand process that is governed by an underlying core process, called the world,

which is a continuous-time Markov chain with discrete state space. The demand

process is then a Poisson process whose rate depends on the current state of the

world. They show that if the ordering costs are linear in the quantity ordered, then

a state-dependent base stock policy is optimal. If a fixed ordering cost is incurred,

then a state-dependent (s, S) policy is optimal. They also show that if the demand
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process satisfies a certain monotonicity property, the optimal policy will inherit this

monotonicity. They also construct an iterative algorithm to approximate the optimal

policies, and an exact algorithm for the linear cost model. Later, Song and Zipkin

[53] utilize the similar model to show how to manage inventory under a deteriorating

demand environment.

The memoryless property inherent in the model of Song and Zipkin [52] means

that ordering decisions are only made in response to an event, i.e., a change of the

state of the world or the occurrence of a demand. This property allows the transfor-

mation of the continuous-time model into an equivalent discrete-time model, and they

then employ a discrete-time dynamic programming approach. However, the implicit

assumption in these models that the time between state transitions is memoryless

is not always reasonable. For example, if the properties of the demand process are

weather-related, e.g. in the case of seasonal demands, this assumption is clearly not

satisfied. Knowledge of the amount of time that we have spent in a given season

generally provides us with some information on how soon this season will end and

what the next season will be.

The model we propose is closely related to the model of Song and Zipkin [52].

In particular, we extend their world model by relaxing the assumption that the time

between state transitions is memoryless. This means that the changes in the de-

mand process are described by a semi-Markov process instead of an ordinary Markov

process. The main effect of this relaxation is that at every point in time in a given

state, the process of future demands is different. Thus, an optimal policy may require

making ordering decisions continuously in time. This means that the elapse of time

itself provides us with information about the future. For example, the absence of

demands for a certain amount of time may cause us to adjust the inventory position.

Heyman and Sobel [31] also studied semi-Markov decision processes. But not like
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us, they restricted that the decisions can be made only at the epoch of state tran-

sitions and concluded that the optimization of infinite horizon discounted model is

essentially the same as the optimization of discrete-time Markov decision processes.

Obviously, allowing decision makings at any time, as we do here, makes the problem

more complicated, and the behavior of the optimal policy also differs from that for

MDPs, as we will show. To be able to deal with this additional complexity, we mainly

focus on a model in which disposal of excess inventory is allowed at the same price

as replenishment of inventory (analogous to the discrete-time model of Veinott [56]).

For this case, we derive conditions under which a myopic base stock ordering policy

is optimal.

Most real life inventory control problems face only partially observable demand.

The true underlying distribution of the demand is not directly observed, and only

demand occurrences are observed. Scarf [50, 51] studied an inventory problem in

which the parameter of the demand is unknown, but a priori Bayesian distribution is

chosen for the parameter. He used Bayesian methods to solve the inventory control

problems and character the optimal ordering policy. Azoury [4] extended the result

of Scarf [51] by studying dynamic inventory models under various families of demand

distributions with unknown parameters. He derived the optimal Bayesian policy, and

showed its computation is no more difficult than the corresponding computation when

the demand distribution is known. Lovejoy [43] studied inventory models with uncer-

tain demand distributions where estimates of the unknown parameter are updated in

a statistical fashion as demand is observed through time. He showed that a simple

inventory policy based upon a critical fractile can be optimal or near-optimal. Later,

Lovejoy [44, 45] extended the study by showing the robustness of bounds on the value

loss relative to optimal cost of myopic policies which may be stopped earlier.

Kurawarwala and Matsuo [38] gave a combined forecasting and inventory model

according to the characteristics of short-life cycle products. They proposed a seasonal
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trend growth model and used optimal control theory to get the optimal inventory pol-

icy. Treharne and Sox [55] studied a partially observable Markov modulated demand

model in which the probability distributions for the demand in each period is de-

termined by the state of an underlying discrete-time Markov chain, and partially

observed. They showed that that some suboptimal control policies, open-loop feed-

back control and limited look-ahead control, which account for more of the inherent

uncertainty in the demand processes, almost always achieve much better performance

than the typically used CEC (certainty equivalent control) policy.

Most traditional inventory problems concern the determination of optimal re-

plenishment policies in different types of environments, where the demand process is

often assumed to be given. In these problems, product selling prices are not a decision

variable, but given as known parameters, although they may change from period to

period. Therefore, the aim is to minimize the expected operating costs, because the

expected revenues are not controllable.

More recent developments in industrial practice combining pricing and inventory

management have shown great success, and have stimulated the need for research into

combining pricing and inventory control policies. Whitin [61] proposed including the

pricing into inventory planning decisions. He studied the single period newsvendor

model with price dependent demand and considered the problem of simultaneous

determination of a single price and ordering quantity. Thomas [54] considered a

single item, periodic review, finite horizon model with a fixed ordering cost and price

sensitive demand process. He conjectured that a (s, S, p) policy was optimal: the

inventory replenishment is governed by a dynamic (s, S) policy, where the optimal

price depends on the inventory level at the beginning of a review period. He also

constructed a counterexample which demonstrates that if the available price choice

is restricted to a discrete set, this policy may not be optimal.
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Petruzzi and Dada [47] provided an excellent review on pricing decisions in the

newsvendor problem, and in addition extended the single period model to a multi-

period one. They concluded that in most papers on pricing the randomness in demand

is assumed independent of the item price and can be modelled either in an additive

or a multiplicative way. They pointed out that a difficulty in multi-period models

results from the assumption that inventory leftovers cannot be disposed of. They show

how revising this assumption and allowing for the possibility of salvaging leftovers

is sufficient to yield a stationary myopic policy for the multiple period problem. By

cutting off the links between periods, all results and managerial insight available for

the single period model apply directly to the multiple period model.

Federgruen and Heching [19] analyzed a single item periodic review model where

demands depend on the item’s price, ordering costs are linear in the ordered amount,

and all stockouts are backlogged. They studied both finite and infinite horizon models,

using both expected discounted and time averaged profit criteria. They derived the

structure of an optimal combined pricing and inventory strategy for all their models

and developed an efficient value iteration method to compute the optimal strategies.

They showed that a base-stock list price policy is optimal for their model: in each

period the optimal policy is characterized by an order-up-to level and a price which

depends on the starting inventory level before ordering at the beginning of each

period. If the starting inventory level before ordering is below the order-up-to level,

an order is placed to raise the inventory level to the level. Otherwise, no order is

placed and a discount price is offered. The discount price is a non-increasing function

of the starting inventory level.

Recently, Chen and Simchi-Levi [12, 13] generalized the above model by incor-

porating a fixed cost component. They show that the (s, S, p) policy proposed by

Thomas [54] is indeed optimal for additive demand functions when the planning hori-

zon is finite; when the planning horizon is infinite, this policy is optimal for both
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additive and general demand processes under both discounted and average profit cri-

teria. They also introduce the concept of symmetric k-convex functions and use this

to provide a characterization of the optimal policy.

Though periodical review models have been studied quite extensively, continuous-

review joint pricing and inventory control problems have received far less attention in

the literature. Li [42] considered a continuous time integrated pricing and inventory

planning strategies model where demand and production are both Poisson processes.

The intensity of the demand process depends on the item’s chosen price. He showed

that if ordering and holding costs are both linear a barrier policy is optimal. He also

gave an implicit characterization of the optimal pricing policy when dynamic pricing

is allowed. Feng and Chen [23] studied a continuous review model that is related

to ours where the demand is modelled as price-sensitive Poisson process. They re-

strict the available prices to a given finite set (specifically, only two candidate prices),

and assume zero lead times. They show that a (s, S, p) policy is optimal when fixed

ordering costs are present.

In our problem, we model the demand as a Markov modulated Poisson process

(see also Song and Zipkin [52]). In particular, the demand process is a Poisson process

whose rate is governed by an underlying Markov chain that represents the state of

the world. We introduce pricing flexibility into this model by allowing the rate of

the Poisson process in each state to depend on the price of the product. Recently,

Chen and Simchi-Levi [12, 13] generalized the above model by incorporating a fixed

cost component. They show that the (s, S, p) policy proposed by Thomas [54] is

indeed optimal for additive demand functions when the planning horizon is finite;

when the planning horizon is infinite, this policy is optimal for both additive and

general demand processes under both discounted and average profit criteria. They

also introduce the concept of symmetric k-convex functions and use this to provide

a characterization of the optimal policy.
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Distribution systems often contain a set of regional warehouses, each of which

stores a variety of items supplied by multiple manufacturers. Effectively managing

the inventory of multiple items under limited warehouse storage capacity is critical for

ensuring good customer service without incurring excessive inventory holding costs.

Suppliers to such regional warehouses must efficiently manage the tradeoffs they face

between inventory and transportation costs, which often leads different suppliers to

prefer different warehouse replenishment frequencies. For example, manufacturers

who supply items with a high value-to-weight ratio typically find it more economi-

cal to send relatively frequent shipments in small quantities, while those who supply

items with a low value-to-weight ratio often prefer to delivery large quantities less

frequently (see Ballou [5]). These different replenishment frequency preferences, com-

bined with varying degrees of demand uncertainty, further compound the challenges

the warehouse manager faces in effectively utilizing limited warehouse capacity.

Stochastic inventory models involving (production) capacity constrained perio-

dic-review policies have attracted the attention of many researchers. Evans [18] first

considers this issue by modeling periodic-review production and inventory systems

with multiple products, random demands and a finite planning horizon. He develops

the form of the optimal policy for multi-product control for such a system. Since

then, much of the literature has studied periodic-review, single-product systems with

production capacity constraints. Florian and Klein [24] and De Kok et al. [37] charac-

terize the structure of the optimal solution to a multi-period, single-item production

model with a capacity constraint. Federgruen and Zipkin [21, 22] show that a modi-

fied base-stock policy is optimal under both discounted and average cost criteria and

an infinite planning horizon. The modified base-stock policy requires that, when ini-

tial stock is below a certain critical number, we produce enough to bring total stock

up to that number, or as close to it as possible, given the limited capacity; otherwise,

we do not produce. They also characterize the optimal policy by deriving expressions
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for the expected costs of modified base-stock policies. Kapuscinski and Tayur [35]

provide a simpler proof of optimality than Federgruen and Zipkin [21] for the infinite-

horizon discounted cost case, based on results from Bertsekas [8]. Ciarallo et al. [15]

and Wang and Gerchak [58] analyze a production model with variable capacity in

a similar environment as Federgruen and Zipkin [21]. Wang and Gerchak [57] also

incorporate variable capacity explicitly into continuous review models.

DeCroix and Arreola-Risa [16] study an infinite-horizon version of the capacitated

multi-product case. They establish the optimal policy for the case of homogeneous

products, and propose a heuristic policy for heterogeneous products by generalizing

the optimal policy for the homogeneous product case. Products are called homoge-

neous if they have identical cost parameters and their demands are identically dis-

tributed. Glasserman [27] addresses a similar problem to DeCroix and Arreola-Risa

[16] in a continuous-review system. He presents a procedure for choosing base-stock

levels and capacity allocation that is asymptotically optimal, but assumes that a

fixed proportion of total capacity is dedicated exclusively to each product. The use

of asymptotic analysis is similar in spirit to Anantharam [1]. His static allocation

problem contrasts with the dynamic scheduling problem addressed in Wein [60] and

Zheng and Zipkin [62] and the priority scheme in Carr et al. [11]. Lau and Lau

[39, 40] present formulations and solution procedures for handling a multi-product

newsboy problem under multiple resource constraints. Nahmias and Schmidt [46]

also investigate several heuristics for a single-period, multi-item inventory problem

with a resource constraint.

Anily [2] and Gallego et al. [26] study a multi-item replenishment problem with

deterministic demand. Anily [2] investigates the worst-case behavior of a heuristic

for the multi-item replenishment and storage problem and derives a lower bound on

the optimal average cost over all policies that follow stationary demand and cost

parameters. Gallego et al. [26] consider two economic order quantity models where
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multiple items use a common resource: the tactical and strategic models. They

derive a lower bound on the peak resource usage that is valid for any feasible policy,

use this to derive lower bounds on the optimal average cost for both models, and

show that simple heuristics for either model have bounded worst-case performance

ratios. Additional literature, e.g., Rosenblatt and Rothblum [48], Goyal [28], Hartley

and Thomas [30], Jones and Inman [34] and Dobson [17], deals with deterministic

inventory models with warehousing constraints.

Although much of the literature is devoted to multi-item, periodic-review systems

with a production capacity constraint, little has been done for stochastic inventory

models with a warehouse-capacity constraint. Veinott [56] first considers a multi-

product dynamic, nonstationary inventory problem with limited warehouse capacity.

He provides conditions that ensure that the base stock ordering policy is optimal

in a periodic-review inventory system with a finite horizon. Ignall and Veinott [33]

show that, in the stationary demand case, a myopic ordering policy is optimal for a

sequence of periods under all initial inventory levels. Recently, Beyer et al. [9, 10]

use a dynamic programming approach to derive the optimal ordering policy for the

average cost problem and show the convexity of the cost function, as we did in this

study coincidentally. They also show the optimality of the modified base-stock policy

in the discounted cost version of the problem. In this paper, we extend their results

by explicitly characterizing the optimal myopic policy under relaxed assumptions on

the demand distributions.

1.3 Outline of Dissertation

In Chapter 2, we propose an inventory model under a semi-Markov modulated

Poisson demand environment. We give the description of the model, and some prop-

erties of the model. Then we give the optimal inventory policy. We show that if the

demand process observes some monotone property, then the optimal inventory posi-

tion will also show a similar pattern. For a special phase type lead time distribution,
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we give one algorithm to actually compute the optimal inventory positions. We also

extend the model to a more general case where renewal process is in place of Poisson

process for the demand process.

In Chapter 3, we restudy the inventory model in Chapter 2. But this time the

state of the underlying world is no longer observable, and we can only observe the

actual demand arrivals. We first study a two world states model, and give the form

of the optimal inventory policy for this model, and propose one algorithm to solve

it. We then extend the study to a multiple world states model and give a recursive

formula to determine the probability of the underlying world in each state, and help

determine the optimal inventory policy.

In Chapter 4, we include the pricing decisions at the same time that the in-

ventory strategy is determined. The price will affect the demand process, and we

are maximizing the total expected discounted profits in an infinite horizon. We first

study the joint pricing and inventory model under a price-sensitive Poisson demand

environment without Markov modulation. In the case where the price can only be

set once at the beginning, we give some properties that can be used to determine

the optimal solution, and derive an algorithm to compute the optimal solution. We

then study the model where price can be continuously set. Next we extend the study

to the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand environment, and show that with

certain approximation, the model can be solved in the similar way as in a Poisson

demand environment.

In Chapter 5, we study discrete time stochastic inventory models for multiple

items with both equal and unequal replenishment intervals under limited warehouse

capacity. We propose three efficient and intuitively attractive heuristics. We show

that these heuristics provide the optimal replenishment quantities in the case of equal
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replenishment intervals. For the general model, a numerical comparison of the heuris-

tic solutions to the optimal solutions shows that the heuristics yield high quality

solutions in very limited time.



CHAPTER 2
INVENTORY CONTROL IN A SEMI-MARKOV MODULATED DEMAND

ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we formulate our model

and study a special case of our demand process that reduces to a Markov modulated

demand environment. Then, in Section 2.3, we show that for our general demand

process a myopic policy is optimal, and characterize the optimal policy parameters.

In Section 2.4, we derive sufficient conditions on the demands that imply that the

disposal option will never be used and the myopic policy is thus optimal even in

the case where disposal is not allowed. In Section 2.5, we propose an algorithm to

compute the optimal inventory policy for a special case of our inventory model. In

Section 2.6, we propose an extension of the model, where the demand process in a

given state of the world is a general renewal process instead of a Poisson process. We

end the chapter in Section 2.7 with some concluding remarks.

2.2 Model Formulation

2.2.1 The Demand Process

We consider inventory systems for managing the demand for a single product.

Denote the stochastic process representing the cumulative demand for this product

at each point in time by {D(t), t ≥ 0}. We also assume that there is some under-

lying core stochastic process that models the state of the world, which is denoted

by {A(t), t ≥ 0}. Although we provide our basic analysis of the inventory model

for general demand processes governed by such an underlying core process, the main

results of this chapter assume that the core process is a continuous-time semi-Markov

process. The embedded Markov chain’s state space is denoted by I ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . .},

14
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and the transition probability matrix is P = (pij)i,j∈I . Given a current state i and a

next state j, the distribution function of the transition time from i to j is denoted by

Gij. We assume the transition times are independent of each other. When the core

process is in state i, the actual demand process follows a Poisson process with rate

λi, where we assume that λ̄ = supi∈I{λi} is finite. We call this demand process a

semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand process. This demand process is exogenous

and is not affected by any ordering decisions. Clearly, if the distributions Gij are

exponential distributions whose rate only depends on i, the demand process reduces

to a Markov modulated Poisson demand process, as introduced by Song and Zipkin

[52]. Before we describe and analyze our model, we first briefly discuss a case in for

which the transition times are not exponentially distributed, but nevertheless results

in a Markov modulated Poisson process.

2.2.2 Gamma Distributed State Transition Times with Observable Stage
Transitions

A special case of our model is obtained if the time until a transition from state i

takes place has a Gamma distribution with parameters (ri, νi) (where ri is a positive

integer), independent of which state is visited next. That is, Gij is the Gamma

distribution with parameters (ri, νi) for all j ∈ I. Now recall that we can write a

Gamma(ri, νi) random variable as the sum of ri independent random variables which

are exponentially distributed with parameter νi. So, if we have the ability to observe

not only the state transitions, but also the “stage” changes between the ri successive

stages of the Gamma distributed transition times directly, then we can transform

the underlying semi-Markov process to a continuous-time Markov process using the

following method. We redefine the state space of of the underlying core process to

be I × {1, . . . , ri}. If the core process is in state (i, k), we are currently in world

state i, and have completed k − 1 stages of exponentially distributed duration with

parameter νi in this state. The new embedded Markov chain has one-step transition
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probabilities given by

p(i,k),(i,k+1) = 1 k = 1, . . . , ri − 1; i ∈ I

p(i,ri),(j,1) = pij i, j ∈ I.

All other transition probabilities are zero. It is clear that we now have a Markov

modulated Poisson demand process that falls within the framework of Song and

Zipkin [52]. However, if we can not directly observe the stage changes of the core

process in the above model, then their results cannot be applied.

2.2.3 Definitions and Notation

For convenience, we merge the two stochastic processes describing the demands

and the state of the world into a single demand history process {H(t), t ≥ 0}, where

H(t) = (A(t), D(t)).

The entire history up to time t, for all stochastic processes, is denoted by

Ā(t) = {A(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}

= core state history up to and including time t

D̄(t) = {D(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}

= cumulative demand history up to and including time t

H̄(t) = {H(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}

= (Ā(t), D̄(t))

= history up to and including time t.

The observations of the history process are important because they provide informa-

tion on the future of the demand process, and thus may affect the ordering decisions.

Note that we can extract from the demand history process another stochastic process

that represents, at each point in time t, the amount of time that has been spent in
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the current state A(t) since the last state transition, say S(t), and we let

S̄(t) = {S(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}.

Finally, we let H(t) denote the sample space of the demand history up to time t,

H̄(t).

We assume that the inventory level is reviewed continuously, and we need to

decide on how to adjust the inventory position at each point in time. We assume

that both inventory ordering (i.e., and upwards adjustment of the inventory position)

and inventory disposal (i.e., a downwards adjustment of the inventory position) are

possible, both at the same price (see also Veinott [56]). This will be a reasonable

assumption in the context of consignment sales. This is an increasingly popular

business arrangement where for example the retailer does not pay its supplier until

the items are sold. Ownership of the goods is therefore retained by the supplier. Such

an arrangement is widely used in distribution channels for arts and crafts, as well as

industrial and consumer goods such as electronics, furniture, food, books, journals

and newspapers, etc. (see also Wang et al. [59]). It may also be applicable to settings

where suppliers promise to buy back unsold goods as a service to their customers, in

order to build a better relationship and improve the efficiency of the entire supply

chain. Finally, this strategy may be attractive for producers of copyrighted products,

i.e., books, software, music CDs, etc. The value of these products lies in their content

or knowledge, while the costs of producing the media are relatively low. The risk of

promising buyback is not high, while the chances of selling can be greatly increased

by attracting more retailers to distribute the good. In the remainder of this paper,

we will simply talk about the placement of orders, with negative values corresponding

to disposal. Although we allow disposal, we assume that it is not possible to cancel

or change an order that is already placed but which has not yet been delivered.
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Inventories incur holding costs, whereas unsatisfied demand is backlogged and

incurs a penalty cost. In our model, we assume that holding and penalty costs are

linear with stationary rates h and p, respectively. We can combine these two kinds

of costs together, refer to them simply as inventory costs, and represent them by the

following cost function:

Ĉ(x) = the inventory cost rate when the inventory level is x

=





hx if x ≥ 0

−px if x < 0.

Orders placed will arrive after a potentially stochastic lead time L with distribution

FL. As in Song and Zipkin [52], we assume that the ordering (purchasing) costs, say c̄

are paid when the order is received (i.e., after the lead time). All costs are discounted

at a rate of α. At the time when an ordering decision is made, the observed unit

ordering cost is thus a discounted one, which we denote by c = cE[e−αL].

We will often be using the total demand occurring during the lead time. Note

that this total demand depends on the observed demand history, but not the history

of the inventory position, since we assumed that the demand process is exogenous.

Also, as remarked in Song and Zipkin [52], if we require that the lead times do not

cross in time, that is, orders that are placed earlier than other ones can never arrive

later than these, then they are not independent. Following Song and Zipkin [52],

we ignore the impact of lead time history in making ordering decisions because we

lack the ability to collect and process such information, and treat them by standard

approach proposed by Hadley and Whitin [29]. So, we define D
t,h̄(t)
L to be the random

variable representing the total demand occurring during the time interval (t, t + L],

given demand history information h̄(t) ∈ H(t). For fixed `, denote the distribution

function of D
t,h̄(t)
` by F

D
t,h̄(t)
`

(z), and define

F̃
D

t,h̄(t)
L

(z) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`F
D

t,h̄(t)
`

(z)dFL(`).
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Now the conditional expected discounted holding and shortage cost rate, at the

end of a lead time starting from the current time t, and viewed at time t, given

that the demand history is h̄(t), and the current inventory position (after ordering

decision) is y, can be written as

C(y, t, h̄(t)) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −D

t,h̄(t)
L )

]

=

∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dF

D
t,h̄(t)
`

(z)dFL(`)

=

∫
Ĉ(y − z)dF̃

D
t,h̄(t)
L

(z).

2.2.4 Problem Formulation

In our problem, we consider three types of costs: ordering, holding, and shortage

costs, and our objective is to minimize the total expected discounted costs over the

infinite horizon. With a slight abuse of notation, we define an ordering policy to

be a family of functions that prescribes, for each time t and each potential history

observed up to that time, the desired inventory position at that time. Note that we

have assumed that the demand process does not depend on any ordering decisions

that we make. This, together with the fact that we may place negative and positive

orders at the same price, implies that the ordering policy does not depend on the

inventory position immediately preceding an ordering decision. More formally, we

define an ordering policy y to be a family of functions, say {y(t, ·) : H(t) → R; t ≥ 0},
where y(t, ·) prescribes that, if we have observed history h̄(t) up to time t, we place

a (possibly negative) order that brings the inventory position to y(t, h̄(t)), for every

t ≥ 0. It will be convenient to refer to the function y(t, ·) as the policy for time t.

We say that a policy y∗ is optimal if this policy minimizes the expected total future

discounted costs over all policies.
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If the initial inventory position is x, the initial demand history h̄(0) is observed,

and some ordering policy y is followed, the total costs may be expressed as

W (x, h̄(0)|y)

= E

[
c(y(0, h̄(0))− x) +

∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(y(t, H̄(t)) + D(t))+

∫ ∞

0

e−αtC(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t))dt

]
(2.1)

= −cx + E

[
cy(0, h̄(0)) +

∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(y(t, H̄(t)))

]
+

E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(D(t))

]
+ E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtC(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t))dt

]
. (2.2)

In equation (2.1), the expectation is taken over the entire demand process from time

0 to the infinite horizon. Inside the expectation, the first term represents the ordering

cost at time 0; the second term represents the ordering costs for replenishing inven-

tory during the entire infinite horizon since the rate at which we order at time t is

d(y(t, h̄(t)) + D(t)); and the third term represents the total inventory holding and

shortage costs. We consider only those policies that make the total costs finite. We

will show later that such policies do indeed exist.

In equation (2.2), note that the total expected replenishing costs of all the de-

mands,

E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(D(t))

]

as well as the value of the initial inventory position (i.e., the term cx) are not influ-

enced by the choice of policy y. Therefore, we will omit these terms in our analysis

and redefine the cost function as

W (x, h̄(0)|y) =

E

[
cy(0, h̄(0)) +

∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(y(t, H̄(t)))

]
+ E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtC(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t))dt

]
.
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Now consider a realization of the expression inside the first expectation of the above

cost function, i.e., we consider a fixed history path h̄(t) starting from h̄(0). This

expression can then be simplified as follows:

∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(y(t, h̄(t))) + cy(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

t

αe−ατdτd(y(t, h̄(t))) + y(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατ

∫ τ

0

d(y(t, h̄(t)))dτ + y(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατ (y(τ, h̄(τ))− y(0, h̄(0))dτ + y(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατy(τ, h̄(τ))dτ −
∫ ∞

0

αe−ατy(0, h̄(0))dτ + y(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατy(τ, h̄(τ))dτ − y(0, h̄(0))

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατdτ + y(0, h̄(0))

= c

∫ ∞

0

αe−ατy(τ, h̄(τ))dτ

=

∫ ∞

0

αce−αty(t, h̄(t))dt. (2.3)

So we obtain that

E

[
cy(0, h̄(0)) +

∫ ∞

0

e−αtcd(y(t, H̄(t)))

]
= E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtαcy(t, H̄(t))dt

]

and the cost function reduces to

W (x, h̄(0)|y)

= E

[∫ ∞

0

e−αtαcy(t, H̄(t))dt

]
+ E

[
e−αtC(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t))dt

]

=

∫ ∞

0

e−αtE
[
C(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) + αcy(t, H̄(t))

]
dt. (2.4)

2.3 Model Analysis

2.3.1 Optimal Policy

In this section, we will show that under our model assumptions, the optimal

ordering policy is a myopic one, in which, at each point in time, the optimal inventory
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position is found by solving a single one-dimensional optimization problem. Our first

lemma constructs such a myopic policy for each time t.

Lemma 2.3.1 For every fixed t, and every possible history h̄(t) ∈ H(t), let y∗(t, h̄(t))

denote an optimal solution to the problem

min
y

C(y, t, h̄(t)) + αcy

if it exists. Then y∗(t, ·) is a policy for time t that minimizes

E
[
C(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) + αcy(t, H̄(t))

]
.

Proof: For any fixed t and every possible h̄(t) ∈ H(t), following any other policy for

time t, say y′(t, ·) will result in the inventory position y′(t, h̄(t)), and

C(y∗(t, h̄(t)), t, h̄(t)) + αcy∗(t, h̄(t)) ≤ C(y′(t, h̄(t)), t, h̄(t)) + αcy′(t, h̄(t))

by the definition of y∗(t, ·). Therefore, by denoting the distribution of the history up

to time t by FH̄(t), we have

E
[
C(y∗(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) + αcy∗(t, H̄(t))

]

=

∫ [
C(y∗(t, h̄(t)), t, h̄(t)) + αcy∗(t, h̄(t))

]
dFH̄(t)(h̄(t))

≤
∫ [

C(y′(t, h̄(t)), t, h̄(t)) + αcy′(t, h̄(t))
]
dFH̄(t)(h̄(t))

= E
[
C(y′(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) + αcy′(t, H̄(t))

]

which shows the desired result. ¤

We call y∗(t, ·) a myopic optimal policy for time t in the sense that it only seeks

to minimize the “current” discounted cost rate at time t rather than the expected

total future discounted costs. The following theorem shows that the optimal policy

coincides with the myopic policy under our model assumptions.
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Theorem 2.3.2 Let y∗(t, ·) be defined as in Lemma 2.3.1. If it exists for all t ≥ 0,

then the policy y∗ = {y∗(t, ·) : t ≥ 0} is an optimal ordering policy that minimizes

W (x, h̄(0)|y) among all policies y.

Proof: Since the decision variables, i.e., the inventory positions at any time t, are

unrestricted and independent of each other by the assumption that negative orders

are allowed, minimizing W (x, h̄(0)|y) over all policies can be decomposed into mini-

mization problems

min
y(t,·)

E
[
C(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) + αcy(t, H̄(t))

]

for all fixed t ≥ 0. Thus the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.3.1. ¤

Note that so far we have not used any specific details of the demand process.

So our expression of the cost function in fact holds for all continuous-review inven-

tory models with linear ordering cost in which the demand process is independent

of ordering decisions, as long as negative orders are allowed. In the next section,

we return to the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand process as introduced in

Section 2.2.1. We will show that in that case the optimal policy only depends on the

current state of the core process and the amount of time that has been spent in this

state since the last state transition.

2.3.2 Optimal Policy with Semi-Markov Modulated Poisson Demands

The properties of the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand process immedi-

ately imply that the lead time demand D
t,h̄(t)
L depends on the history only through

the state that the process is currently in and how long it has been in that state. To

reflect this fact, we rewrite the lead time demand as Di,s
L when the core process has

been in state i for s time units. For given y, t, and h̄(t), since the lead time demand

can be simplified, we can (with a slight abuse of notation) also simplify the inventory
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cost rate function to

C(y, i, s) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −Di,s

L )
]

which is equivalent to C(y, t, h̄(t)) if the history h̄(t) says that A(t) = i and S(t) =

s. We can then replace C(y(t, H̄(t)), t, H̄(t)) in the total expected discounted cost

formula (2.4) by C(y(t, H̄(t)), A(t), S(t)). The total expected cost function for our

semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand model thus reduces to

W (x, h̄(0)|y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−αtE
[
C(y(t, H̄(t)), A(t), S(t)) + αcy(t, H̄(t))

]
dt.

Let us now define the function

fi,s(y) = C(y, i, s) + αcy

for every fixed i and s, which can be viewed as the cost rate function if the inventory

position is y at the time when the core process has been in state i for s time units.

With this definition, the objective function can be written as

W (x, h̄(0)|y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−αtfA(t),S(t)(y(t, H̄(t), t))dt.

Due to the discrete nature of the demand process, the functions C(·, i, s) and

fi,s(·) will not be everywhere differentiable. Therefore, it will be convenient to define

for every i and s the right derivatives of C(·, i, s) and fi,s(·):

C ′
+(y, i, s) = lim

ε↓0
C(y + ε, i, s)− C(y, i, s)

ε

(f ′i,s)+(y) = lim
ε↓0

fi,s(y + ε)− fi,s(y)

ε

= C ′
+(y, i, s) + αc.

Also, let

y∗i (s) = inf{y : (f ′i,s)+(y) ≥ 0}.
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Note that since the leadtime demand can only assume integral values, all points at

which the functions C(·, i, s) and fi,s(·) are nondifferentiable are integral. In addition,

y∗i (s) is integral as well. We will now give some properties of the cost functions and

optimal policy; these properties are similar to the ones obtained by Song and Zipkin

[52] for the Markov modulated demand model.

Lemma 2.3.3

(a) C(y, i, s) and fi,s(y) are both convex in y for all i and s, so that y∗i (s) minimizes

fi,s(y).

(b) If αc̄ < p, then y∗i (s) is finite and nonnegative for all i and s. In addition,

fi,s(y) is nonnegative for all i and s.

(c) If αc̄ ≥ p, then y∗i (s) = −∞ for all i and s.

Proof:

(a) C(y, i, s) is a convex function in y because Ĉ(x) is a convex function in y, and

C(y, i, s) is a positive weighted average of convex functions. The convexity of

fi,s(y) and optimality of y∗i (s) then follow immediately.

(b) Note that

C(y, i, s)

= E[e−αLĈ(y −Di,s
L )]

=

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

∫ ∞

0

Ĉ(y − z) dFDi,s
`

(z)dFL(`)

=

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

{∫ y

0

h(y − z)dFDi,s
`

(z) +

∫ ∞

y

p(z − y)dFDi,s
`

(z)

}
dFL(`)

where FDi,s
`

(z) is the distribution function of the lead time demand when the

demand process has been in state i for s time units, conditional on a lead time
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of ` time units. This implies that

C ′
+(y, i, s) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`{(h + p)FDi,s
`

(y)− p}dFL(`)

= (h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`)− pE[e−αL]. (2.5)

So for y < 0,

C ′
+(y, i, s) = −pE[e−αL]

and

(f ′i,s)+(y) = C ′
+(y, i, s) + αc

= (αc̄− p)E[e−αL].

If αc̄− p < 0 then (f ′i,s)+(y) < 0 for all y < 0 and all i and s. So y∗i (s) ≥ 0 for

all i and s. Thus, for all y we have

fi,s(y) ≥ fi,s(y
∗
i (s)) = C(y∗i (s), i, s) + αcy∗i (s) ≥ 0.

Furthermore, by equation (2.5) we have

lim
y→+∞

C ′
+(y, i, s) = hE[e−αL] ≥ 0

and

lim
y→+∞

(f ′i,s)+(y) = hE[e−αL] + αc ≥ 0.

So y∗i (s) < +∞ for all s and i.

(c) If αc̄− p ≥ 0, then

(f ′i,s)+(y) = (h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`) + (αc̄− p)E[e−αL] ≥ 0

for all y, i, and s, so y∗i (s) = −∞.

¤
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By the result of Lemma 2.3.3, we conclude that we need to assume that

αc̄ < p

to obtain a reasonable model. Intuitively, if this condition is not met, then we would

always prefer to postpone ordering and pay the shortage penalty, and thus never

place any orders. In the remainder of the paper, we will therefore assume that this

condition is satisfied.

Before we continue, we derive a property of lead time demand.

Lemma 2.3.4 For any i ∈ I and s ≥ 0,

Di,s
L ≤st Dλ̄

L

where Dλ̄
L represents the lead time demand when the demand process is a stationary

Poisson process with rate λ̄.

Proof: For fixed lead time `, the conditional distribution of Di,s
` , given a realization

of the core process, is Poisson distributed (see, e.g., Ross [49]). Since the demand

rates of all the states are bounded from above by λ̄, the mean of this Poisson random

variable is also bounded from above by λ̄`, which is true for all the possible realizations

of the core process. This implies that

Di,s
` ≤st Dλ̄

` for all s ≥ 0 and i ∈ I. (2.6)

Since inequality (2.6) holds for all fixed `, the desired result follows for the case of a

stochastic lead time L. ¤

We are now ready to derive the form of the optimal policy for our system, which

is a continuous-time analog of Theorem 6.1 in Veinott (1965).
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Theorem 2.3.5 Under the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand model, the my-

opic policy y∗ defined by

y∗(t, H̄(t)) = y∗A(t)(S(t)) for all t ≥ 0

exists and its total policy costs are finite. Thus, the optimal inventory position at

time t only depends on the state at time t and the amount of time that has elapsed

since the core process last entered that state.

Proof: First, note that for every fixed i and s we have

fi,s(0) = C(0, i, s)

= E[e−αLĈ(−Di,s
L )]

= E[e−αLpDi,s
L ]

≤ E[e−αLpDλ̄
L] (2.7)

≤ pλ̄E[L] (2.8)

where inequality (2.7) follows from Lemma 2.3.4, and inequality (2.8) holds since

e−αL ≤ 1. Then, by the definition of y∗i (s) and Lemma 2.3.3, fi,s(y
∗
i (s)) ≤ fi,s(0) < ∞

and y∗i (s) < ∞. Thus, for every fixed t and every h̄(t) ∈ H(t) for which A(t) =

i, S(t) = s, the optimal policy for time t stated in Lemma 2.3.1 does exist, and

y∗(t, ¯h(t)) = y∗i (s).

Thus, by Theorem 2.3.2, the policy {y∗(t, H̄(t)) = y∗A(t)(S(t)) : t ≥ 0} is an optimal

policy.
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Furthermore, the optimal total expected cost satisfies

W (x, h̄(0)|y∗) =

∫ ∞

0

e−αtE
[
C(y∗A(t)(S(t)), A(t), S(t)) + αcy∗A(t)(S(t))

]
dt

=

∫ ∞

0

e−αtE
[
fA(t),S(t)(y

∗
A(t)(S(t)))

]
dt

≤
∫ ∞

0

e−αtpλ̄E[L]dt

=
1

α
pλ̄E[L]

and is thus finite. ¤

In the next section, we will give a more explicit characterization of the optimal

inventory position, which can in principle be used to compute the optimal policy, as

well as the cost of the optimal policy.

2.3.3 Determination of the Optimal Inventory Position

Using equation (2.5), we have

y∗i (s) = arg min
{
y : (f ′i,s)+(y) ≥ 0

}

= arg min
{
y : C ′

+(y, i, s) + αc ≥ 0
}

= arg min

{
y :

∫ ∞

0

e−α`(h + p)FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`)− pE[e−αL] ≥ −αc

}

= arg min

{
y :

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y) dFL(`) ≥ pE[e−αL]− αc

h + p

}
.

For notational convenience, we may define

F̃Di,s
L

(y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`)

so that

y∗i (s) = arg min

{
y : F̃Di,s

L
(y) ≥ pE[e−αL]− αc

h + p

}
. (2.9)

This means that the optimal policy depends on the cost parameters only through the

ratio

pE[e−αL]− αc

h + p
=

(p− αc̄)E[e−αL]

h + p
.
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It is easy to see that this ratio is always between 0 and 1. In case the lead time is

deterministic, the expression for the optimal policy can be simplified to

y∗i (s) = arg min

{
y : e−αLFDi,s

L
(y) ≥ pe−αL − αc

h + p

}

= arg min

{
y : FDi,s

L
(y) ≥ p− αc̄

h + p

}
. (2.10)

We next derive a more explicit expression of the myopic inventory cost rate

function:

C(y, i, s)

=

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

{
h

∫ y

0

(y − z)dFDi,s
`

(z) + p

∫ ∞

y

(z − y)dFDi,s
`

(z)

}
dFL(`)

=

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

{
hyFDi,s

`
(y)−

∫ y

0

hzdFDi,s
`

(z) +

∫ ∞

y

pzdFDi,s
`

(z)− pyFDi,s
`

(y)

}
dFL(`)

=

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

{
(h + p)yFDi,s

`
(y)− py − hE[Di,s

L ] + (h + p)

∫ ∞

y

zdFDi,s
`

(z)

}
dFL(`)

= (h + p)y

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`)− pyE[e−αL]− hE[Di,s
L ] +

(h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

∫ ∞

y

zdFDi,s
`

(z)dFL(`).

This expression may be used to determine the optimal cost rate by substituting the

optimal policy in this expression:

fi,s(y
∗
i (s))

= C(y∗i (s), i, s) + αcy∗i (s)

= (h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

∫ ∞

y∗i (s)

zdFDi,s
`

(z)dFL(`)− hE[Di,s
L ] +

y∗i (s)
{

(h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y∗i (s))dFL(`)− (pE[e−αL]− αc)

}
. (2.11)

Note that if the inequality in equation (2.9) or (2.10) is in fact an equality, the last

term in equation (2.11) reduces to zero, and the optimal cost rate reduces to

fi,s(y
∗
i (s)) = (h + p)

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

∫ ∞

y∗i (s)

zdFDi,s
`

(z)dFL(`)− hE[Di,s
L ].
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However, this generally can only happen if the lead time demand distribution is

continuous, which is not the case in our model.

Finally, we would like to stress the similarity of the expressions in equations (2.9)

and (2.11) with the optimal policy and cost in the standard newsvendor problem. It

turns out that we can find the optimal policy for our model by solving one newsvendor

problem for each i and s.

2.3.4 Total Policy Costs

In the previous sections, we have obtained the form of the optimal policy. How-

ever, the corresponding optimal expected total cost is very hard to evaluate. In this

section we will employ the underlying semi-Markov structure of our demand model

to derive an easier way to determine the optimal costs.

We assume that an inventory policy characterized by yi(s) is adopted. Then

define Vi(x) to be the expected total costs of this policy from the time when the core

process just enters state i when the initial inventory position is x, and discounted to

the time of transition. The total costs can be divided into two components: the total

costs during our current stay in state i, and the total costs after transitioning away

from state i. The first component can be determined by conditioning on the time

until the next transition, whose distribution function is equal to

Gi(t) ≡
∑
j∈I

pijGij(t).

Note that this distribution, and therefore the first cost component, does not depend

on the next state visited. However, for the second component we need to condition

on both the time of the transition as well as the next state itself. We can then express

Vi(x) in terms of the other values of this function as follows:

Vi(x) = c(yi(0)− x) +

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(yi(s), i, s)ds +

∫ τ

0

e−αscdyi(s)

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατVj(yi(τ))dGij(τ).
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Since the initial inventory position x is not affected by the ordering decisions made

for state i period, let

Vi = Vi(x) + cx.

Using this definition for all states and all inventory positions, we obtain

Vi = cyi(0) +

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(yi(s), i, s)ds +

∫ τ

0

e−αscdyi(s)

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατVjdGij(τ)−
∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατcyi(τ)dGij(τ)

= cyi(0) +

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(yi(s), i, s)ds+

∫ τ

0

e−αscdyi(s)− ce−ατyi(τ)

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατVjdGij(τ)

=

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(yi(s), i, s) + αcyi(s)]ds

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pijE[e−αTij ]Vj

=

∫ ∞

0

Ḡi(s)e
−αs[C(yi(s), i, s) + αcyi(s)]ds +

∑
j∈I

pijE[e−αTij ]Vj

where Tij ∼ Gij denotes the time spent in state i when the next state is j, and we

have also used a similar derivation as in equation (2.3) to simplify the expression for

the costs while in state i. Now observe that we can in principle compute, for all i,

the total costs from the time of transition to state i by solving a system of linear

equations if we can compute the total costs while in state i for all i. Computing the

total costs while in state i is clearly still nontrivial, but much easier than directly

trying to compute the infinite horizon costs.

2.4 Monotonicity Results

In this section we will show that, if the demand process possesses certain mono-

tonicity properties, the optimal inventory positions over time inherit these properties.
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2.4.1 Monotonicity of Optimal Inventory Positions within a Given State

In order to be able to analyze the behavior of the optimal inventory positions

y∗i (s) while in a given state i ∈ I, we will first derive a general stochastic dominance

result.

We say that a random variable X has a Conditional Poisson distribution with

random parameter Λ, where Λ is a nonnegative random variable, if the conditional

random variable X|Λ = λ has a Poisson distribution with parameter λ. The following

lemma will then prove useful later in this section.

Lemma 2.4.1 Let

X1 ∼ Conditional Poisson(Λ1)

X2 ∼ Conditional Poisson(Λ2).

If Λ1 ≤st Λ2, then X1 ≤st X2.

Proof: Fix some x ≥ 0, and define

φx(λ) = Pr(X1 ≥ x|Λ1 = λ) = Pr(X2 ≥ x|Λ2 = λ).

This function is increasing in λ by the fact that a Poisson random variable is stochasti-

cally increasing in its mean (see Example 9.2(b) in Ross [49]). Therefore, the assump-

tion in the theorem says that E [φx(Λ1)] ≤ E [φx(Λ2)]. Now denote the distribution

of Λn by Hn (n = 1, 2). Then, for n = 1, 2,

Pr(Xn ≥ x) =

∫ ∞

0

Pr(Xn ≥ x|Λn = λ) dHn(λ)

= E [Pr(Xn ≥ x|Λn]

= E [φx(Λn)] .

This yields the desired result. ¤
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Returning to the focus of this section, denote the state of the core process after

t time units if the process has currently been in state i for s time units by [A(t +

s)|A(s) = i]. We will show that the following condition implies that the function y∗i

is increasing in s:

Condition 2.4.2 For all ` ≥ 0 and all 0 ≤ s < s′,

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≤st

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s′)|A(s′)=i]dt.

The following lemma shows that Condition 2.4.2 ensures that the lead time demands

are stochastically increasing while in a given state.

Lemma 2.4.3 If the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for some i ∈ I, then

the lead time demand Di,s
L is stochastically increasing in s, i.e.,

Di,s
L ≤st Di,s′

L for all 0 ≤ s < s′.

Proof: Let i ∈ I be such that Condition 2.4.2 is satisfied. Fix 0 ≤ s < s′ and

consider a fixed lead time `. By the theory of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes

(see, e.g., Ross (1996)), the lead time demand is a Poisson random variable when

conditioned on the core process A. This means that

Di,s
` ∼ Conditional Poisson

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt

)

Di,s′
` ∼ Conditional Poisson

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s′)|A(s′)=i]dt

)
.

Condition 2.4.2 now implies that

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≤st

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s′)|A(s′)=i]dt.

By Lemma 2.4.1, we then have

Di,s
` ≤st Di,s′

` . (2.12)
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Since this inequality holds for all fixed lead times `, the desired result follows for the

stochastic lead time case as well. ¤

We are now able to show that the optimal inventory positions in a given state are

increasing over time if the demand process in that state is stochastically increasing

over time in the sense of Condition 2.4.2.

Theorem 2.4.4 If the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for some i ∈ I, then

the optimal inventory position y∗i (s) is increasing in s.

Proof: Let i ∈ I be such that Condition 2.4.2 is satisfied. Observe that inequality

(2.12) in the proof of Lemma 2.4.3 says that, for fixed lead time `, for all 0 ≤ s < s′,

and for all y ≥ 0

FDi,s
`

(y) ≥ F
Di,s′

`

(y).

By integration, we then obtain that for all 0 ≤ s < s′ and for all y ≥ 0,

F̃Di,s
L

(y) ≥ F̃
Di,s′

L

(y).

The result now follows immediately from the expression for the optimal inventory

position y∗i (s) in equation (2.9). ¤

We will next discuss two examples to which this result applies.

Examples

1. If the underlying core process is a continuous-time Markov process, the memo-

ryless property implies that the random variables

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt and

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s′)|A(s′)=i]dt

both have the same probability distribution as

∫ `

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=i]dt.
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Therefore, it immediately follows that Condition 2.4.2 is satisfied for all i ∈ I,

and therefore the optimal inventory position y∗i (s) is increasing in s. In fact, we

can use appropriate modifications of Lemma 2.4.3 and Theorem 2.4.4 to show

that the inventory position y∗i (s) is constant in s, which corresponds with the

result of Song and Zipkin [52].

2. Suppose that the interarrival distributions Gij depend on i only and, moreover,

are increasing failure rate (IFR). In addition, suppose that transitions can only

be made to states with a higher demand rate, that is, pij > 0 implies that λi <

λj. Then Condition 2.4.2 is satisfied for all i ∈ I, and we obtain monotonicity

of the inventory positions.

Proof: Choose some state i ∈ I, and let Zs
i be the amount of time remaining

in state i given that the core process has been in state i for s time units, and

denote its distribution by Gs
i . To show that Condition 2.4.2 holds, we need to

show that for all ` ≥ 0 and all x,

Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x

)

is increasing in s. Now fix arbitrary values of ` ≥ 0 and x, and define

ψs(z) = Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x|Zs
i = z

)
.

Since

E[ψs(Z
s
i )] = Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x

)

we in fact need to show that E[ψs(Z
s
i )] is increasing in s. Since Gi is IFR, we

know that the random variables Zs
i are stochastically decreasing in s. In the

remainder of the proof, we will show that the function ψs(z) is decreasing in z

and independent of s, which then implies the desired result (see Ross, [49].

For any i ∈ I, let Ji be a random variable that represents the next state reached

from state i by the core process. If 0 ≤ z < `, we can then rewrite the function
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ψs as follows:

ψs(z) = Pr

(
λiz +

∫ `−z

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=Ji]dt ≥ x|Zs
i = z

)

= Pr

(
λiz +

∫ `−z

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=Ji]dt ≥ x

)
(2.13)

= Pr

(∫ `−z

0

(
λ[A(t)|A(0)=Ji] − λi

)
dt ≥ x− λi`

)

where equality (2.13) follows from the fact that the distribution of the remaining

transition time Zs
i is independent of the next state visited. If z ≥ `, we have

ψs(z) = Pr

(∫ `

0

λidt ≥ x|Zs
i = z

)
= Pr (λi` ≥ x) = 1{λi`≥x}

where 1{} denotes the indicator function. Summarizing, we have

ψs(z) =





Pr
(∫ `−z

0

(
λ[A(t)|A(0)=Ji] − λi

)
dt ≥ x− λi`

)
if z < `

1{λi`≥x} if z ≥ `

which is clearly independent of s. Moreover, if x ≤ λi`, the function ψs is

identically equal to 1 and therefore decreasing. If x > λi`, the assumption in

this example says that λ[A(t)|A(0)=Ji] − λi ≥ 0, so that in that case the function

ψs(z) is decreasing as well.

Since we chose the values of ` ≥ 0 and x arbitrarily, we conclude that Condition

2.4.2 is satisfied for state i. ¤

The next theorem shows that, under an additional mild regularity condition, the

optimal inventory position in a given state is a step function of time that increases

only by one unit in each step.

Theorem 2.4.5 Suppose that the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for some

i ∈ I and, in addition, the transition time distributions Gij from that state have con-

tinuous densities. Then the optimal inventory position function y∗i is a step function

that can only have step size 1 in the inventory position space.
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Proof: Let i ∈ I be such that Condition 2.4.2 is satisfied, and suppose that we have

been in this state for s time units. Then recall that, for a fixed lead time `, we have

Di,s
` ∼ Conditional Poisson

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt

)
.

By the assumptions on the transition time distributions, we conclude that the random

variables ∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt

have densities that are continuous as a function of s. This implies that, for all

d = 0, 1, 2, . . ., the probability Pr(Di,s
` = d) is continuous as a function of s. Thus, for

a stochastic lead time L, F̃Di,s
L

(y) is continuous in s for all y ≥ 0 as well. In addition,

F̃Di,s
L

(y) is a decreasing function of s by the proof of Theorem 2.4.4.

Since the lead time demand is a discrete random variable that has strictly positive

probability at every nonnegative integer d, we conclude that, for fixed s, F̃Di,s
L

(d) is

a strictly increasing function of d for d = 0, 1, 2, . . .. This means that all functions in

the family {F̃Di,s
L

(y) : y ≥ 0}, viewed as functions of y, are step functions that strictly

increase at each integral value of y.

We conclude that y∗i (s) is a step function that, at each step, increases by exactly

1. ¤

As a final remark, note that, with probability 1, each order either replenishes a

reduction in inventory position due to demand, or is due to an increase in the optimal

inventory position. Therefore, under the conditions of Theorem 2.4.5, as long as the

core process remains in a given state, each order is, with probability 1, for a single

unit only.

2.4.2 Monotonicity of Optimal Inventory Positions between States

We will next analyze the relationship between the optimal inventory positions

in different states. In particular, we will show that if the demand process satisfies
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the following condition for a pair of states i, j ∈ I, then the inventory position never

decreases if a transition is made from state i to state j.

Condition 2.4.6 For all ` ≥ 0 and all s ≥ 0,

∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≤st

∫ `

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=j]dt.

The following lemma shows that Condition 2.4.6 implies a monotonicity rela-

tionship between the lead time demands in different states.

Lemma 2.4.7 If the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.6 for states i, j ∈ I,

then

Di,s
L ≤st Dj,0

L for all s ≥ 0.

Proof: Fix s ≥ 0, and consider a fixed lead time `. We then have

Di,s
` ∼ Conditional Poisson

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt

)

Dj,0
` ∼ Conditional Poisson

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=j]dt

)
.

Condition 2.4.6 and Lemma 2.4.1 then imply that

Di,s
` ≤st Dj,0

` . (2.14)

Since this inequality holds for all fixed lead times `, the desired result follows for the

stochastic lead time case as well. ¤

We are now able to show that the optimal inventory positions are increase when

a state transition is made if the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.6 for that

transition.

Theorem 2.4.8 If the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.6 for states i, j ∈ I

then

y∗i (s) ≤ y∗j (0) for all s ≥ 0.
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Proof: Observe that inequality (2.14) in the proof of Lemma 2.4.7 says that, for

fixed lead time `, and for all y ≥ 0

FDi,s
`

(y) ≥ FDj,0
`

(y).

By integration, we then obtain that for all y ≥ 0,

F̃Di,s
L

(y) ≥ F̃Dj,0
L

(y).

The result now follows immediately from the definition of the optimal inventory

position y∗i (s) in equation (2.9). ¤

We will next discuss two examples to which this result applies.

Examples

1. If the underlying core process is a continuous-time Markov process and, in

addition,

[A(t)|A(0) = i] ≤ [A(t)|A(0) = j] w.p. 1, for all t ≥ 0

for all i, j ∈ I such that λi < λj it immediately follows that Condition 2.4.6 is

satisfied for such pairs of states. Theorem 2.4.8 then corresponds to Theorem

8 in Song and Zipkin [52].

2. If the transition time distributions are arbitrary, but states are always visited

in a predetermined sequence, i.e., pi,i+1 = 1 for all i ∈ I, and, in addition,

λ0 < λ1 < λ2 < · · · , then Condition 2.4.6 is satisfied for all i, j ∈ I such that

j > i.

Proof: Choose some state i ∈ I, and fix arbitrary values of ` ≥ 0 and x. We

need to show that

Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x

)
≤ Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=i+1]dt ≥ x

)
.
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Now note that

Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x|Zs
i = 0

)
= Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t)|A(0)=i+1]dt ≥ x

)
.

Using the notation of the proof of Example 2 in Section 2.4.1 we have

ψs(0) = Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x|Zs
i = 0

)

E[ψs(Z
s
i )] = Pr

(∫ `

0

λ[A(t+s)|A(s)=i]dt ≥ x

)

E[ψs(Z
s
i )] ≤ ψs(0)

where we have used the fact that Ji ≡ i+1, and the last inequality follows from

the fact that the function ψs is decreasing. Since we chose the values of ` ≥ 0

and x arbitrarily, this implies that Condition 2.4.6 is satisfied for i, i+1 ∈ I. ¤

2.4.3 Implications of the Monotonicity Results

The results of the previous two sections can now be used to conclude our main

monotonicity result:

Theorem 2.4.9 Assume that the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for all i ∈
I and, in addition, Condition 2.4.6 is satisfied for all i, j ∈ I such that pij > 0. Then

the optimal policy results in a sequence of inventory positions that is nondecreasing.

Proof: Theorem 2.4.4 says that the optimal inventory position never decreases as

long as we are in a given state. Since Condition 2.4.6 is satisfied whenever it is possible

to transition from state i to state j, and Theorem 2.4.8 says that the optimal inventory

position never decreases when we move to a new state. ¤

So far, we have dealt entirely with a situation where disposal of inventory is

allowed at the purchase price. However, this may not always be a reasonable assump-

tion. If disposal is not possible, then at each point in time the inventory position

is bounded from below by the inventory position immediately preceding an ordering

decision. In that case, the myopic policy may no longer be feasible, and therefore
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clearly not optimal. However, note that under the conditions of Theorem 2.4.9, the

myopic inventory position will always increase. The following theorem now provides a

sufficient condition under which disposal is never desirable, so that the myopic policy

remains optimal even if disposal is not allowed.

Corollary 2.4.10 Consider the case where disposal of inventory is not allowed. As-

sume that the demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for all i ∈ I and, in addition,

Condition 2.4.6 is satisfied for all i, j ∈ I such that pij > 0. If, initially (at time 0),

the core process has been in state i ∈ I for s time units, and the initial inventory x

is no larger than y∗i (s), then the myopic policy is the optimal policy.

Proof: Since x < y∗i (s), the initial myopic inventory position y∗i (s) can be reached

even if disposal is not allowed. At each subsequent point in time, an ordering de-

cision should either replenish a demand or adjust the inventory position according

to an optimal policy. Since Theorem 2.4.8 implies that the myopic policy will never

prescribe a reduction in inventory position, it remains optimal even when disposal is

not allowed. ¤

Our next result derives the optimal policy if the condition in Corollary 2.4.10 on

the initial inventory level is violated. This theorem is a continuous analog of Theorem

6.2 in Veinott [56].

Corollary 2.4.11 Consider the case where disposal is not allowed. Assume that the

demand process satisfies Condition 2.4.2 for all i ∈ I and, in addition, Condition

2.4.6 is satisfied for all i, j ∈ I such that pij > 0. Then the policy, say ỹ, that does

not order until the inventory position drops below the level that is prescribed by the

myopic policy, and follows the myopic policy after that, is the optimal policy.

Proof: Let T denote the earliest time at which the inventory position drops to or

below the level prescribed by the myopic policy when applying policy ỹ (where we

let T = +∞ if this event never occurs). Up to time T , the inventory positions

resulting from this policy will be the lowest among all feasible policies since ỹ does
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not place any orders. Since the cost rate function at each point in time is convex,

and the myopic policy is the smallest minimizer of the cost rate function, policy ỹ

will minimize the total cost over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T among all feasible policies.

After time T , Corollary 2.4.10 implies hat the myopic policy will be optimal. So the

policy described in this theorem is an optimal policy. ¤

2.5 An Algorithm to Compute the Optimal Inventory Policy

Recall that the expression for the optimal inventory position after spending s

time units in state i is given by

y∗i (s) = arg min

{
y : F̃Di,s

L
(y) ≥ pE[e−αL]− αc

h + p

}
. (2.9)

Note that the optimal inventory policy is thus a collection of functions, one for each

state of the world. We therefore cannot expect to be able to compute in finite time

(or represent using finite storage space) the entire optimal inventory policy for our

model. In addition, s is a continuous variable, which further complicates the a priori

computation of the optimal inventory policy. Instead, we will in this section develop

an algorithm that constructs parts of the optimal policy as needed for a special case

of our model. In addition, we denote ⊗ and ⊕ to represent the Kronecker product

and Kronecker sum, respectively.

2.5.1 Continuous Phase-Type Distriuted World Transition Time and Lead
Time

From equation (2.9) we see that the key is the lead time demand distribution

functions F̃Di,s
L

(y). However, in general it is very difficult to compute these lead time

demand distributions directly (see Zipkin [63]). Song and Zipkin [52] designed an

algorithm to compute the myopic policy for a special case of their Markov modu-

lated Poisson demand model. Specifically, they devised a way to compute the cost

rate function by assuming that the lead time has a continuous phase-type (CPH)
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distribution, which can be modeled by the time until absorption of a continuous-

time Markov chain. Then they study the behavior of a joint process consisting of

four Markov processes: the world process, demand process, lead time process, and

the process used to represent continuous-time discounting. After some nontrivial

transformations, they can compute the lead time demand distributions and cost rate

function.

In this section, we apply the idea of this algorithm to our more complicated

demand model when the lead time L has a continuous phase type distribution. In

addition, we assume that the transition time for leaving each world state is also con-

tinuous phase type distributed. Assume that we cannot observe the phase changes

within this transition period. (Recall from Section 2.2.2 that, if the phase changes

of the Erlang transition distributions, which are special CPH distributions, are ob-

servable, then we can transform the core process into a Markov process by using an

extended state representation (A(t), r(t)) and a transformed transition probability

matrix.) We first denote the probability mass function of Di,s
` for fixed `, given i, s,

by

bi,s(d|`) = Pr(Di,s
` = d)

then for random lead time L, we define

qi,s(d) = EL[e−αLbi,s(d|L)] =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`bi,s(d|`)dFL(`).

With these two notations, we can express the lead time demand distribution function

as

FDi,s
`

(y) =

y∑

d=0

bi,s(d|`)

for integer values of y. In addition, we can write

F̃Di,s
L

(y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s
`

(y)dFL(`) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

(
y∑

d=0

bi,s(d|`)
)

dFL(`) =

y∑

d=0

qi,s(d)
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for integer values of y. It is easy to see that

∞∑

d=0

qi,s(d) = EL[e−αL].

Now we can see that the task of computing F̃Di,s
L

(y) can be accomplished by computing

qi,s(d). In addition, we can express the discounted cost rate function in terms of qi,s(d)

as

C(y, i, s) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −Di,s

L )
]

= EL

[
e−αLh

y∑

d=0

(y − d)bi,s(d|L)

]
+ EL

[
e−αLp

∞∑

d=y

(d− y)bi,s(d|L)

]

= h

y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi,s(d) + p

∞∑

d=y

(d− y)qi,s(d).

We adopt the same assumptions as in Song and Zipkin [52] to develop our al-

gorithm. Define e to be a column vector whose elements are all 1, while ei is a unit

column vector where the ith element is 1 and all other elements are 0. For complete-

ness sake, we next briefly review some results from Song and Zipkin [52] that we need

to further develop our algorithm. We assume that the leadtime L has a continuous

phase-type distribution (τ,M), where τ is row vector with ρ nonnegative components

whose sum is no longer than 1, and M is an ρ × ρ nonsingular matrix whose off-

diagonal entries are all nonnegative and whose diagonal entries as well as row sums

are all nonpositive. Let U be a continuous-time Markov chain with ρ + 1 states,

where the last state is an absorbing state, initial probability distribution [τ, 1 − τe],

and generator 


M −Me

0 0


 .

Then the time until absorption of this chain is distributed as L. We assume τe = 1,

so that L has no mass at zero, i.e., L 6= 0.
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In addition, we assume that the world transition time from state i is a continuous

phase-type distribution (ςi, Hi), which can represented as the time until absorption

of a continuous-time Markov chain V with ri transient states and one absorbing

states. We assume that for all i, ςie = 1. If we can observe the phase changes

of this Markov chain, we can translate the world process A into a Markov chain

with state (i, r), where r is the phase of the V . Let Q denote the generator of the

transformed world process of dimension
∑m

i=1 ri. For example, for i 6= j, the rate

q(i,r′);(j,r′′) = −(Hie)
T er′pij(ςj)

T er′′ , where (Hie)
T represents the transpose of matrix

Hie.

For a continuous phase type distribution (ςi, Hi), the probability that it is in each

state after s time units, denoted by πi,s, is the solution to the following differential

equation(s):

π′i,s = πi,sHi (2.15)

with boundary condition πi,0 = ςi. It is easy to solve that πi,s = ςie
His. Thus given

that the last transition was into world state i, the conditional probability that the

phase of the CPH distribution after spending s time units in the current state, denoted

by r(s), is equal to r, denoted by Ri,s(r), can be computed as

Ri,s(r) =
πi,ser∑ri

r=1 πi,ser

.

It is easy to verify that Ri,0(r) = ςier, the rth element of the initial probability

distribution ςi for state i.

Since a CPH distribution is interpreted in term of a Markov chain, given the

current state of the Markov chain (i.e., the phase of the CPH), the time that has
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elapsed since the CPH distribution started, s, becomes irrelevant due to the memo-

ryless property of a continuous-time Markov chain. So we can define

Pr(Di,s
` = d|r(s) = r) = Pr(Di,0

` = d|r(0) = r)

≡ bi(d|`, r) (2.16)

as well as

∫ ∞

0

e−α` Pr(Di,s
` = d|r(s) = r)dFL(`) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α` Pr(Di,0
` = d|r(0) = r)dFL(`)

≡ qi(d|r). (2.17)

By conditioning on the phase of the CPH world transition time, we have

bi,s(d|`) =

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r) Pr(Di,s
` = d|r(s) = r)

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)bi(d|`, r)

where we have used equation (2.16) and

qi,s(d) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r) Pr(Di,s
` = d|r(s) = r)dFL(`)

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)

∫ ∞

0

e−α` Pr(Di,s
` = d|r(s) = r)dFL(`)

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)qi(d|r)

where we have used equation (2.17). Now we can use Song and Zipkin’s approach to

compute the function qi(d|r) for every i and r. The difference here is that we use a

composite state (i, r) to replace the world state i in Song and Zipkin’s model, and

change our world process into a Markov process, as we did in Section 2.2.2.

We assume that the world process A (note we have converted the state of this

process into (i, r)) and the demand process D stop changing and remain fixed when

U(t) = ρ + 1. Thus for any realization of the process A,U and D, the final value of
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the first of D is precisely a realization of the lead time demand. To incorporate the

discount factor, we construct an auxiliary continuous-time Markov chain J , indepen-

dent of A,U and D, with two states, an initial state 0 and a “killing” state 1. We

state with J(0) = 0, and state 1 is absorbing. While U(t) ≤ ρ, the transition rate

from state 0 to 1 is the discount factor α; when U(t) = ρ + 1, the process J stops

changing and remains fixed. Thus the probability that the process J is not killed by

the end of the leadtime is

Pr(X > L) =

∫ ∞

0

Pr(X > `|L = `)dFL(`) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`dFL(`) = E[e−αL].

For fixed i, s, if the world is in the phase r of its CPH distribution, then we

consider the joint chain {D, A,U, J}. Using the generator of the joint process, we can

write differential equations to represent the dynamics of the system, and solve them.

Denote I as the identity matrix of size
∑m

i=1 ri, and

Λ = diag(λi)

Kα = −[Q⊕M − Λ⊗ I − αI ⊗ I]

Hα = K−1
α [Λ⊗ I].

Then similarly as in Song and Zipkin [52], we can get

qi(d|r) = Pr(D(L) = d, J(L) = 0|A(0) = i, r(0) = r).

After several steps of transformations, we can get

qi(d|r) = (eir ⊗ τ)Hd
α[I −Hα − αK−1

α ][e⊗ e].
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Now we can express the discounted cost rate function as

C(y, i, s) = h

y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi,s(d) + p
∞∑

d=y

(d− y)qi,s(d)

= h

y∑

d=0

(y − d)

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)qi(d|r) + p

∞∑

d=y

(d− y)

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)qi(d|r)

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r){h
y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi(d|r) + p

∞∑

d=y

(d− y)qi(d|r)}

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)

{
p(eir ⊗ τ)(I −Hα)−2(I −Hα − αK−1

α )(e⊗ e)−

p(y − 1)τ(αI −M)−1Me(p + h)(eir ⊗ τ) ·[
y∑

d=0

(y − d)Hd
α

]
(I −Hα − αK−1

α )(e⊗ e)

}

=

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)C̃(y, i, r) (2.18)

where

C̃(y, i, r) = h

y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi(d|r) + p

∞∑

d=y

(d− y)qi(d|r)

= (h + p)

y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi(d|r) + p

∞∑

d=0

(d− y)qi(d|r)

= (h + p)

y∑

d=0

(y − d)qi(d|r) + p

∞∑

d=0

dqi(d|r)− pyEL[e−αL]

= p(eir ⊗ τ)(I −Hα)−2(I −Hα − αK−1
α )(e⊗ e)−

p(y − 1)τ(αI −M)−1Me + (p + h)(eir ⊗ τ) ·[
y∑

d=0

(y − d)Hd
α

]
(I −Hα − αK−1

α )(e⊗ e).

We see that C(y, i, s) is represented as a convex combination of the functions

C̃(y, i, r) for all r = 1, . . . , ri, where the weights depend on the value of s, as its right

and left derivatives. Thus, the left and right derivatives of fi,s(y) = C(y, i, s) + αcy

at integer point y are simply (C(y, i, s))′+ +αc and (C(y, i, s))′−+αc, respectively. As

shown in Section 2.3, the optimal inventory position y∗ will minimize fi,s(y) if at y∗
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the right derivative is greater than or equal to 0, while the left derivative is smaller

than 0.

We need a result regarding the changes of optimal inventory position when each

of the world transition time distribution is continuous. The proof is very similar to

that of Theorem 2.4.5, thus omitted here.

Theorem 2.5.1 Suppose that the transition time distribution Gij from any state i

to state j, i, j ∈ I, have continuous density. Then if the world does not change state,

every time that the optimal inventory position function y∗i changes, it will either

increase by 1 or decrease by 1.

If now the world has been in state i for s0 time units, and the current inven-

tory position is optimal, then as time s increases, the optimal inventory position

may change. By Theorem 2.5.1, as long as the world state remains unchanged, it

will change by one, either increasing or decreasing. This situation is illustrated in

Figure 2–1 through Figure 2–3. So to determine after how long the optimal inven-

tory position will change to a different value, we need to compute the left and right

derivatives of C̃(y, i, r) at y∗ for all r, and making use of equation (2.18). In other

words, we need to solve each of the following two equations,

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)
(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc = 0 (2.19)

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)
(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc = 0. (2.20)

Only the solutions for s to the above two equations are candidate times at which the

optimal inventory position will change. Let s+
1 ≤ s+

2 ≤ · · · and s−1 ≤ s−2 ≤ · · · be the

solutions to equations (2.19) and (2.20) that are strictly greater than s0, respectively.

Only these solutions are candidate times at which the optimal inventory position

will change. Note that it is possible that either of these equations does not have

such a solution. If neither equation has such a solution, we know that the current
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optimal inventory position will continue to be optimal as long as the world state

does not change. For equation (2.19), we check its candidate solutions as described

above in increasing order, to find out the smallest one at which the right-hand-side

of the equation has a negative derivative, and denote it by s′. If no such solution

exist, we let s′ = ∞. We follow a similar procedure for equation (2.20), except that

we now choose the solution at which the derivative is greater than 0. Denote that

solution by s′′. If s′ < s′′, then after s′ time units the optimal inventory position will

increase by one; if s′ > s′′, then after s′′ time units the optimal inventory position will

decrease by one. If both s′ and s′′ are infinite, then the optimal inventory position

will remain unchanged unless the world state changes. Note that it is not possible

that s′ = s′′ < ∞, which would mean that at time s′ = s′′ the function C(y, i, s)+αcy

has a positive left derivative and a negative right derivative, which contradicts the

fact that it is convex.

Each time the world just enter a new state i, we then know probability that

the world is in each state, which is derived directly from the initial distribution of

the world transition time, i.e., Ri,0(r) = ςer, and we compute the optimal inventory

position for this time point. We can then repeat the procedures described above to

compute when the optimal inventory positions will change.

Now turn to the calculation of the left and right derivative of C̃(y, i, r) with

respect to y for some fixed i, r. The right derivative at integer value y (recall that

we have proved the optimal inventory positions can only be integers) is

(
C̃(y, i, r)

)′
+

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y∑

d=0

qi(d|r)

and the left derivative is

(
C̃(y, i, r)

)′
−

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y−1∑

d=0

qi(d|r).
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If y < 0, then the right derivative at y is

−pE[e−αL] = pτ(αI −M)−1Me;

if y ≥ 0, the right derivative can be written as

−pE[e−αL] + (p + h)(eir ⊗ τ)[

y∑

d=0

Hd
α](I −Hα − αK−1

α )(e⊗ e).

To summarize, we can compute the optimal inventory levels and the time when

the optimal inventory levels change by applying the following algorithm.

• Step 1. At the beginning time of a new world state i, i.e. s = 0. If the

world has been in state i before, retrieve the stored optimal inventory posi-

tion curve for state i. Otherwise, solve the minimization of C(y, i, 0) + αcy =
∑ri

r=1 ςerC̃(y, i, r) + αcy. Use the method of Song and Zipkin [52] as described

above to compute C̃(y, i, r) and the optimal value, and denote it by y∗0. Set

k = 0, and denote s∗0 = 0.

• Step 2. If s∗k = ∞, go to Step 4 directly. Otherwise, compute the left and right

derivative of C̃(y, i, r) at y∗k for all r = 1 to ri as

(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
+

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y∗k∑

d=0

qi(d|r)

(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
−

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y∗k−1∑

d=0

qi(d|r).

Solve the following equations (2.21) and (2.22)

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)
(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc = 0 (2.21)

ri∑
r=1

Ri,s(r)
(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc = 0. (2.22)

Let s+
1 ≤ s+

2 ≤ . . . be the solutions to equation (2.21) that are strictly greater

than s∗k. Check them in increasing order, and let s′ be the smallest solution at
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Figure 2–1: Optimal inventory position at y∗
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Figure 2–2: Optimal inventory position at y∗ + 1

which the left-hand-side of equation (2.21) has a negative derivative, let s′ = ∞
if no such solution exists.

Similarly, let s−1 ≤ s−2 ≤ . . . be the solutions to equation (2.22) that are strictly

greater than s∗k. Let s′′ be the smallest solution at which the left-hand-side of

equation (2.22) has a positive derivative, let s′′ = ∞ if no such solution exists.

• Step 3. If s′ < s′′, let s∗k+1 = s′ and y∗k+1 = y∗k + 1; if s′ > s′′, let s∗k+1 = s′′ and

y∗k+1 = y∗k − 1. If both s′ = ∞ and s′′ = ∞, let s∗k+1 = ∞ and y∗k+1 = y∗k. Store

that y∗i (s) = y∗k for s∗k ≤ s < s∗k+1. Let k = k + 1.

• Step 4. If the world does not change to a different state, go back to Step 2; if

a new state is encountered, go back to Step 1.
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Figure 2–3: Optimal inventory position at y∗ − 1

It is obvious that the computation involves the evaluation of the probability

Ri,s(r). And for general CPH world transition time, it is difficult to handle Ri,s(r).

In the next section, we will give an implementable algorithm by considering the world

transition time as Erlang distributed.

2.5.2 Erlang Distributed World Transition Time and Continuous Phase-
Type Distributed Lead Time

Suppose that the world transition for every state is a special case of CPH distri-

bution, Erlang distribution. We first prove two useful lemmas regarding the property

of the Erlang distribution.

Lemma 2.5.2 If Hi is the generator of Erlang(i, ri, νi) distribution, then the jrth

element of H l
i , 1 ≤ j, r ≤ ri and l ≥ 0, is

hl
jr =





νl
i(−1)l−r+j




l

r − j


 if r ≥ j and r − j ≤ l

0 o/w

.

Proof: If a CPH distribution is an Erlang(i, ri, νi) distribution, then the initial state

distribution is ςi = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T , and the jrth element of Hi, hjr, 1 ≤ j, r ≤ ri, has
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the following form

hjr =





−νi if r = j

νi if r = j + 1

0 o/w

.

We prove the lemma by induction. It can be verified easily that the lemma holds for

l = 1, 2. Now suppose it is true for l, and we are considering the jrth element of H l+1
i

for 1 ≤ r, j ≤ ri,

hl+1
jr =

ri∑

k=1

hl
jkhkr

If r < j or r > j + l+1, it is easy to check that hl+1
jr = 0; if r = j, it is straightforward

that

hl+1
jr = ν l

i(−1)l1(−νi) = ν l+1
i (−1)l+1




l + 1

0




if r > j and r ≤ j + l + 1, then

hl+1
jr = hl

j,r−1hr−1,r + hl
jrhrr

= ν l
i(−1)l−(r−1)+j




l

r − 1− j


 νi + ν l

i(−1)l−r+j




l

r − j


 (−νi)

= ν l+1
i (−1)l−r+j+1 l!(l − r + j + 1) + l!(r − j)

(l − r + j + 1)!(r − j)!

= ν l+1
i (−1)l+1−r+j (l + 1)!

(l + 1− r + j)!(r − j)!

= ν l+1
i (−1)l+1−r+j




l + 1

r − j


 .
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To summarize, we have

hl+1
jr =





νl+1
i (−1)l+1−r+j




l + 1

r − j


 if r ≥ j and r − j ≤ l + 1

0 o/w

.

So the lemma holds for l + 1. By induction, the lemma holds for all l. ¤

Lemma 2.5.3 If a CPH distribution is anErlang(i, ri, νi) distribution, then

πi,ser =
(νis)

r−1e−νis

(r − 1)!
.

Proof: Following the result of lemma 2.5.2, we have

πi,ser = ςie
Hiser

= ςi

∞∑

l=0

(His)
l

l!
er

=
∞∑

l=0

1

l!
hl

1rs
l

=
∞∑

l=r−1

1

l!
(−1)l−r+1ν l

i




l

r − 1


 sl

=
∞∑

l=r−1

1

l!
(−1)l−r+1(νis)

r−1(νis)
l−r+1 l!

(r − 1)!(l − r + 1)!

=
(νis)

r−1

(r − 1)!

∞∑

l=r−1

(−νis)
l−r+1

(l − r + 1)!

=
(νis)

r−1

(r − 1)!
e−νis.

¤
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From the previous two lemmas, for Erlang(i, ri, νi) distribution, we can get that

Ri,s(r) =
πi,ser∑ri

r=1 πi,ser

(2.23)

=

(νis)
r−1e−νis

(r−1)!∑ri

k=1
(νis)k−1e−νis

(k−1)!

=

(νis)
r−1

(r−1)!∑ri

k=1
(νis)k−1

(k−1)!

. (2.24)

By replacing Ri,s(r) by the values in equations (2.19) and (2.20)

0 =

ri∑
r=1

(νis)
r−1

(r − 1)!

(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc

ri∑

k=1

(νis)
k−1

(k − 1)!

=

ri∑
r=1

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc

]

(r − 1)!
sr−1 (2.25)

0 =

ri∑
r=1

(νis)
r−1

(r − 1)!

(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc

ri∑

k=1

(νis)
k−1

(k − 1)!

=

ri∑
r=1

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc

]

(r − 1)!
sr−1. (2.26)

At the time when the world just enter a new state i, i.e., s = 0, we know that

the world must be in the first stage of the Erlang distribution, so Ri,0(1) = 1, and

Ri,0(r) = 0 for all r = 2, . . . , ri. Thus, for s = 0, we have C(y, i, 0) = C̃(y, i, 1).

We can then repeat the procedures described above to compute when the optimal

inventory positions will change.

We have the following algorithm by making the according changes.

• Step 1. At the beginning time of a new world state i, i.e. s = 0. If the world has

been in state i before, retrieve the stored optimal inventory position curve for

state i. Otherwise, solve the minimization of C(y, i, 0)+αcy = C̃(y, i, 1)+αcy.

Using the method of Song and Zipkin [52] as described above, compute the

optimal value and denote it by y∗0. Set k = 0, and denote s∗0 = 0.
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• Step 2. If s∗k = ∞, go to Step 4 directly. Otherwise, compute the left and right

derivative of C̃(y, i, r) at y∗k for all r = 1 to ri as

(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
+

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y∗k∑

d=0

qi(d|r)

(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
−

= −pE[e−αL] + (p + h)

y∗k−1∑

d=0

qi(d|r).

Solve the following equations (2.27) and (2.28)

ri∑
r=1

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc

]

(r − 1)!
sr−1 = 0 (2.27)

ri∑
r=1

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc

]

(r − 1)!
sr−1 = 0. (2.28)

Let s+
1 ≤ s+

2 ≤ . . . be the solutions to equation (2.27) that are strictly greater

than s∗k. Check them in increasing order, and let s′ be the smallest solution at

which the left-hand-side of equation (2.27) has a negative derivative, i.e.,

ri∑
r=2

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
+

+ αc

]

r!
(s′)r−2 < 0.

let s′ = ∞ if no such solution exists.

Similarly, let s−1 ≤ s−2 ≤ . . . be the solutions to equation (2.28) that are strictly

greater than s∗k. Let s′′ be the smallest solution at which the left-hand-side of

equation (2.28) has a positive derivative, i.e.,

ri∑
r=2

(νi)
r−1

[(
C̃(y∗k, i, r)

)′
−

+ αc

]

r!
(s′)r−2 > 0.

let s′′ = ∞ if no such solution exists.
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• Step 3. If s′ < s′′, let s∗k+1 = s′ and y∗k+1 = y∗k + 1; if s′ > s′′, let s∗k+1 = s′′ and

y∗k+1 = y∗k − 1. If both s′ = ∞ and s′′ = ∞, let s∗k+1 = ∞ and y∗k+1 = y∗k. Store

that y∗i (s) = y∗k for s∗k ≤ s < s∗k+1. Let k = k + 1.

• Step 4. If the world does not change to a different state, go back to Step 2; if

a new state is encountered, go back to Step 1.

2.6 An Extension: Demand Arrives Following a General Renewal
Process

2.6.1 Generalization of the Demand Process Model

In this section, we will discuss an important extension to the the models we stud-

ied so far. Instead of assuming that the demand arrivals in each world state follows a

Poisson process, we now relax the demand process by allowing the interarrival time

between demands within a world state to have a general world-dependent distribu-

tion. In other words, when the world is in state i, the actual demand process follows

renewal process, with the distribution of the time between successive demands de-

noted by Ki. We call this demand process a semi-Markov modulated renewal demand

process. Again the demand process is exogenous and is not affected by any ordering

decisions.

By keeping all the other model assumptions as before, the results developed up

to Section 2.3.1 continue to hold without any changes since the Poisson nature of

the demand process is not used, i.e., the cost function and the general form of the

optimal policy (as a function of the entire history) remain the same. However, now

the history can no longer be summarized by the current world state i and the time

spent in this state s only. The properties of the semi-Markov modulated renewal

demand process imply that D
t,h̄(t)
L depends on the history through not only the state

that the process is currently in (i) and how long it has been in that state (s), but

also how long it has been since the last demand occurred, which we will denote by

B(t). To reflect this fact, we rewrite the lead time demand as Di,s,b
L when the core
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process has been in state i for s time units, and b time units have elapsed since the

last demand.

One important issue that we need to pay attention to is that before the first

occurrence of a demand within a world state, the amount time since the last demand

b generally is not equal to the amount of time s spent in the current state, since the

last demand will likely have occurred while in the preceding state (or even earlier, if

no demand occurred while in the preceding state). Thus, b not only includes time

spent in the current state, but also some amount of time spent in previous state(s).

However, since the distribution of the time between demands changes between states

of the world, neither s nor b seems to be an accurate measure of the time since the

last demand for the current interarrival time distribution.

To handle this situation, we should in fact let the demand process in a given

state be a delayed renewal process, where the distribution of the first interarrival

time depends on the time since the last demand as well as the previous state visited.

In particular, suppose we are currently transitioning from state j into state i with

generic interarrival time Xi ∼ Ki, and let the time since the last demand be b. We

then let the first interarrival time be distributed as

Xi − φj,i(b)|Xi > φj,i(b)

where φj,i is some function that transforms the amount of time that has elapsed

since the last demand. For convenience, we will in fact simply redefine b to be

equal to φj,i(b) at the moment of transition from state j to state i. Note that the

previous demand might actually have occurred in a state that was visited before

state j. In that case, by recursively updating the time since the last demand using the

appropriate transformation functions φ·,· will appropriately define the first interarrival

time distribution in each state.
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Intuitively, it seems clear that we should choose the functions φ·,· to be nonde-

creasing. Two interesting extreme cases are φ·,·(b) = 0, where we simply “forget”

the time since the last demand at the moment of transition between world states,

and φ·,·(b) = b, where we ignore the fact that the interarrival time between demands

is different in different states. If we define the generalized inverse of distribution

function K by

K←(p) = min{y : K(y) ≥ p}

then a more reasonable choice of the conversion function would be

φi,j(b) = K←
j (Ki(b)) .

2.6.2 The Optimal Inventory Policy

Now we are ready to characterize the optimal inventory policy for the semi-

Markov modulated renewal demand process described above. We first introduce

some notation similar to Section 2.3.2 to accommodate the changes in the demand

model. For given y, t, and h̄(t), we can simplify the inventory cost rate function to

C(y, i, s, b) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −Di,s,b

L )
]

which is equivalent to C(y, t, h̄(t)) if the history h̄(t) says that A(t) = i, S(t) = s and

B(t) = b. The total expected cost function for our semi-Markov modulated renewal

demand model thus reduces to

W (x, h̄(0)|y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−αtE
[
C(y(t, H̄(t)), A(t), S(t), B(t)) + αcy(t, H̄(t))

]
dt.

In addition, we define

fi,s,b(y) = C(y, i, s, b) + αcy

for every fixed i, s and b, which can be viewed as the cost rate function if the inventory

position is y at the time when the core process has been in state i for s time units,

and b time units have been passed since the last demand.
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Next, we generalize some of the key results obtained for the semi-Markov mod-

ulated Poisson demand process that continue to hold for our new demand model.

Denote the right derivatives of C(·, i, s, b) and fi,s,b(·) by

C ′
+(y, i, s, b) = lim

ε↓0
C(y + ε, i, s, b)− C(y, i, s, b)

ε

(f ′i,s,b)+(y) = lim
ε↓0

fi,s,b(y + ε)− fi,s,b(y)

ε

= C ′
+(y, i, s, b) + αc.

Also, let

y∗i (s, b) = inf{y : (f ′i,s,b)+(y) ≥ 0}.

Note that since the lead time demand can only assume integral values, all points

at which the functions C(·, i, s, b) and fi,s,b(·) are nondifferentiable are integral. In

addition, y∗i (s, b) is integral as well.

Lemma 2.6.1

(a) C(y, i, s, b) and fi,s,b(y) are both convex in y for all i, s and b, so that y∗i (s, b)

minimizes fi,s,b(y).

(b) If αc̄ < p, then y∗i (s, b) is finite and nonnegative for all i, s and b. In addition,

fi,s,b(y) is nonnegative for all i, s and b.

(c) If αc̄ ≥ p, then y∗i (s, b) = −∞ for all i, s and b.

We omit the proof because the arguments are very similar to the ones in Lemma

2.3.3.

Theorem 2.6.2 Under the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand model, the my-

opic policy y∗ defined by

y∗(t, H̄(t)) = y∗A(t)(S(t), B(t)) for all t ≥ 0
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exists and its total policy costs are finite. Thus, the optimal inventory position at

time t only depends on the state at time t and the amount of time that has elapsed

since the core process last entered that state.

We also omit the proof to this theorem because the arguments are very similar to the

ones in Theorem 2.3.5.

Finally, we will give a more explicit characterization of the optimal inventory

position, which can in principle be used to compute the optimal policy, as well as the

cost of the optimal policy. Define

F̃Di,s,b
L

(y) =

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi,s,b
`

(y)dFL(`).

Then

y∗i (s, b) = arg min
{
y : (f ′i,s,b)+(y) ≥ 0

}

= arg min

{
y : F̃Di,s,b

L
(y) ≥ pE[e−αL]− αc

h + p

}
.

In case the lead time is deterministic, the expression for the optimal policy can be

simplified to

y∗i (s, b) = arg min

{
y : e−αLFDi,s,b

L
(y) ≥ pe−αL − αc

h + p

}

= arg min

{
y : FDi,s,b

L
(y) ≥ p− αc̄

h + p

}
. (2.29)

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied an inventory control model in a semi-Markov

modulated demand environment. Under linear ordering, holding, and shortage costs,

and assuming that both positive and negative orders are allowed, we have derived

the optimal inventory policy. In addition, we have formulated sufficient conditions on

the demand process for the myopic inventory positions to be increasing over time. In
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that case, the myopic policy remains optimal even if negative orders are not allowed.

For a special case where both the world transition time distributions and lead time

distribution are continuous phase type distributed, we give an algorithm to compute

the optimal inventory positions. Finally, we extend the model by relaxing the demand

process from a semi-Markov modulated Poisson process to a general semi-Markov

modulated renewal process, and see that this relaxation really does not affect the

form of the optimal policy.



CHAPTER 3
MODELS WITH PARTIALLY OBSERVABLE WORLD STATES

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we extend our models studied in Chapter 2 to a more complex

case in which the demand process is a state-dependent Poisson process, but the

underlying core process (world) is not directly observable. What we can observe is

only the arrival of the customer demands, and we can use that information to obtain

inference on the state of the world. This scenario is very common in real situations,

and thus of significant practical interest.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we study a model with only

two world states. We describe the difference between this model and our previous

models and show how the fact that the world state is unobservable affects the opti-

mal policy. We also give the form of this optimal inventory policy and provide an

algorithm to incrementally determine the optimal policy. Then we extend the basic

two-state model to a multiple-state one in Section 3.3 and derive a recursive formula

to help determine the optimal inventory policy. In Section 3.3.4 we generalize this

result to a more general multiple-state model. Finally, we summarize the chapter in

Section 3.4 and provide some future research directions.

3.2 A Simple Model with Two World States

We start with a simple case in which there are only two world states, state 1

and 2. A state transition can only happen from state 1 to state 2, and once in state

2 the world will stay in that state forever. The transition time from state 1 to state

2 is a continuous random variable with distribution G. While in world state 1 or 2,

the demand process is a Poisson process with rate λ1 or λ2, respectively. We assume

that we know the values of λ1 and λ2, but we do not observe the transition from

65
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state 1 to state 2. As before, we assume that the demand process is independent

of the replenishment decisions. Implicitly, we treat the system as if we start our

observations when the world just enters state 1. Put differently, even if the inventory

system started at some point in the past before observations start, we assume that we

know the distribution G of the time that the system will remain in state 2. Note that

if there is a positive probability that the transition to state 2 has already happened at

the time observations start this can be incorporated by defining G to have a positive

probability mass at 0.

Recall that the cumulative demand by time t is denoted by D(t). Then, at time

t we will have observed

D̄(t) = {D(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} .

Note that in this case the history information H(t) and H̄(t) contains only the demand

information since the world state is now unobservable. As in the previous chapter, we

still assume that negative orders are allowed. Under this assumption, the notation

and model up to Section 2.3.1 can be used without changes, except for the content

of the history H̄(t).

3.2.1 Effects of the Unobservable World

In this section we address the effects of the fact that the world process is un-

observable. The history information by time t contains the past cumulative de-

mand at any time point before t and can be fully characterized by how many de-

mands have occurred, N(t), and the interarrival times between consecutive demands,

X1, X2, . . . , XN(t). So another way to represent the history is

H̄(t) = {N(t), X1, X2, . . . , XN(t)}

= {N(t), S1, S2, . . . , SN(t)}

where Sk =
∑k

i=1 Xi is the arrival time of the kth demand.
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We denote the state of the world by the stochastic process {Λ(t), t ≥ 0}. In

particular, Λ(t) is a random variable that is equal to λi if the world is in state i

(i = 1, 2) at time t. Then (Λ(t), H̄(t)) is a joint mixed random variable with joint

probability density function f(λi, h̄(t)). Denote the conditional probability that the

world is in state i at time t for every t given that the history information up to

time t is H̄(t) = h̄(t), by p(i, t, h̄(t)) = fΛ|H̄(λi|h̄(t)). By conditioning on the world

changing state at time S = s, and denoting the conditional density function of history

by fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s), we obtain

p(1, t, h̄(t)) ≡ fΛ|H̄(λ1|h̄(t))

=
f(λ1, h̄(t))

fH̄(h̄(t))

=

∫∞
0

f(λ1, h̄(t)|s)dG(s)∫∞
0

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)

=

∫∞
t

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)∫∞
0

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)

=

∫∞
t

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)∫ t

0
fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s) +

∫∞
t

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)
. (3.1)

The meaning of each density (conditional density) function f should be clear within

its context.

Now let us look at the conditional density function of history H̄(t) given S = s

more closely. For h̄(t) = {N(t) = n, S1 = s1, . . . , Sn = sn}, let fH̄|S(n, s1, . . . , sn|s)
denote the condition density of N(t) = n, S1 = s1, . . . , Sn = sn given that S = s,

and let fH̄|N,S(s1, . . . , sn|n, s) denote the conditional density of S1 = s1, . . . , Sn = sn

given that N(t) = n and S = s.

If s > t, the world is still in state 1 by time t, and

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s) = Pr(N(t) = n|S = s)fH̄|N,S(s1, . . . , sn|n, s)

=
e−λ1t(λ1t)

n

n!

n!

tn

= e−λ1tλn
1 .
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If s < t, then the state transition has already happened before t. We denote the

number of demands that occur while in state 1 and 2 by random variables N1 and N2

respectively. For a given s, these two numbers are known by t, and we denote them

by n(s) and n − n(s) respectively, and the occurrence of demands in states 1 and 2

are independent! Then

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s) = fH̄|S(n(s), x1, . . . , xn(s);

n− n(s),

n(s)+1∑
i=1

xi − s, xn(s)+2, . . . , xn|s)

= fH̄|S(n(s), x1, . . . , xn(s)|s) ·

fH̄|S(n− n(s),

n(s)+1∑
i=1

xi − s, xn(s)+2, . . . , xn|s)

= e−λ1sλ
n(s)
1 · e−λ2(t−s)λ

n−n(s)
2 .

If sk < s < sk+1, for k = 0, 1, . . . , n, then n(s) = k, and

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s) = e−λ1sλk
1e
−λ2(t−s)λn−k

2 .

So

∫ t

0

f(h̄(t)|S = s)dG(s) =
n∑

k=0

λk
1λ

n−k
2

∫ sk+1

sk

e−λ1se−λ2(t−s)dG(s)

where we let s0 = 0 and sn+1 = t.

Now we have

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =

∫∞
t

e−λ1tλn
1dG(s)∑n

k=0 λk
1λ

n−k
2

∫ sk+1

sk
e−λ1se−λ2(t−s)dG(s) +

∫∞
t

e−λ1tλn
1dG(s)

=
e−λ1tλn

1G(t)∑n
k=0 λk

1λ
n−k
2

∫ sk+1

sk
e−λ1se−λ2(t−s)dG(s) + e−λ1tλn

1G(t)

=
e−λ1tλn

1G(t)∑n
k=0 λk

1λ
n−k
2 e−λ2t

∫ sk+1

sk
e−(λ1−λ2)sdG(s) + e−λ1tλn

1G(t)

=
1

1 +
(
e(λ1−λ2)t/G(t)

) ∑n
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k

∫ sk+1

sk
e−(λ1−λ2)sdG(s)

.(3.2)
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It is easy to see that this is a continuous function of t if the transition time distribution

function G is continuous.

Now we compute the lead time demand distribution given history h̄(t). Let

g(s) be the density function of the transition time distribution, and g(s|h̄) be the

conditional density function of the transition time distribution given history h̄(t).

Conditioning only on which state the world is in now is not enough, since we also

need to know how long the world has been in the current state to determine the the

remaining life time distribution. So what we need is to condition on the time of the

state transition. For fixed lead time `,

F
D

t,h̄(t)
`

(z) =

∫ ∞

0

Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|S = s)g(s|h̄(t))ds

=

∫ t

0

Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|S = s)g(s|h̄(t))ds +

∫ ∞

t

Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|S = s)g(s|h̄(t))ds

=

∫ t

0

FD2,t−s
`

(z)
fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)g(s)

fH̄(h̄(t))
ds +

∫ ∞

t

FD1,t
`

(z)
fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)g(s)

fH̄(h̄(t))
ds

=

∫ t

0

FD2,t−s
`

(z)
fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)

fH̄(h̄(t))
g(s)ds + FD1,t

`
(z)

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)
fH̄(h̄(t))

g(s)ds.

Recall that in our current model there are only two world states, and once the world

enters state 2, it will remain in state 2 forever. Therefore, FD2,t−s
`

is equivalent to

FD2,0
`

, and can move out of the integral. (This argument does not generalize to a

model with more than two states, as we will see later). It follows from equation (3.1)

that

F
D

t,h̄(t)
`

(z) = FD2,0
`

(z)

∫ t

0
fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)

fH̄(h̄(t))
+ FD1,t

`
(z)

∫∞
t

fH̄|S(h̄(t)|s)dG(s)

fH̄(h̄(t))
(3.3)

= FD2,0
`

(z)
(
1− p(1, t, h̄(t))

)
+ FD1,t

`
(z)p(1, t, h̄(t)).
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When the lead time is stochastic, we obtain

F̃
D

t,h̄(t)
L

(z) = p(1, t, h̄(t))

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FD1,t
`

(z)dFL(`)

+ (1− p(1, t, h̄(t)))

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FD2,0
`

(z)dFL(`). (3.4)

Then we can write

C(y, t, h̄(t)) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −D

t,h̄(t)
L )

]

=

∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dF

D
t,h̄(t)
`

(z)dFL(`)

= p(1, t, h̄(t))

∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dFD1,t

`
(z)dFL(`) +

(
1− p(1, t, h̄(t))

) ∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dFD2,0

`
(z)dFL(`)

= p(1, t, h̄(t))C(y, 1, t) +
(
1− p(1, t, h̄(t))

)
C(y, 2, 0). (3.5)

It is obvious that the conditional probability function p(1, t, h̄(t)) as well as the cost

rate functions C(y, 1, t) and C(y, 2, 0) play key roles in the partially unobservable

model. To make the model tractable, we consider the case where the state transition

time distribution G is exponential with rate µ, i.e., the world process is a Markov

process, in more detail in the remainder of this section.

3.2.2 Exponential Transition Time Distribution

If the state transition time distribution G is exponential with rate µ, i.e., the

world is a Markov process, then by conditioning on which state the world is currently

in, the distribution of the lead time demand can be expressed as

F
D

t,h̄(t)
`

(z) = Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z)

= Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|Λ(t) = λ1)p(1, t, h̄(t))

+ Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|Λ(t) = λ2)(1− p(1, t, h̄(t)))

= FD1
`
(z)p(1, t, h̄(t)) + FD2

`
(z)(1− p(1, t, h̄(t))) (3.6)
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where we define Di
L to be the random variable representing the total demand during a

lead time, started from now, given the world is currently in state i. The last equality

in (3.6) follows from the fact that the world process follows a Markov process and

demand is a Poisson process, and if we know which state the world is in now, the

time that has elapsed in the current state becomes irrelevant. We see that we obtain

the same result as by conditioning on the transition time. And accordingly,

C(y, t, h̄(t)) = p(1, t, h̄(t))C(y, 1) +
(
1− p(1, t, h̄(t))

)
C(y, 2) (3.7)

where C(y, i) is defined as the conditional expected discounted holding and shortage

cost rate, at the end of a lead time and viewed from, given that the world is currently

in state i, and the current inventory position (after ordering decision) is y. (See also

Song and Zipkin [52].)

When comparing equations (3.5) and (3.7)we see that in case G is the expo-

nential distribution the instantaneous cost rate function simplifies considerably, and

the dependence on time and history is then restricted to the conditional probability

function p(1, t, h̄(t)). In the remainder of this section we focus on the computation

and analysis of this function. These results will then be used in the next section to

compute the optimal inventory policy.

Using the fact that G(t) = 1− e−µt and defining λ = λ1 − λ2 + µ we obtain

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =
1

1 +
(
e(λ1−λ2)t/G(t)

) ∑n
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k

∫ sk+1

sk
e−(λ1−λ2)sdG(s)

=
1

1 + µe(λ1−λ2+µ)t
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k
∫ sk+1

sk
e−(λ1−λ2+µ)sds

=
1

1 + µeλt
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k
∫ sk+1

sk
e−λsds

.

We now distinguish between the cases λ 6= 0 and λ = 0.
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Case 1: If λ 6= 0 then

p(1, t, h̄(t))

=
1

1 + (µ/λ)eλt
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1)

=
1

1 + (µ/λ)eλt
(∑n−1

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1) + e−λsn − e−λt
)

=
1

1− µ/λ + (µ/λ)eλt
(∑n−1

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1) + e−λsn
) (3.8)

=
1

1− µ/λ + (µ/λ)eλ(t−sn)
(
1 + eλsn

∑n−1
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1)

) .

It is now easy to show that

lim
t→∞

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =





0 if λ > 0

1
1−µ/λ

if λ < 0.

Moreover, if λ > 0 the function p(1, t, h̄(t)) decreases monotonely in t. If λ < 0,

the function p(1, t, h̄(t)) decreases monotonely in t if the constant

1 + eλsn

n−1∑

k=0

(λ2/λ1)
n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1)

is positive, and it increases monotonely in t if it is negative. More intuitively, it

follows that the function p(1, t, h̄(t)) decreases monotonely in t if the probability

that we are in state 1 at the time of the nth demand exceeds the limiting

probability 1/(1− µ/λ) and increases monotonely in t otherwise.

Case 2: If λ = 0 then

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =
1

1 + µeλt
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k
∫ sk+1

sk
e−λsds

=
1

1 + µ
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k
∫ sk+1

sk
ds

=
1

1 + µ
∑n

k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(sk+1 − sk)

=
1

1 + µ
(
t +

∑n−1
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(sk+1 − sk)− sn

) . (3.9)
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It is easy to see that, in this case, the function p(1, t, h̄(t)) decreases monotonely

and

lim
t→∞

p(1, t, h̄(t)) = 0.

Figures 3–1 through 3–4 illustrate the different behaviors of the probability func-

tion p(1, t, h̄(t)) with different parameters.

We close this section by providing a summary regarding the probability function

p(1, t, h̄(t)). This function is always monotone, but the nature of monotonicity de-

pends on the sign of λ = λ1− λ2 + µ as well as the observed history. In particular, if

λ ≥ 0 the probability always decreases monotonely to 0, while if λ < 0 the probability

will converge monotonely to a positive limit.

3.2.3 Computation of the Optimal Inventory Position

We next study the optimal inventory policy that is given in Theorem 2.3.2 for

the partially unobservable demand model. First, the following theorem shows an

important property of the optimal policy.

Theorem 3.2.1 The optimal inventory policy is a step function with step sizes 1 and

−1 as long as no demands occur.

Proof: From equation (3.2), we see that p(1, t, h̄(t)) is a continuous function of t since

the transition time distribution is exponential and thus continuous. From equations

(3.6) and (3.4), it is obvious that F̃
D

t,h̄(t)
L

(z) is continuous in t also. Finally, the lead

time demand is a a discrete random variable having strictly positive probability mass

at every nonnegative integer value due to the nature of the Poisson process. So from

Lemma 2.3.1, each time the optimal inventory position changes, it will change to a

neighboring integer, i.e., either increase by 1 or decrease by 1. ¤

If the lead time distribution is continuous phase-type, we can now use the proba-

bility function we computed in the previous section as well as the analyses in Section

2.5 and in Song and Zipkin [52] to compute the optimal inventory policy for the
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Figure 3–1: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1.2,µ = 0.4, and no demand before t
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Figure 3–2: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2,µ = 0.4, and no demand before t
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Figure 3–3: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 3,µ = 1.5, and 1 demand before t, s1 = 1
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Figure 3–4: λ1 = 1, λ2 = 2,µ = 1, and no demand before t
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partially unobservable demand model. From Theorem 2.3.2, the optimal policy min-

imizes the function C(y, t, h̄(t)) + αcy for every t. We want to find y∗(t, h̄(t)), and

we can use the method in Section 2.5 to compute the optimal inventory levels. Note

that y∗(t, h̄(t)) is just the point at which the right derivative of C(y, t, h̄(t)) + αcy is

no smaller than 0, while the left derivative is smaller than 0. Using equation (3.7), it

is easy to see that

(
C(y, t, h̄(t))

)′
+

= p(1, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, 1))′+ + (1− p(1, t, h̄(t))) (C(y, 2))′+
(
C(y, t, h̄(t))

)′
− = p(1, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, 1))′− + (1− p(1, t, h̄(t))) (C(y, 2))′−

where the left and right derivatives of C(y, 1) and C(y, 2) can be determined by the

method discussed in Song and Zipkin [52].

At t = 0 or at a point in time where a demand occurs, say t, we can compute

the probability p(1, t, h̄(t) as well as the optimal inventory position y∗(t, h̄(t) at that

point in time (for convenience denoted simply by y∗ in the following if the arguments

are clear from the context). As we will show below, we are able to determine the time

at which the optimal inventory position will change if no new demand occurs by that

time. Using an analogous approach as in Section 2.5, we need to solve the following

two equations to determine the time t at which the optimal inventory position will

change if no new demand occurs up to time t:

p(1, t, h̄(t)) (C(y∗, 1))′+ + (1− p(1, t, h̄(t))) (C(y∗, 2))′+ + αc = 0

p(1, t, h̄(t)) (C(y∗, 1))′− + (1− p(1, t, h̄(t))) (C(y∗, 2))′− + αc = 0

or, equivalently,

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =
αc + (C(y∗, 2))′+

(C(y∗, 2))′+ − (C(y∗, 1))′+
(3.10)

p(1, t, h̄(t)) =
αc + (C(y∗, 2))′−

(C(y∗, 2))′− − (C(y∗, 1))′−
. (3.11)
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Denote the solution to equation (3.10) by t′ and the solution to equation (3.11) by

t′′. If λ 6= 0 we can use equation (3.8) to find these solutions explicitly:

t′ = sn +
1

λ
ln




(C(y∗,2))′+−(C(y∗,1))′+
αc+(C(y∗,2))′+

− 1 + µ/λ

(µ/λ)
[
1 + eλsn

∑n−1
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1)

]

 (3.12)

t′′ = sn +
1

λ
ln




(C(y∗,2))′−−(C(y∗,1))′−
αc+(C(y∗,2))′−

− 1 + µ/λ

(µ/λ)
[
1 + eλsn

∑n−1
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k(e−λsk − e−λsk+1)

]

 . (3.13)

Similarly, if λ = 0 we can use equation (3.9) to obtain

t′ = sn +
1

µ

(
(C(y∗, 2))′+ − (C(y∗, 1))′+

αc + (C(y∗, 2))′+
− 1

)
−

n−1∑

k=0

(λ2/λ1)
n−k(sk+1 − sk)

(3.14)

t′′ = sn +
1

µ

(
(C(y∗, 2))′− − (C(y∗, 1))′−

αc + (C(y∗, 2))′−
− 1

)
−

n−1∑

k=0

(λ2/λ1)
n−k(sk+1 − sk).

(3.15)

Only solutions for t′ and t′′ which are larger than sn will be considered. If either or

both of these solutions are less than or equal to sn, it simply means that the optimal

inventory position will not increase (or decrease, or neither) from time sn onwards if

no new demand occurs. It will prove to be convenient to replace a value of t′ or t′′ that

does not exceed sn by ∞. Moreover, after obtaining t′ and t′′, we also need to check

the derivative of the right derivative at t′ and the derivative of left derivative at t′′. If

the derivative of the right derivative of the cost rate function at t′ is nonnegative then

the optimal inventory position will not change to y∗+1 and we set t′ = ∞. Similarly,

If the derivative of the left derivative of the cost rate function at t′′ is nonpositive

then the optimal inventory position will not change to y∗ − 1 and so we set t′′ = ∞.

Now, if t′ < t′′ then we conclude that at time point t′ the optimal inventory

position will increase by 1 unit; if t′ > t′′ then at time point t′′ the optimal inventory

position will decrease by 1 unit. If t′ and t′′ are both infinity then the optimal

inventory position will remain unchanged until a new demand occurs. Note that it is
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not possible that t′ = t′′ < ∞ since this would mean that right after time t′ the left

derivative at y∗ is positive and the right derivative at y∗ is negative, which violates

the convexity of the cost rate function.

To summarize, we have the following algorithm

• Step 1. At the beginning time of world state 1, we know that p(1, 0, h̄(0)) = 1.

By using the same method as in Song and Zipkin [52], compute the optimal

value, and denote it by y∗0. Set n = 0 and sn = 0. Also, set m = 0 and tm = 0.

(n records the number of demands that have occurred so far, while m records

the number of times that the optimal inventory position has changed so far.)

• Step 2. Compute t′ and t′′ according to either equations (3.12) and (3.13) or

equations (3.14) and (3.15) (with y∗ replaced by y∗m). If t′ < tm or

p′(1, t′, h̄(t′)) (C(y∗m, 1))′+ + (1− p′(1, t′, h̄(t′))) (C(y∗m, 2))′+ + αc ≥ 0

set t′ = ∞; if t′′ < tm or

p′(1, t′′, h̄(t′′)) (C(y∗m, 1))′− + (1− p′(1, t′′, h̄(t′′))) (C(y∗m, 2))′− + αc ≤ 0

set t′′ = ∞.

• Step 3. If no new demand occurs before min{t′, t′′}, then the optimal inventory

position changes to y∗m+1 = y∗m + 1 at t′ if t′ < t′′ and to y∗m+1 = y∗m − 1 at t′′ if

t′ > t′′. Set tm+1 = min{t′, t′′}, m = m + 1, and return to Step 2.

If a new demand occurs at time sn+1 < min{t′, t′′} set tm+1 = sn+1 and compute

the optimal inventory position y∗m+1. Let n = n + 1, m = m + 1, and go to step

2.

3.2.4 An Extension

We next consider a minor extension to the model discussed above. Suppose that

we start observing the model at some point in time that is past the actual start of

the system, but that we know that the probability that the world is in state 1 at the
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starting time is p1 (so that the probability that the world is in state 2 is 1− p1) and

let G denote the conditional distribution of the time remaining in state 1 given that

we are currently in that state. Then by conditioning on whether we are in state 1 at

time 0 we obtain that equation 3.2 becomes

p(1, t, h̄(t)) = p1
1

1 +
(
e(λ1−λ2)t/G(t)

) ∑n
k=0(λ2/λ1)n−k

∫ sk+1

sk
e−(λ1−λ2)sdG(s)

.

Note that, in case the time that will be spent in state 1 has an exponential distribution

with parameter µ, we have that G is that same distribution and p1 = e−µs where s is

the amount of time that has elapsed since the start of the system until the start of

the observations.

3.3 Multiple World States Models

In the previous section, we studied models with only two world states. However,

there are usually more than two world states to consider in real life. Therefore, in

this section we consider models with multiple world states, i.e., m world states.

3.3.1 Models with Multiple World States Which are Visited in a Fixed
Sequence

We assume that we know all the world states, and the sequence they will appear.

One example for this is the seasonal change. Another example for this type of world

is the life cycle of products. We also assume that the demand in each world state

follows a Poisson process, and the parameters are all known. As before, we cannot

observe directly when the transition of world occurs, but only the demand.

Let us start with m = 3, that is, there are 3 world states, and they will be

encountered in the order 1,2,3. Once the world enters state 3, it will stay there

forever. The transition time in state i, i = 1, 2, is exponentially distributed, with rate

µi. In state i, the demand process possesses rate λi.

As in the previous section, we use Λ(t) equal to λi to indicate whether the world

is in state i at time t, i = 1, 2, 3. Denote the conditional probability that the world
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is in state i at time t for every t given that the history information up to time t is

H̄(t) = h̄(t), by p(i, t, h̄(t)) = fΛ|H̄(λi|h̄(t)). Following from Bayes’ rule, we obtain

p(i, t, h̄(t)) =
f(λi, h̄(t))

fH̄(h̄(t))
. (3.16)

To compute this conditional probability, we need to condition on both possible world

state transition times in states 1 and 2, namely T1 and T1 + T2, where T1 ∼ G1 and

T2 ∼ G2. The scenarios need to be considered are T1 > t, T1 + T2 > t > T1, and

t > T1+T2. Let us consider computing the history density function fH̄(h̄(t)) first. By

conditioning on T1 = τ1 (and T2 = τ2), and denote the conditional density function

of history information by fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1) (and fH̄|T1,T2

(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)), we obtain

fH̄(h̄(t)) =

∫ ∞

0

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

=

∫ t

0

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1) +

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

=

∫ t

0

∫ ∞

0

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1) +

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

=

∫ t

0

[∫ t−τ1

0

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)+

∫ ∞

t−τ1

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)

]
dG1(τ1) +

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

=

∫ t

0

∫ t−τ1

0

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1) +

∫ t

0

∫ ∞

t−τ1

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1) +

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1). (3.17)

since the different world state transition time are independent.
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It is obvious that the density function of the history h̄(t) can be decomposed as

fH̄(h̄(t)) = f(λ1, h̄(t)) + f(λ2, h̄(t)) + f(λ3, h̄(t))

and

f(λ1, h̄(t)) =

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

f(λ2, h̄(t)) =

∫ t

0

∫ ∞

t−τ1

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1)

f(λ3, h̄(t)) =

∫ t

0

∫ t−τ1

0

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1)

The following computation and the notations used are similar as those in Section 3.2.1.

For example, for history h̄(t) = {N(t) = n,X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn} = {N(t) = n, S1 =

s1, . . . , Sn = sn} where Xi is the interarrival time of the ith demand and Si is the

arrival time of the ith demand, let fH̄|T1
(n, s1, . . . , sn|τ1) denote the conditional density

of N(t) = n, S1 = s1, . . . , Sn = sn given that T1 = τ1, and let fH̄|N,T1
(s1, . . . , sn|n, τ1)

denote the conditional density of S1 = s1, . . . , Sn = sn given that N(t) = n and

T1 = τ1. For additional conditions on T2, T3, the notations are straightforward.

If τ1 > t, then the world is in state 1 at time t, and

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1) = Pr(N(t) = n|T1 = τ1)fH̄|N,T1

(s1, . . . , sn|n, τ1)

=
e−λ1t(λ1t)

n

n!

n!

tn

= e−λ1tλn
1 .

So

f(λ1, h̄(t)) =

∫ ∞

t

fH̄|T1
(h̄(t)|τ1)dG1(τ1)

= e−λ1tλn
1 Ḡ1(t). (3.18)

If τ1 < t < τ1 + τ2, then the world is in state 2 at time t. As before, we use

random variables N1 and N2 to represent the number of demands in state 1 and 2
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respectively. At time t, for given τ1 and τ2, these numbers are known, denoted by

n1(τ1) and n−n1(τ1) respectively, and the occurrences of demands in different world

states are independent! Then we obtain

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2) = fH̄|T1,T2

(n1(τ1), x1, . . . , xn1(τ1);

n− n1(τ1),

n1(τ1)+1∑
i=1

xi − τ1, xn1(τ1)+2, . . . , xn|τ1, τ2)

= fH̄|T1,T2
(n1(τ1), x1, . . . , xn1(τ1)|τ1, τ2) ·

fH̄|T1,T2
(n− n1(τ),

n1(τ1)+1∑
i=1

xi − τ1, xn1(τ1)+2, . . . , xn|τ1, τ2)

= e−λ1τ1λ
n1(τ1)
1 · e−λ2(t−τ1)λ

n−n1(τ1)
2 .

If sk < τ1 < sk+1, then N1(τ1) = k and N2(t− τ1) = n− k, and we obtain

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2) = e−λ1τ1λk

1e
−λ2(t−τ1)λn−k

2 .

So

f(λ2, h̄(t)) =

∫ t

0

∫ ∞

t−τ1

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1)

=

∫ t

0

Ḡ2(t− τ1)fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2)dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

λk
1λ

n−k
2

∫ sk+1

sk

Ḡ2(t− τ1)e
−λ1τ1e−λ2(t−τ1)dG1(τ1) (3.19)

where we let s0 = 0 and sn+1 = t.

Similarly, if t > τ1 + τ2, then the world is in state 3 at time t. We denote the

numbers of demands occurred in each state by N1, N2 and N3 respectively. For given

τ1, τ2 and τ3, these numbers are known, denoted by n1(τ1), n2(τ2) and n − n1(τ1) −
n2(τ2) respectively. Then by following the similar procedures as above, we obtain

fH̄|T1,T2
(h̄(t)|τ1, τ2) = e−λ1τ1λ

n1(τ1)
1 · e−λ2τ2λ

n2(τ2)
2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)λ

n−n1(τ1)−n2(τ2)
3 .
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If sk < τ1 < sk+1, sk+j < τ1 + τ2 < sk+j+1, where k, j ≥ 0 and k + j ≤ n, then

n1(τ1) = k, n2(τ2) = j, and n3(t− τ1 − τ2) = n− j − k. Then

f(λ3, h̄(t)) =

∫ t

0

∫ t−τ1

0

f(h̄(t)|T1 = τ1, T2 = τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

∫ sk+1

sk

∫ t−τ1

0

f(h̄(t)|T1 = τ1, T2 = τ2)dG2(τ2)dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

∫ sk+1

sk

[ ∫ sk+1−τ1

0

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)λn−k

3 dG2(τ2)+

n−k∑
j=1

∫ sj+k+1−τ1

sj+k−τ1

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2λj

2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)·

λn−j−k
3 dG2(τ2)

]
dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

∫ sk+1

sk

[ ∫ sk+1−τ1

0

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)λn−k

3 dG2(τ2)+

n−k∑
j=1

∫ sj+k+1−τ1

sj+k−τ1

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2λj

2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)·

λn−j−k
3 dG2(τ2)

]
dG1(τ1). (3.20)

Now substitute G1(G2) with the exponential distributions with rate µ1(µ2) in

equalities (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20), we can perform the following computations:

f(λ1, h̄(t)) = e−λ1tλn
1e
−µ1t (3.21)

f(λ2, h̄(t)) =
n∑

k=0

λk
1λ

n−k
2

∫ sk+1

sk

Ḡ2(t− τ1)e
−λ1τ1e−λ2(t−τ1)dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

λk
1λ

n−k
2 µ1e

−(λ2+µ2)t 1

(λ1 + µ1)− (λ2 + µ2)
[
e−((λ1+µ1)−(λ2+µ2))sk − e−((λ1+µ1)−(λ2+µ2))sk+1

]
(3.22)
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and

f(λ3, h̄(t))

=
n∑

k=0

∫ sk+1

sk

[ ∫ sk+1−τ1

0

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)λn−k

3 dG2(τ2)+

n−k∑
j=1

∫ sj+k+1−τ1

sj+k−τ1

e−λ1τ1λk
1 · e−λ2τ2λj

2 · e−λ3(t−τ1−τ2)·

λn−j−k
3 dG2(τ2)

]
dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

∫ sk+1

sk

[
e−λ1τ1λk

1e
−λ3(t−τ1)λn−k

3

µ2

λ2 + µ2 − λ3

[1− e−(λ2+µ2−λ3)(sk+1−τ1)]+

n−k∑
j=1

e−λ1τ1λk
1λ

j
2e
−λ3(t−τ1)λn−j−k

3

µ2

λ2 + µ2 − λ3

·

[e−(λ2+µ2−λ3)(sj+k−τ1) − e−(λ2+µ2−λ3)(sj+k+1−τ1)]

]
dG1(τ1)

=
n∑

k=0

[
λk

1e
−λ3tλn−k

3

µ2

λ2 + µ2 − λ3

[
µ1

λ1 + µ1 − λ3

·

(e−(λ1+µ1−λ3)sk − e−(λ1+µ1−λ3)sk+1)−
µ1

λ1 + µ1 − λ2 − µ2

·

(e−(λ1+µ1−λ2−µ2)sk − e−(λ1+µ1−λ2−µ2)sk+1)

]
+

n−k∑
j=1

λk
1λ

j
2e
−λ3tλn−j−k

3

µ2

λ2 + µ2 − λ3

µ1

λ1 + µ1 − λ2 − µ2

·
[
e−(λ2+µ2−λ3)sj+k − e−(λ2+µ2−λ3)sj+k+1

]
·

[
e−(λ1+µ1−λ2−µ2)sk − e−(λ1+µ1−λ2−µ2)sk+1

] ]
. (3.23)

By time t all the demand occurrence times sk, k = 0, n are known, and we can

compute (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23). Plugging the results into equation (3.16), we can

compute the conditional probability that the world is in state i (i = 1, 2, 3) at time t
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given h̄(t),

p(i, t, h̄(t)) =
f(λi, h̄(t))

f(h̄(t))

=
f(λi, h̄(t))

f(λ1, h̄(t)) + f(λ2, h̄(t)) + f(λ3, h̄(t))
.

It is obvious that as the number of states increases, the computations in this

section will be more complicated. Even the results will be too long to represent. We

next seek a simple way to represent the (conditional) density functions of the history.

3.3.2 A Recursive Formula

To analyze the more general multiple-state model, i.e., m states in total, the

above way of multiple conditioning is not applicable. Another approach is to derive a

recursive formula. For notational convenience in the recursion, we re-index the world

states and number them from m through 1 in the order of their occurrence as in the

previous section. To use the history information into the recursive fashion, we let

H̄(t) = {Dm(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}

where the subscript m represents the observation of the cumulative demand curve

starts in state m.

Denote fk(h̄(t)) = fk(Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t) to represent the density function that

part of the history which starts at the starting time of world state k to take the

instance {Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}. We also denote fk(h̄(t), j) to represent the (joint)

density function of history information up to time t, h̄(t), and the world state at time

t, j, given that the history observation starts at the starting time of state k.

Now by conditioning on the first state transition time Tm = τm, we get two

possibilities: if t < τm, the world is still in state m at time t; if t > τm, we consider

it a problem with m− 1 states, starting at time τm. Denote the conditional density

function of history which starts in world state m given Tm = τm by fm(h̄(t)|τm), we
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obtain

fm(h̄(t)) =

∫ ∞

0

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=

∫ t

0

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm) +

∫ ∞

t

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=

∫ t

0

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm) + e−λmtλn
mḠm(t)

where for τm > t, fm(h̄(t)|τm) = e−λmtλn
mḠm(t), which is derived from the results of

the previous section.

For the case τm < t, the total past history information information by t can

be divided into two parts: the observations before τm, i.e., h̄(τm), which followed

a stationary Poisson process with parameter λm and nm(τm) demands occurred in

state m, and the observations after τm. Since the world process is Markovian, these

two parts of observations are independent. And for the history after τm and before

t, it is exactly the same as the observations between time 0 and time t − τm for a

(m− 1)-state world model. By using the notations defined above, we get for τm < t,

fm(h̄(t)|τm)

= fm(h̄(τm),m) · fm−1 (Dm(τm + u)−Dm(τm) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm)

= e−λmτmλnm(τm)
m · fm−1 ({Dm−1(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm})

where we denote

{Dm−1(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm} = {Dm(τm + u)−Dm(τm) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm}

to be the observation of history from the entering time of state m − 1 until t − τm

time later, and nm(τm) to be the number of demands occurred in τm time units in

world state m.
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So the general recursive formula can be written as

fk(Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t)

=

∫ t

0

e−λkτkλ
nk(τk)
k · fk−1 (Dk−1(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τk) dGk(τk) +

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , k).

We have

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , k) = e−λktλn
kḠk(t) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m

and

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , k − j)

=

∫ t

0

e−λkτkλ
nk(τk)
k · fk−1 ({Dk−1(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τk} , k − j) dGk(τk)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ m and 1 ≤ j < k

We apply this recursive formula to the case m = 3

f3(h̄(t))

= f3(D3(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t)

=

∫ t

0

e−λ3τ3λ
n3(τ3)
3 · f2 (D2(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τ3) dG3(τ3) +

f3({D3(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , Λ(t) = 3)

=

∫ t

0

e−λ3τ3λ
n3(τ3)
3 ·

{∫ t−τ3

0

e−λ2τ2λ
n2(τ2)
2 · f1 (D1(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τ3 − τ2) dG2(τ2)

+e−λ2(t−τ3)λ
n−n3(τ3)
2 Ḡ2(t)

}
dG3(τ3) + e−λ3tλn

3 Ḡ3(t)

=

∫ t

0

e−λ3τ3λ
n3(τ3)
3

∫ t−τ3

0

e−λ2τ2λ
n2(τ2)
2 e−λ1(t−τ3−τ2)λ

n−n3(τ3)−n2(τ2)
1 dG2(τ2)dG3(τ3)

+

∫ t

0

e−λ3τ3λ
n3(τ3)
3 e−λ2(t−τ3)λ

n−n3(τ3)
2 Ḡ2(t)dG3(τ3) + e−λ3tλn

3 Ḡ3(t)
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and the recursive formula gives the same results as those given by direct method in

the previous section.

We need to point out that this recursive formula only eases the representation

of the conditional probability functions given history h̄(t),

p(i, t, h̄(t)) =
fm(h̄(t), i)

fm(h̄(t))
,

but to compute the probability, we still need to express it extensively, as in Section

3.3.1, and the computation remains the same complicated.

3.3.3 Optimal Inventory Position

For fixed lead time `, by conditional on which state the world is currently in, the

distribution of the lead time demand can be expressed as

F
D

t,h̄(t)
`

(z) = Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z)

=
m∑

i=1

Pr(D
t,h̄(t)
` ≤ z|Λ(t) = λi)p(i, t, h̄(t))

=
m∑

i=1

FDi
`
(z)p(i, t, h̄(t)). (3.24)

The last equation follows from the fact that the world is a Markov process and demand

process is a Poisson process. For stochastic lead time,

F̃
D

t,h̄(t)
L

(z) =
m∑

i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t))

∫ ∞

0

e−α`FDi
`
(z)dFL(`). (3.25)

Then we can write

C(y, t, h̄(t)) = E
[
e−αLĈ(y −D

t,h̄(t)
L )

]

=

∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dF

D
t,h̄(t)
`

(z)dFL(`)

=
m∑

i=1

p(k, t, h̄(t))

∫ ∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dFDi

`
(z)dFL(`)

=
m∑

i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t))C(y, i)
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where C(y, i) has the same definitions as in Song and Zipkin [52].

In principal we can find the optimal inventory positions by using the similarly

algorithm as in Section 3.2.3, but now the form of the probability function p(i, t, h̄(t))

becomes much more complicated, and to compute the ts at which the left or right

derivatives of C(y, t, h̄(t)) are 0 is not an easy task now.

To compute the optimal inventory position, we again need to assume that the lead

time distribution is continuous phase-type. The optimal inventory level y∗(t, h̄(t)) is

just the point at which the right derivative of C(y, t, h̄(t)) + αcy is no smaller than

0, while the left derivative is smaller than 0. It follows

(
C(y, t, h̄(t))

)′
+

=
m∑

i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, i))′+

(
C(y, t, h̄(t))

)′
− =

m∑
i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, i))′− .

At the starting time, we know the probability of p(i, t, h̄(t)) for all i = 1, . . . , m,

and we can compute the optimal inventory position as y∗. As time goes on, if no

demand occurs, we can determine the next time when the optimal inventory position

will change given that no new demand occurs by that time by solving the following

two equations separately,

m∑
i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, i))′+ + αc = 0

m∑
i=1

p(i, t, h̄(t)) (C(y, i))′− + αc = 0.

Solve these two equations separately, and denote the solutions by t′ and t′′ respectively.

Then we can follow the procedure in Section 3.2.3, and the details are omitted here.

The major difficulty here is to get the solution t′ and t′′.

Every time when a new demand occurs, we should update all the probabilities

p(i, t, h̄(t)) at the time t, and get the new optimal inventory position at that time
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accordingly. Then we repeat the procedure to compute the next time point that the

optimal inventory position changes if no demand occurs.

3.3.4 More General Multiple States World Models

The multiple states world models we considered in the previous section require

that the world states are visited in a fixed order. We next consider a generalization

of that model: When the world is in certain state, instead of only one possible state

to visit next, the world process may go to any state that appears after the current

state in the sequence. Once the world is in a state, it cannot go back to a previous

state.

We study a multiple-state model with m states. As in the previous section, we

re-index the world states and number them from m through 1. Also, we let {Dm(u) :

0 ≤ u ≤ t} represent the observation of the cumulative demand curve between time

0 and t where the state starts in state m. Denote fk(h̄(t)) = fk(Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t)

to represent the density that part of the history which starts at the starting time of

world state k to take the instance {Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t}.
If the history starts in world state m, conditioning on the first state transition

time Tm = τm, and the next world state visited, i, we get two possibilities: if t < τm,

the world is still in state m at time t; if t > τm, the history information information by

t can be divided into two parts: the observations before τm, i.e., h̄(τm), which followed

a stationary Poisson process with parameter λm with nm(τm) demand occurrences,

and the observations after τm. Since the world process is Markovian, these two parts

of observations are independent. For the history after τm and before t where the world

process enters state i at time τm, it is exactly the same as the observations between

time 0 and time t−τm for a i-state world model. Denoting that the conditional density

function of history h̄(t) given the first state transition time τm by fm(h̄(t)|τm), while

the conditional density function given the first transition time τm and the next state

i by fm(h̄(t)|i, τm), we obtain
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fm(h̄(t))

=

∫ ∞

0

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=

∫ t

0

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm) +

∫ ∞

t

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=

∫ t

0

m−1∑
i=1

pmifm(h̄(t)|i, τm)dGm(τm) +

∫ ∞

t

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=
m−1∑
i=1

pmi

∫ t

0

fm(h̄(t)|i, τm)dGm(τ) +

∫ ∞

t

fm(h̄(t)|τm)dGm(τm)

=
m−1∑
i=1

pmi

∫ t

0

fm(h̄(t)|i, τm)dGm(τ) + e−λmtλn
mḠm(t). (3.26)

Using the notation defined above, we obtain for τm < t

fm(h̄(t)|i, τm) = e−λmτmλnm(τm)
m · fi ({Di(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm})

where we denote

{Di(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm} = {Dm(τm + u)−Dm(τm) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τm|Λ(τm+) = i}

as the observation of history from the entering time of state i until t− τm time later.

So the general recursive formula can be written as

fk(Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t)

=
k−1∑
i=1

pki

∫ t

0

e−λkτλ
nk(τ)
k · fi (Di(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τ) dGk(τ) +

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , k)

We have

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , k) = e−λktλn
kḠk(t) for 1 ≤ k ≤ m
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and

fk({Dk(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t} , j)

=

∫ t

0

e−λkτλ
nk(τ)
k

k−1∑
i=j

pkifi ({Di(u) : 0 ≤ u ≤ t− τ} , j) dGk(τ)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ m and 1 ≤ j < k

This enables us to compute the probability functions

p(i, t, h̄(t)) =
fm(h̄(t), i)

fm(h̄(t))
.

The algorithm to compute the optimal inventory position is very similar to that in

previous section. The only difference lies in the probability function p(i, t, h̄(t)).

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied inventory models with partially unobservable

demand process. For a two-world-state model, we have shown some properties of

the model, derived the optimal inventory policy and given an algorithm to compute

the optimal policy. For a multiple state model, we give a recursive formula to help

represent and compute the optimal inventory policy. We leave the computation of

the optimal policy of a more general demand models for future research.



CHAPTER 4
JOINT PRICING AND INVENTORY CONTROL IN DYNAMIC

ENVIRONMENT

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we assume that the demand process is exogenously

determined and cannot be changed by human activities. Selling prices are not part of

the decisions, and the goal is to minimize the expected costs, since the total expected

revenue is not controllable and thus omitted. This chapter studies the joint pricing

and inventory control problems under Markov and semi-Markov modulated demand

environment, which introduces pricing flexibility by allowing the rate of the Poisson

process in each state to depend on the price of the product. The decisions now need

to make here are not only when and how much to place a replenishment order, but

also the optimal prices to set. The objective is to maximize the total expected profits.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, we study the joint pricing

and inventory model under a price-sensitive Poisson demand environment without

Markov modulation. We first study the model where price can only be set once at

the beginning, and give some properties that can be used to determine the optimal

solution. We also give an algorithm to compute the optimal solution. Next we study

the model where price can be continuously set. In Section 4.3, we extend the study

to the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand environment, and show that with

certain approximation, the model can be solved in the similar way as in a Poisson

demand environment. In all the models, we assume that the ordering cost is linear,

and there is a positive order lead time.

93
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4.2 Joint Pricing and Inventory Control in Price Sensitive Poisson
Demand Environment

In this section, we assume that the demand process is a price sensitive Poisson

process. The rate of the Poisson process depends on the price set. We first study the

optimal policy if we can only set the price once at the start, then relax this condition

and assume that we can continuously change the price.

The inventory level (position) is reviewed continuously, and an order can be

placed any time. Orders placed will arrive after a fixed positive lead time `, so the

discounted ordering cost becomes c = cE[e−α`]. When a customer demand occurs, it

is fulfilled immediately if the product is in stock, and put on back order if the product

is currently stocked out. In both cases, we assume that the customer pays at the time

when the demand occurs at the prevailing price.

The demand is sensitive to the prices: if the price is ρ, then the demand rate

will be λ(ρ). We will often be using the total demand occurring during the lead time.

Note that this total demand depends on the pricing decisions during the lead time.

If the price cannot be changed after the initial choice ρ, then this lead time demand

is Poisson random variable with mean ρ`. If the price can be changed continuously,

then the lead time demand depends on the entire price function during the lead time.

We consider the revenue from selling the product and three types of costs: order-

ing, holding, and shortage costs, and our objective is to maximize the total expected

discounted profits over the infinite horizon.

4.2.1 The Model that Price Can Only Be Set Once

We first assume that the price can be set only once at the start, i.e., ρ, and

then remain unchanged throughout the horizon. Thus the demand process will be a

stationary Poisson process with rate λ(ρ). So we can define D`,ρ to be the random

variable representing the total demand occurring during the lead time, and let FD`,ρ(x)

be its cumulative distribution function.
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Now the conditional expected discounted holding and shortage cost rate, at the

end of a lead time, and viewed now, given that the current inventory position (after

ordering decision) is y, can be written as

C(y) = E
[
e−α`Ĉ(y −D`,ρ)

]

=

∫
e−α`Ĉ(y − z)dFD`,ρ(z).

For a fixed price, the problem reduces to an inventory problem, and it is well

known that an order-up-to policy is optimal. We denote vπ(x|ρ) to be the expected

total discounted profit over the infinite horizon under control policy π when the initial

inventory level is x, after serving the demand at that time (if any), given that the

price is set at level ρ. Let v∗(x|ρ) be the optimal profit associated with an optimal

inventory policy π∗. If now an order is placed and the inventory position is raised

up to y, then in a stationary Poisson environment, nothing changes until the next

demand. We get the following recursion

v∗(x|ρ) = max
y

{
−c(y − x)− 1

α + λ(ρ)
C(y) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
(ρ + v∗(y − 1|ρ))

}

Let Π∗(x|ρ) = v∗(x|ρ)− cx, and we get

Π∗(x|ρ) = max
y

H(y|ρ)

H(y|ρ) = − α

α + λ(ρ)
cy − 1

α + λ(ρ)
C(y) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
(ρ− c) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
Π∗(y − 1).

Since return of unwanted inventory is allowed, Π∗(x|ρ) is independent of x, which can

be simplified to Π∗(ρ), and we can get

Π∗(ρ) = max
y

1

α
{λ(ρ)(ρ− c)− C(y)− αcy} . (4.1)
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The optimal price should be chosen to maximize Π∗(ρ), and the maximum profit over

the infinite horizon Π∗ is

Π∗ = max
ρ

Π∗(ρ) = max
ρ

max
y

1

α
{λ(ρ)(ρ− c)− C(y)− αcy} . (4.2)

For a fixed price ρ, it is easy to show (ref. Song and Zipkin [52]) that the myopic

inventory control policy which minimize αcy + C(y) is optimal, i.e., the optimal

inventory position can be determined as

y∗(ρ) = arg min
y

{
FDρ

`
(y) ≥ p− αc̄

h + p

}
. (4.3)

Before we proceed further, we make some common assumptions about the de-

mand rate with regard to the price:

Assumption 4.2.1 The allowable price set Υ is a finite discrete set, or a compact

subset of nonnegative real number, with a lower bound greater than the unit cost c.

Assumption 4.2.2 The demand rate function λ(ρ) is differentiable and decreasing.

Obviously, for infinite horizon stationary problem, the price should not be set

below cost c, otherwise we will not ever enter the market. The demand rate is also

bounded above from Assumption 4.2.1, denoted by Λ.

For a fixed price ρ, the lead time demand is a Poisson distributed random variable

with rate λ(ρ)`. Without loss of generality, we can scale the lead time to be 1, and

do not consider the ` explicitly in the following. And from 4.2.2, we assume that

λ(ρ) is strictly decreasing, thus ρ and λ have one-to-one correspondence. So we will

use λ as the control variable instead of ρ throughout the chapter. We use Dλ instead

of D`,ρ to represent the lead time demand, and Fλ instead of FD`,ρ to represent its

cumulative distribution function (cdf ). We also use y∗(λ) instead of y∗(ρ) to represent

the optimal inventory position corresponding to price ρ (or equivalently, demand rate

λ). We make the following assumptions regarding λ.

Assumption 4.2.3 Function λ(ρ(λ)− c) is concave in λ.
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It is easy to verify that λ(ρ(λ) − c) is concave for two most frequently used cases

of demand rate functions λ(ρ): linear function, λ(ρ) = Λ(1 − bρ); and exponential

function, λ(ρ) = Λe−bρ.

With all these assumptions, the lead time demand is a Poisson(λ) random vari-

able, and the cdf is

Fλ(y) =

y∑
x=0

Pr(Dλ = x)

=

y∑
x=0

e−λλx

x!
.

For fixed y, it is a continuous function of λ. And we can easily show it is decreasing

in λ for λ > 0 by taking the first order derivative

dFλ(y)

dλ
= −e−λ +

y∑
x=1

1

x!
(−e−λλx + xe−λλx−1)

= −e−λ +

y∑
x=1

1

x!
e−λλx−1(x− λ)

= −e−λ λy

y!

= −Pr(Dλ = y)

< 0.

And for fixed y > 0

d2Fλ(y)

d2λ
=

d
[
−e−λ λy

y!

]

dλ

=
1

y!
e−λλy−1(λ− y)

So the cdf of lead time demand is convex for λ > y, and concave for λ < y. As a

special case, for y = 0, Fλ(y) is always convex in λ.

Now the following result is straightforward

Proposition 4.2.4 y∗(λ) is a step function of λ with step size one.
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Proof: It follows directly from equation (4.3), and the fact that Fλ(y) is a continuous

and decreasing function of λ. ¤

Note that the cost rate function can be expressed as

C(y, λ) = e−α

[∫ y

0

h(y − z)dFλ(z) +

∫ ∞

y

p(z − y)dFλ(z)

]

= e−α

[
(h + p)yFλ(y)− py −

∫ y

0

(h + p)zdFλ(z) + pλ

]
.

For integer y,

C(y, λ) = e−α

[
(h + p)y

y∑
x=0

Pr(Dλ = x)− (h + p)

y∑
x=0

x Pr(Dλ = x) + pλ− py

]

= e−α

[
(h + p)

y−1∑
x=0

(y − x) Pr(Dλ = x) + pλ− py

]

= e−α

[
(h + p)

y−1∑
x=0

y−1∑
j=x

Pr(Dλ = x) + pλ− py

]

= e−α

[
(h + p)

y−1∑
j=0

j∑
x=0

Pr(Dλ = x) + pλ− py

]

= e−α

[
(h + p)

y−1∑
j=0

Fλ(j) + pλ− py

]
.

As a result of Proposition 4.2.4, the function C(y∗(λ), λ) is discontinuous in λ. Denote

the discontinuity points of y∗(λ) by λ1 < λ2 < · · · . For each such range of λ, y∗(λ)

is constant, and C(y∗(λm+1), λ) is continuous in λ. For example, for λ ∈ (λm, λm+1],

y∗(λ) = y∗(λm+1), where y∗(λm+1) satisfies

Fλm+1(y∗(λm+1)) =
p− αc̄

h + p
. (4.4)

And for λ ∈ (λm, λm+1),

Fλ(y
∗(λm+1)) >

p− αc̄

h + p
.

The step function y∗(λ) is illustrated in Figure 4–1.
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Though C(y∗(λ), λ) is discontinuous in λ, we can show that the following propo-

sition holds.

Proposition 4.2.5 C(y∗(λ), λ) + αcy∗(λ) is continuous in λ everywhere.

Proof: We study the right continuity of C(y∗(λ), λ) + αcy∗(λ) at each discontinuous

point of y∗(λ), i.e., λm for any m > 0, which is the only possible discontinuity of

C(y∗(λ), λ) + αcy∗(λ).

lim
λ↓λm

{C(y∗(λ), λ) + αcy∗(λ)} − C(y∗(λm), λm) + αcy∗(λm)

= lim
λ↓λm

{
C(y∗(λm+1), λ) + αcy∗(λm+1)

}− C(y∗(λm), λm)− αcy∗(λm)

= lim
λ↓λm



e−α


(h + p)

y∗(λm+1)−1∑
j=0

Fλ(j) + pλ− py∗(λm+1)






 + αc

−e−α


(h + p)

y∗(λm)−1∑
j=0

Fλm(j) + pλm − py∗(λm)




= e−α[(h + p)Fλm(y∗(λm))− p] + αc

= 0

where the second to last equation follows equation (4.4). So C(y∗(λ), λ) + αcy∗(λ) is

indeed continuous everywhere in λ for its allowable range. ¤

In addition, for λ ∈ (λm, λm+1],

d[C(y∗(λm+1), λ) + αcy∗(λm+1)]

dλ
= e−α


−(h + p)

y∗(λm+1)−1∑
j=0

e−λ(λ)λ
j

j!
+ p




= e−α
[−(h + p)Fλ(y

∗(λm+1)− 1) + p
]

> 0

where the last inequality follows again the definition of y∗i (λ
m+1) in equation (4.4).

We summarize this result in the following proposition:

Proposition 4.2.6 For each m = 1, 2, . . ., and for λ ∈ (λm, λm+1], C(y∗(λm+1), λ)+

αcy∗(λm+1) is an increasing function of λ.
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The second order derivative with respect to λ for λ ∈ (λm, λm+1] for m = 1, 2, . . .

equals

d2[C(y∗(λm+1), λ) + αcy∗(λm+1)]

dλ2

= e−α(h + p) Pr(Dλ = y∗(λm+1)− 1) > 0.

This leads to the following proposition:

Proposition 4.2.7 C(y∗(λm+1), λ) + αcy∗(λm+1) is piecewise convex in every range

λ ∈ (λm, λm+1].

Now we study some properties of Π∗(λ) (same as Π∗(ρ) in equation (4.3)) to help

determine the optimal demand rate λ∗, and thus the optimal price ρ∗. Recall that we

assume that λ(ρ) is strictly decreasing, the reverse function exists, and denoted by

ρ(λ). Let R(λ) = λ(ρ(λ)−c). Now we want to maximize MP (λ) = αΠ∗(λ) = R(λ)−
C(y∗(λ), λ)−αcy∗(λ) over all feasible λ. By assumption 4.2.3, MP (λ) is a piecewise

concave function for each range (λm, λm+1]. And for some m, and λ ∈ (λm, λm+1),

MP (λ) = R(λ)− C(y∗(λm+1), λ)− αcy∗(λm+1)

= R(λ)− e−α


(h + p)

y∗(λm+1)−1∑
j=0

Fλ(j) + pλ− py∗(λm+1)


− αcy∗(λm+1).

The first order derivative with regard to λ within range λ ∈ (λm, λm+1) is

MP ′(λ) = R′(λ)− e−α


(h + p)

y∗(λm+1)−1∑
j=0

(−Pr(Dλ = j)) + p




= R′(λ)− e−α
[−(h + p)Fλ(y

∗(λm+1)− 1) + p
]
.

At the two end points of the range, the derivative does not exist, but the left

and right derivatives are well defined. The right derivative at the left end point λm,

denoted by MP ′
+(λm), can be determined as

MP ′
+(λm) = R′(λm)− αc (4.5)
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while the left derivative at the right end point λm+1, denoted by MP ′
−(λm+1), is

MP ′
−(λm+1) = R′(λm+1)− αc− e−α(h + p) Pr(Dλm+1 = y∗(λm+1)) (4.6)

where we use the fact that

Fλm+1(y∗(λm+1)− 1) = Fλm+1(y∗(λm+1))− Pr(Dλm+1 = y∗(λm+1))

=
p− αc̄

h + p
− Pr(Dλm+1 = y∗(λm+1)).

Since R(λ) is concave, R′(λm) > R′(λm+1). So MP ′
+(λm) > MP ′

+(λm+1), i.e., the

right derivative of MP at the left end point of each piece of λ is decreasing.

We can obtain the following proposition

Proposition 4.2.8 The optimal price must lie in the intervals (λm, λm+1] where the

two end points satisfies

MP ′
+(λm) > 0

MP ′
−(λm+1) ≤ 0.

Proof: Note that the right derivative at λm+1 is

MP ′
+(λm+1) = R′(λm+1)− αc,

which is always greater than the left derivative at the same point, which is determined

in equation (4.6). Also note that MP ′
+(λm) is decreasing in m, i.e., MP ′

+(λm) >

MP ′
+(λm+1). Once MP ′

+(λm) drops to less than or equal to 0, the value of MP (λ)

will keep decreasing, thus cannot be optimal after. And if MP ′
−(λm+1) > 0, the value

of MP (λ) will keep increasing within this range, thus cannot be optimal. So our

search for the optimal price is restricted to the intervals of (λm, λm+1] where

MP ′
+(λm) > 0

MP ′
−(λm+1) ≤ 0.
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¤

From this theorem, once the right derivative at the left end point of a piece

of λ drops to below 0, we do not need to consider any intervals after this point,

since the profit function value will keep decreasing onwards. However, we cannot

exclude the intervals before an end point at which the right derivatives is positive,

because the optimal solution may lie in those intervals. Figure 4–2 illustrates the

possible shape of the profit function. We see that the optimization problem is a global

optimization problem, and a search over all the intervals satisfying Proposition 4.2.8

may be necessary. We next introduce such an algorithm to find the optimal price λ.

4.2.2 Algorithm to Compute the Optimal Price and Inventory Position

Based on these analysis, we can compute the optimal order-up-to level and price.

Assume that the allowable price set is [λ, λ] where λ ≥ c. We can determine an upper

bound for the optimal price, λ̂. We first solve R′(λ̃)− αc = 0 for λ̃. We claim that λ̃

resides in the last interval whose two end points satisfy

MP ′
+(λm) > 0

MP ′
−(λm+1) ≤ 0.

This is true because R′(λ) is decreasing in λ, and thus for the next interval,

MP ′
+(λm+1) = R′(λm+1)− αc < R′(λ̃)− αc = 0.

And since

MP ′(λ̃) = R′(λ̃)− e−α
[−(h + p)Fλ̃(y

∗(λm+1)− 1) + p
]

≤ R′(λ̃)− e−α
[−(h + p)Fλm(y∗(λm+1)− 1) + p

]

= R′(λ̃)− αc

= 0
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we know that the stationary point in (λm, λm+1] is no greater than λ̃. So we choose

the smaller one of λ̃ and λ̄ to be our new search upper bound for the optimal λ,

denoted by λ̂.

Next step is to determine all the discontinuous points of y∗(λ) for λ ∈ [λ, λ̂],

which satisfy

Fλ(y
∗(λ)) =

p− αc̄

h + p
.

We start from the upper bound λ̂ to find these discontinuous points. We first get

y0 = arg miny{Fλ̂(y) > p−αc̄
h+p

}, then let y−1 = y0 − 1. We then want to determine the

value of λ such that Fλ(y
−1) = p−αc̄

h+p
, denoted by λ−1. This λ−1 is unique since Fλ is

a strictly decreasing function. To find out the λ−1, we apply the Chernoff Bounds for

Poisson random variables (ref. Ross [49]) to find a λ̌, for a fixed t > 0, such that

Fλ̌(y
m) ≥ 1− eλ̌(et−1)−tym

>
p− αc̄

h + p
.

Then we know that λ−1 is between (λ̌, λ0), and we can use binary search method to

locate the λ−1 that satisfies Fλ(y
−1) = p−αc̄

h+p
within the interval (λ̌, λ0), since Fλ is

decreasing in λ. Next we let y−2 = y−1−1, and find y−2 which satisfies Fλ(y
−2) = p−αc̄

h+p

in the same way. We continue this procedure until we reach the lower bound λ. Thus

we find out all the discontinuous points of y∗(λ) between λ and λ̂.

For interval [λm, λm+1], we first check whether the both end points satisfy the

optimality necessary condition

MP ′
+(λm) > 0

MP ′
−(λm+1) ≤ 0.

It the condition is satisfied, we use binary search method to find out the unique

root for MP ′(λ) = 0 (stationary point) within [λm, λm+1] since MP ′(λ) is strictly

decreasing. If the condition is not satisfied, we discard this interval and continue to

the next one. Evaluate the values of profits at all the stationary points, and pick
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up the best one. So the optimal price should be set to the value corresponds to

this optimal demand rate, and solve a corresponding optimal order-up-to level. We

summarize these procedures in the following algorithm.

Step 0. Solve R′(λ̃)− αc = 0 for λ̃, and let λ̂ = min{λ̃, λ̄}.
Step 1. Let k = 0, λk = λ̂, and set λ∗ = λ̂ and MP ∗ = MP (λ∗). Solve

yk = arg miny{FD
λk

(y) ≥ p−αc̄
h+p

}.
Step 2. If λk < λ, set λ∗ = λ and MP ∗ = MP (λ∗). Go to Step 6. Let yk−1 = yk−1.

For a fixed t > 0, solve for λ̌ that satisfies 1−eλ̌(et−1)−tyk−1
> p−αc̄

h+p
. Let k = k−1.

Step 3. Use binary search method to locate the λk that satisfies FD
λk

(yk) = p−αc̄
h+p

within the interval (λ̌, λk+1).

Step 4. Check whether the following two inequalities hold:

MP ′
+(λk) > 0

MP ′
−(λk+1) ≤ 0.

It so, go to Step 5; if not, go back to Step 2.

Step 5. Use binary search method to determine the unique root for MP ′(λ) = 0

(stationary point) within [λk, λk+1], denote it by λ̇k. Let MP ∗ = max{MP ∗,MP (λ̇k)},
and let λ∗ = arg max{MP ∗}. Go back to Step 2.

Step 6. Output λ∗ as the optimal demand rate, and ρ(λ∗) as the optimal price,

and y∗(λ∗) as the optimal order-up-to level. The optimal profit is 1
α
MP ∗.

4.2.3 The Model that Price Can Be Set Continuously

Now we suppose that the price can be continuously changed along the time. For a

Poisson process, for the time point at which a demand occurs, and at any time point

between this occurrence and next occurrence of demands, looking into the future,

nothing has changed due to the memoryless property. So we can restrict our decision

epoch to be the time point when a demand occurs.
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One key difference between this model and the previous model where price can

only be set once is that, during the lead time, there maybe multiple prices taking

effect, and thus the demand rate will change. But to our knowledge, no one has tried

this model formulation due to its complexity. Federgruen and Heching [19] discussed

a heuristic treatment when a lead time is considered. They assumed that the price

selected is maintained over the next order lead time. We adopt this assumption, and

thus our model is really an approximation of the precise model.

Similarly as in Section 4.2.3, by discretizing time at the event epoch of demand

occurrence, we get the following recursion

v∗(x) = max
ρ∈Ψ

max
y

{
−c(y − x)− 1

α + λ(ρ)
C(y, ρ) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
(ρ + v∗(y − 1))

}
.

Note that now the inventory holding and shortage cost rate function C is dependent

on the the inventory position and pricing decision now, which will be maintained over

the lead time. Let Π∗(x) = v∗(x)− cx, and we can get

Π∗(x) = max
ρ∈Ψ

max
y

H(y, ρ)

H(y, ρ) = − α

α + λ(ρ)
cy − 1

α + λ(ρ)
C(y) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
(ρ− c) +

λ(ρ)

α + λ(ρ)
Π∗(y − 1).

Since return of unwanted inventory is allowed, Π∗(x) is independent of the in-

ventory position before ordering, x, we denote it by Π∗, and get

Π∗ = max
ρ

Π∗(ρ) = max
ρ

max
y

1

α
{λ(ρ)(ρ− c)− C(y)− αcy}

which is exactly the same profit function as the case where price can be set only once.

So under our model assumption, this model can be solved in the exactly same way

as the model where the price can only be set once is solved.

4.3 Semi-Markov Modulated Price-Sensitive Poisson Demand

In this section, we extend the demand in the previous section from Poisson

demand environment to semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand process. We first
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introduce the demand model, and define some new notations. Then we analyze the

model, and show under certain assumptions, the semi-Markov modulated Poisson

demand model can be decomposed into different state-dependent Poisson demand

models, and the similar results from the previous section follow.

4.3.1 The Model

We start by introducing the pricing factor into the demand model we have stud-

ied in Chapter 2, which is a semi-Markov modulated price-sensitive Poisson demand

process. As before, the underlying core process which represents the state of the world

is a continuous-time semi-Markov process with state space I ⊆ {0, 1, 2, . . .} and the

transition probability matrix is P = (pij)i,j∈I (where pii = 0 for each i ∈ I). We

assume that the transition probabilities are not affected by price. When the core

process is in state i and the price for the product is ρ, the actual demand process

follows a Poisson process with rate λi(ρ). As a special case, the core process is a

continuous-time Markov process, with rate µi for state i. Given current state i and

next state j, the transition time distribution of the semi-Markov process is Gij, whose

expected value is 1/µij. Note that the time the world stays in state i before leav-

ing it has distribution Gi, where Gi(x) =
∑

j∈I pijGij(x), and its expected value is
∑

j∈I pij/µij.

We want to determine a joint pricing and inventory control policy that maximizes

the total expected discounted profits over an infinite horizon. The inventory level

(position) is reviewed continuously, and an order can be placed any time. We keep all

the other assumptions about the demand models unchanged as the Poisson demand

model, except that now they are all state-dependent. We first study the model where

price can be set only once at the beginning of each world state, and then briefly

generalize the result to the case where price can be continuously set.
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4.3.2 The Price Can Only Be Set Once for Each State

We first assume that the price can only be changed once at the beginning of

each new world state, and remain constant throughout that state. If we set the price

to be ρi at the beginning of world state i, we can define a price vector ρ̄ = {ρi}i∈I ,

with each element representing the price chosen for every state. The demand process

within world state i will then be a Poisson process with rate λi(ρi).

For a fixed price vector ρ̂, we define Di,s,ρ̂
` to be the random variable representing

the lead time demand given that the world has been in state i for s time units, and the

price vector is ρ̂. And the conditional expected discounted inventory and backlogging

cost rate at the end of a lead time, as viewed from now, given that the current world

state is i and inventory position (after ordering) is y, and price is ρi, can be written

as C(y, i, s, ρ̂).

For a fixed price vector, the expected revenues will be fixed. The optimal inven-

tory policy minimizes the total discounted expected costs. It depends on the current

state of the world and how long it has been in the current state, and the entire price

vector which determine the demand rate within each state, but nothing else since the

world is a semi-Markov process. We can represent this inventory policy as y∗i (s, ρ̄).

We have solved for this policy before under the assumption if the return is allowed.

Define Π∗
i (x, ρ̄) to be the optimal expected total profits by following the optimal

inventory policy starting from the time when the core process just enters state i when

the initial inventory position is x, and discounted to the time of the occurrence of

state transition, for a fixed price vector ρ̄. The total profits can be divided into

two components: the total profits during the world’s current stay in state i, and the

total profits after transitting into a different world state. The first component can be

determined by conditioning on the time until the next transition, whose distribution

function is equal to

Gi(t) ≡
∑
j∈I

pijGij(t).
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Note that this distribution, and therefore the first profit component, does not depend

on the next state visited. However, for the second profit component we need to

condition on both the time of the transition as well as the next state itself.

We can compute the expected revenue earned in state i discounted to the starting

time of the state in this way: suppose there are n demands occurred in state i, and

they occurs at time s1, s2, . . . , sn respectively, where the time is relative to the starting

time of this state. Then the total revenue in state i is

ρi(e
−αs1 + e−αs2 + . . . + e−αsn).

Suppose the world stays in state i for τ time, then

E[state i revenue in τ time|n demands in state i]

= ρinE[e−αS]

= ρin
1

ατ
[1− e−ατ ]

where S is uniformally distributed on [0, τ ]. It is true since given n demands occurred,

the distribution of arrival time of Poisson process is just like the order statistics of

n independent uniformally distributed random variables. And the order of demands

becomes irrelavant when all of them are summed up.

Then the expected revenue in state i can be computed as

∫ ∞

0

E[state i revenue in τ time]dGi(τ)

=

∫ ∞

0

E

[
E[state i revenue in τ time|N demands in state i]

]
dGi(τ)

=

∫ ∞

0

ρiE[N |τ ]
1

ατ
[1− e−ατ ]dGi(τ)

=

∫ ∞

0

ρiλi(ρi)τ
1

ατ
[1− e−ατ ]dGi(τ)

= ρiλi(ρi)
1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]
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where G̃i(α) is the laplace transform of Gi,

G̃i(α) =

∫ ∞

0

e−ατdGi(τ).

Thus the optimal profits for fixed price vector ρ̄ can be expressed in the following

recursive way:

Π∗
i (x, ρ̄) = (ρi − c)λi(ρi)

1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]− c(y∗i (0, ρ̄)− x)−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(y∗i (s, ρ̄), i, s, ρ̄)ds +

∫ τ

0

e−αscdy∗i (s, ρ̄)

}
dGi(τ)

+
∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατΠ∗
j(y

∗
i (τ, ρ̄))dGij(τ).

Let Π∗
i (ρ̄) = Π∗

i (x, ρ̄) + cx, and we can obtain

Π∗
i (ρ̄) = (ρi − c)λi(ρi)

1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]− cy∗i (0, ρ̄)−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(y∗i (s, ρ̄), i, s, ρ̄)ds +

∫ τ

0

e−αscdy∗i (s, ρ̄)

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατ (Π∗
j(ρ̄)− cy∗i (τ, ρ̄))dGij(τ)

= (ρi − c)λi(ρi)
1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(y∗i (s, ρ̄), i, s, ρ̄) + αcy∗i (s, ρ̄)]ds

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατΠ∗
j(ρ̄)dGij(τ)

= (ρi − c)λi(ρi)
1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(y∗i (s, ρ̄), i, s, ρ̄) + αcy∗i (s, ρ̄)]ds

}
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pijE[e−αTij ]Π∗
j(ρ̄)

where Tij ∼ Gij denotes the time spent in state i when the next state is j, and we

have also used a similar derivation as before to simplify the expression for the costs

while in state i.
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And the optimal profits over the infinite horizon can be determined as

Π∗
i = max

ρ̄
Π∗

i (ρ̄).

The inventory and backlogging cost rate function C(y∗i (s, ρ̄), i, s, ρ̄) depends on

the distribution of the lead time demand. The distribution is severely complicated

by the fact that the underlying world may change to a new state during the lead

time. Therefore, to achieve tractability of our model, we will approximate the actual

expected cost rate by replacing the true lead time demand variable at any point in

time by the lead time demand by assuming that no core process state changes take

place during the lead time. Note that this approximation leads to a quite accurate

estimation of total costs if the lead time is typically much smaller than the expected

time spent in a state, i.e., if l ¿ E[Tij] where Tij ∼ Gij for all i, j ∈ I and pij > 0.

In the following we will only study this approximate model.

4.3.3 Approximate Models for Semi-Markov Modulated Poisson Demand

With the approximation that the lead time never goes beyond the current world

state, we can simplify the lead time demand to Di,s,ρi

L , given that the world has been

in state i for s time units, and the price is ρi. And correspondingly, the conditional

expected discounted inventory and backlogging cost rate at the end of a lead time,

as viewed from now, given that the current world state is i and inventory position

is y, and price is ρi, can be written as C(y, i, s, ρi). With the approximation of the

lead time, it is obvious that the optimal inventory policy for one world state for fixed

price vector now depends only on the pricing decision within that state, i.e., y∗i (s, ρ̄)

is reduced to y∗i (s, ρi).

The optimal expected total profits of the best joint pricing and inventory policy

from the time when the core process just enters state i when the initial inventory

position is x, and discounted to the time of the occurrence of state transition, Π∗
i (x),
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can be represented as the following recursive way:

Π∗
i (x) = max

ρi

{
(ρi − c)λi(ρi)

1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]− c(y∗i (0, ρi)− x)−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αsC(y∗i (s, ρi), i, s, ρi)ds +

∫ τ

0

e−αscdy∗i (s, ρi)

}
dGi(τ)

+
∑
j∈I

pij

∫ ∞

0

e−ατΠ∗
j(y

∗
i (τ, ρi))dGij(τ)

}
.

Let Π∗
i = Π∗

i (x) + cx, and we can obtain

Π∗
i = max

ρi

{
(ρi − c)λi(ρi)

1

α
[1− G̃i(α)]−

∫ ∞

0

{∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(y∗i (s, ρi), i, s, ρi) + αcy∗i (s, ρi)]ds

}
dGi(τ)+

∑
j∈I

pijE[e−αTij ]Π∗
j

}

= max
ρi

{ ∫ ∞

0

[
(ρi − c)λi(ρi)

1

α
−

∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(y∗i (s, ρi), i, s, ρi)+

αcy∗i (s, ρi)]ds

]
dGi(τ) +

∑
j∈I

pijE[e−αTij ]Π∗
j

}
.

Since the total profits from the next world state onwards do not depend on yi, ρi, Π∗
i

can be achieved by maximizing

(ρi − c)λi(ρi)
1

α
−

∫ ∞

0

∫ τ

0

e−αs[C(y∗i (s, ρi), i, s, ρi) + αcy∗i (s, ρi)]dsdGi(τ).

By the assumption that the leadtime is much smaller than every world state

duration time, the leadtime demand Di,s,ρi

L is a Poisson random variable with mean

λi(ρi), independent of s. Thus y∗i (s, ρi) is also independent of s, and can be reduced

to y∗i (ρi). Similarly, the inventory cost rate C(y∗i (ρi), i, s, ρi) does not depend on s

any more for our approximation model. So they can solved in the same way as the

following Markov-modulated demand model.
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For the case where the price is allowed to change continuously, if we make the

approximation that the price selected at the beginning of a lead time is maintained

over the lead time, then the optimal pricing is again to set the price only once at

the beginning of each world state, the same as for the Poisson demand case, and the

solution procedures remain unchanged.

4.3.4 Approximate Model that the World Process is Markovian and One
Price for Each State

Now suppose we have a Markov modulated demand model with pricing decisions.

The recursive relationship of the optimal profits can be simplified as:

Π∗
i = max

ρi

1

α + µi

{
(ρi − c)λi(ρi)− C(y∗i (ρi), i, ρi)− αcy∗i (ρi) + µi

∑
j∈I

pijΠ
∗
j

}
.

(4.7)

We see that in equation (4.7), the total profits from the next world state onwards

do not depend on yi, ρi. So determining the optimal price for state i is equivalent to

solve

max
ρi

(ρi − c)λi(ρi)− C(y∗i (ρi), i, ρi)− αcy∗i (ρi). (4.8)

This is exactly the same profit function we are seeking to maximize for the stationary

Poisson demand model. Thus with our assumption of the approximate lead time, and

the possibility to return, we can decompose the Markov modulated Poisson demand

model into separate Stationary Poisson demand models, one for each world state.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we study the simultaneous pricing and inventory control deci-

sions. We first study the joint pricing and inventory model under a price-sensitive

Poisson demand environment without Markov modulation. In the case where the

price can only be set once at the beginning, we give some properties that can be used

to determine the optimal solution, and derive an algorithm to compute the optimal

solution. We then study the model where price can be continuously set. Next we
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extend the study to the semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand environment, and

show that with certain approximation, the model can be solved in the similar way as

in a Poisson demand environment.

Future research will focus on the design of more effective algorithms for finding

the optimal price in each state based on the deeper analysis of the profit function.

We will also study the precise model for semi-Markov modulated Poisson demand

process model instead of the approximate model we studied in this chapter. Finally,

we will extend our models to the situations where returning excess inventory is not

allowed.



CHAPTER 5
A STOCHASTIC MULTI-ITEM INVENTORY MODEL WITH UNEQUAL

REPLENISHMENT INTERVALS AND LIMITED WAREHOUSE CAPACITY

5.1 Introduction

This chapter continues and extends a line of research that was started by Choi

[14]. We first discuss a stochastic multi-item inventory model under both equal and

unequal replenishment intervals with limited warehouse capacity in Section 5.2. In

Section 5.3, we provide the optimal policy for the case of equal replenishment intervals

under limited warehouse capacity, extending results by Choi [14] and Beyer [10] from

continuous to general demand distributions. We then refine and generalize the three

heuristics that were proposed by Choi [14] to approximate the optimal replenishment

quantities. We also prove that in the equal replenishment intervals case, all the

heuristics provide the optimal solution to the problem. Section 5.4 presents numerical

results illustrating and comparing the performance of the heuristics. In Section 5.5,

we discuss conclusions from our study and briefly summarize potential future research

directions.

5.2 Model Assumptions and Formulation

Consider a single capacitated warehouse that serves multiple customers with

multiple products. Customer demands for items are random variables, and back-

logging is allowed at the warehouse at a per unit penalty cost. The probability

distribution of demand for each product is assumed to be stationary. We assume

that there essentially is zero replenishment lead time between manufacturers and the

warehouse, which in a discrete time model implies that all replenishment orders in

a period are received at the beginning of the following replenishment period. Items

are replenished periodically by manufacturers, but individual items have different

115
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replenishment cycles. Since replenishment cycles are fixed and a delivery occurs in

each replenishment cycle for every supplier, we assume any fixed delivery costs are

constant and therefore outside the control of the warehouse decision maker. Our

model does not therefore consider fixed ordering costs. In addition, since all demands

will be satisfied we will also not consider any variable ordering costs. We consider

a finite planning horizon. We first state our model assumptions and then formulate

the expected cost function to determine an optimal replenishment policy. We use the

following notation to describe this capacity constrained multi-item inventory model

with unequal replenishment intervals:

Parameters

V : fixed storage capacity of the warehouse

` : number of items stocked at the warehouse

T : length of the time horizon

m : total number of time instants at which a replenishment occurs

τj : time instant at which the jth replenishment occurs

Rj : set of items that are replenished at time τj

Ti : length of replenishment interval for item i

hi : nonnegative unit holding cost per replenishment interval of item i

pi : nonnegative unit backorder cost per replenishment interval of item i

Random Variables

di,t : random demand of item i during time (t− 1, t]

Di : random variable for demand of item i over the length of its replenishment

interval, i.e., Di =
∑Ti

t=1 di,t
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Decision variables

Ii,j : inventory level of item i at time τj just before the replenishment

Qi,j : replenishment quantity of item i at time τj

Observe that each replenishment time instant, τj, for j = 1, . . . , m, corresponds

to the beginning of a time period. We assume that the demands for a given item

di,t (t = 1, . . . , T ) are independent and identically distributed random variables, and

that the demands of different items are independent (but not necessarily identically

distributed). Furthermore, we denote the cumulative distribution function of the

demand Di by Fi.

Define the vector of decision variables Qj = (Qi,j; i ∈ Rj) consisting of the

replenishment quantities of the items in Rj that are replenished at time τj. It is easy

to see that the optimal replenishment quantity of an item depends not only on the

item’s own inventory level, but also on the current inventory level of all other items

as well as the warehouse capacity. Figure 5–1 illustrates the tracking of inventory

levels of all items, as well as the replenishment time instants.
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Figure 5–1: A multi-item inventory system.
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In order to formulate our problem as a stochastic dynamic programming problem,

we define Ij = (I1,j, . . . , I`,j) to be the state of the system in stage j (i.e., at time τj).

For a given state Ij−1, the current inventory level of individual items in stage j can

be expressed recursively as follows:

Ii,j =





Ii,j−1 + Qi,j−1 −
∑τj

t=τj−1+1 di,t if i ∈ Rj−1

Ii,j−1 −
∑τj

t=τj−1+1 di,t otherwise.

We then define gj(Ij, Qj) to be the expected holding and penalty costs for all items

that are replenished in stage j over their respective replenishment intervals, given

initial inventories Ij = (I1,j, . . . , I`,j) and replenishment sizes Qj = (Qi,j; i ∈ Rj):

gj(Ij, Qj) =
∑
i∈Rj

E
[
hi(Ii,j + Qi,j −Di)

+ + pi(Di − Ii,j −Qi,j)
+
]
.

Denoting the minimum expected holding and penalty costs for stages j, . . . ,m given

starting inventory levels Ij by Gj(Ij) we obtain the following dynamic programming

recursion, the solution of which provides an optimal policy for the problem:

Gj(Ij) = min
Qj :

∑
i∈Rj

(Ii,j+Qi,j)++
∑

i6∈Rj
I+
i,j≤V

{gj(Ij, Qj) + E [Gj+1(Ij+1)]} . (5.1)

We define the terminal costs Gm+1(·) = 0 to be 0 for all possible final inventory

levels remaining at the end of horizon. The dynamic programming recursion (5.1)

includes the full costs of all replenishment cycles that have not been completed at

the time horizon, T . If the finite horizon represents a truncation of an underlying

infinite horizon problem, this mitigates end-of-study effects. However, in the case

of a truly finite horizon problem, we may truncate all replenishment cycles at the

horizon by defining a terminal replenishment instant τm+1 = T +1 and corresponding

Rm+1 = {1, . . . , `}. Note that this would usually imply that the final replenishment

interval for, say, item i has a length different from Ti, and the ending inventory should

possibly also be valued using different costs than pi and hi. This is in principle easy to
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do by appropriately modifying the distribution of Di in the final replenishment cycle.

In fact, in a similar way we could also handle replenishment interval lengths that are

varying over the planning horizon. However, for ease of notation and exposition we

have omitted this generalization. Finally, the optimal cost over the entire planning

horizon is then equal to G1(I1), where I1 represents the initial inventory levels.

5.3 Solution Approaches

5.3.1 Equal Replenishment Intervals

Before we discuss heuristic solution approaches to the dynamic programming

recursion (5.1) for the general case of unequal replenishment intervals, we will first

study the case of equal replenishment intervals in more detail. In particular, we will

determine the optimal policy for this case under a somewhat milder set of assumptions

on the demand distributions than has been considered in the literature to date. In

this case, Ti is identical for all items, and τj = (j − 1)T1 + 1 and Rj = {1, . . . , `} for

j = 1, . . . , m. The dynamic programming recursion (5.1) then simplifies to

Gj(Ij) = min
Qj :

∑`
i=1(Ii,j+Qi,j)

+≤V
{gj(Ij, Qj) + E [Gj+1(Ij+1)]} .

The following lemma shows that, without loss of optimality, we may assume that

Ii,j + Qi,j ≥ 0, so that the + superscript can be ignored in the feasible region of this

dynamic programming recursion if these nonnegativity constraints are added.

Lemma 5.3.1 The dynamic programming recursion is equivalent to

Gj(Ij) = min
Qj≥(−Ij)+:

∑`
i=1(Ii,j+Qi,j)≤V

{gj(Ij, Qj) + E [Gj+1(Ij+1)]} .

Proof: Consider a replenishment period j such that, for some i, the inventory level

just after replenishment is negative, i.e., Ii,j + Qi,j < 0. Then consider the following

alternative set of order quantities at replenishment period j that ensure that the
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inventory level just after replenishment is always nonnegative:

Q̃i,j =





Qi,j if Ii,j + Qi,j ≥ 0

−Ii,j otherwise.

Clearly, Q̃i,j ≥ Qi,j for all i. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that these order quantities

satisfy the capacity constraint. If Ii,j +Qi,j < 0, we have that E[(Ii,j +Qi,j−Di)
+] = 0

and E[(Ii,j +Q̃i,j−Di)
+] = E[(0−Di)

+] = 0, as well as E[(Di−Ii,j−Qi,j)
+] > E[Di].

This immediately implies that

gj(Ij, Q̃j) ≤ gj(Ij, Qj).

Now note that the initial inventories at the start of replenishment time j + 1 satisfy

Ĩi,j+1 = Ii,j+1 if Ii,j + Qi,j ≥ 0

and

0 ≥ Ĩi,j+1 > Ii,j+1 otherwise

for any realization of demands. This then implies that

E[Gj+1(Ĩi,j+1)] ≤ E[Gj+1(Ii,j+1)]

since the total future costs are nonincreasing in Ii,j+1 when Ii,j+1 < 0. This proves

the desired result. ¤

Ignall and Veinott [33] and Beyer et al. [10] show that, in a stochastic, multi-item

inventory model with limited warehouse capacity and where all items are replenished

simultaneously, a myopic policy is optimal if the product demands are stationary and

independent, the cost functions are separable, and the inventory after any replen-

ishment is always nonnegative. Choi [14] used this result to derive an explicit form

of this myopic policy for our inventory system in the case where the demand distri-

butions are absolutely continuous. The following theorem characterizes the optimal
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replenishment policy for general demand distributions. Before we state the theo-

rem, we first introduce some additional notation and definitions that are used in the

characterization of the optimal policy. Note that if F is the cumulative distribution

function of a random variable it is continuous from the right. We will denote a related

function that is continuous from the left through

F−(y) = lim
h↓0

F (y − h).

Furthermore, we will define the generalized inverse of F through

F←(p) = min{y : F (y) ≥ p}.

Theorem 5.3.2 The optimal replenishment quantity for item i in period j in the

capacitated multi-item inventory model with equal replenishment intervals is given by

Q∗
i,j = S∗i − Ii,j

where the vector of order-up-to levels (S∗1 , . . . , S
∗
` ) is the optimal solution to the fol-

lowing optimization problem:

minimize µ

subject to

∑̀
i=1

Si = min

{
V,

∑̀
i=1

F←
i

(
pi

hi + pi

)}

Fi(Si) ≥ pi − µ

hi + pi

for i = 1, . . . , `

F−
i (Si) ≤ pi − µ

hi + pi

for i = 1, . . . , `

µ ≥ 0.

Proof: As mentioned above, Ignall and Veinott [33] and Beyer et al. [10] showed

that the optimal policy is a myopic policy. Therefore, we can determine the optimal
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inventory policy for each replenishment interval separately by solving the following

optimization problem:

minimize
∑̀
i=1

E[hi(Ii,j + Qi,j −Di)
+ + pi(Di − Ii,j −Qi,j)

+]

subject to

∑̀
i=1

(Ii,j + Qi,j) ≤ V

Ii,j + Qi,j ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . , `.

By making the substitution Si,j = Ii,j +Qi,j, we see that in fact an order-up-to policy

is optimal, and its parameters can be found by solving the following optimization

problem (where the subscripts j are now omitted for ease of notation):

minimize
∑̀
i=1

E[hi(Si −Di)
+ + pi(Di − Si)

+]

subject to

∑̀
i=1

Si ≤ V

Si ≥ 0 i = 1, . . . , `.

In the following, we will ignore the nonnegativity constraints, and verify that the

optimal solution thus found indeed is nonnegative.

Defining

γi(Si) = E[hi(Si −Di)
+ + pi(Di − Si)

+]
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and introducing a nonnegative Lagrange multiplier µ with the capacity constraint,

the KKT conditions for the optimization problem are given by:

∑̀
i=1

∂γi(Si) + µ 3 0 (5.2)

µ

(∑̀
i=1

Si − V

)
= 0 (5.3)

∑̀
i=1

Si ≤ V

µ ≥ 0

(See Hiriart-Urruty and Lemarechal [32]). Now note that

∂γi(Si) =
[
(hi + pi)F

−
i (Si)− pi, (hi + pi)Fi(Si)− pi

]

so that condition (5.2) can be written as

(hi + pi)F
−
i (Si)− pi + µ ≤ 0

(hi + pi)Fi(Si)− pi + µ ≥ 0

Now noting that condition (5.3) says that the capacity constraint can only be non-

binding if µ = 0, we obtain the desired result. ¤

The following corollary shows how the above result simplifies when the demand

distribution of each item is absolutely continuous:

Corollary 5.3.3 When all demand distributions are absolutely continuous, the op-

timal replenishment quantity for item i in period j in the capacitated multi-item in-

ventory model with equal replenishment intervals is given by

Q∗
i,j = F←

i

(
pi − µ∗

hi + pi

)
− Ii,j
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where µ∗ satisfies

µ∗ = arg min
µ≥0

[∑̀
i=1

F←
i

(
pi − µ

hi + pi

)
≤ V

]
.

Proof: If the distribution Fi is absolutely continuous, then the function γi in the

proof of Theorem 5.3.2 is continuous. The result then follows immediately from the

fact that condition (5.2) can be written as

(hi + pi)Fi(Si)− pi + µ = 0.

¤

We will now draw insights from the structure of this optimal policy to develop

heuristics for our general problem. These heuristics were first proposed by Choi [14],

but only work with discrete demand models. We generalize the results and make

them work for both discrete and continuous demand models.

5.3.2 Heuristics for a Two-item Case

For ease of exposition in presenting our heuristic solution approaches to the

inventory problem with unequal replenishment intervals, we first consider a two-item

inventory system in which the first item is replenished in every odd period and the

second item is replenished in every even period until the end of the time horizon (see

Figure 5–2).
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Figure 5–2: An inventory system with unequal replenishment intervals.
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A Nonintrusive Heuristic

The first heuristic is directly motivated by the result of Theorem 5.3.2 which

considered the problem under equal replenishment intervals. In particular, in this

heuristic we determine a policy by ignoring the fact that the two items are not

replenished simultaneously, and simply compute order-up-to levels as in the case

with equal replenishment intervals. We will denote these order-up-to levels by SN
1 and

SN
2 . Note that these levels can be interpreted as individual item capacities, i.e., this

policy acts as if the warehouse is partitioned into dedicated sections for the two items.

Clearly, if neither item violates its individual capacity, the joint capacity constraint

is also satisfied, regardless of the timing of the item replenishments. We therefore

call this policy a nonintrusive one, since the value of the demand (in particular,

an exceptionally small demand) for a particular given item in the period following

its replenishment will not impose any additional constraint on the replenishment

amount for the other item. Note that (in the absence of positive lowerbounds on the

demands), any order-up-to policy with levels S ′1, S
′
2 such that S ′1 + S ′2 > V does not

enjoy this property! The actual policy given by this heuristic becomes:

QN
i,j = V N

i − Ii,j

(see Figure 5–3 for an illustration of this policy).
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Figure 5–3: An inventory policy for the nonintrusive heuristic.
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Note that, if µ∗ = 0 and thus the capacity constraint is not binding, SN
1 and

SN
2 are the unconstrained optimal order-up-to quantities for each item individually.

Therefore, it is easy to see that the nonintrusive heuristic enjoys the desirable prop-

erty that it finds the optimal (i.e., unconstrained) solution whenever the capacity

constraint is not binding.

On the other hand, the obvious drawback to this heuristic is that, when the

capacity constraint is binding, at the time of replenishment of, say, item 1 there

will usually be available capacity in the warehouse that will remain unused until the

replenishment of item 2. This intuitively appears to be a waste of resources since at

least some of that available capacity could be used for item 1, since demand for item

1 will likely free up this space before it is needed by item 2.

A Greedy Heuristic

Our second heuristic can be viewed as a greedy heuristic. In this heuristic, we

compute the optimal replenishment quantity for the item to be replenished, taking

into account the total available capacity at the warehouse at that time. Referring to

Figure 5–4, item i (i = 1, 2) is replenished up to its unconstrained optimal inventory

level or the total available capacity at the warehouse, whichever is smaller. That is,

the order-up-to level is

SG
i,j = min

(
F←

i

(
pi

hi + pi

)
, V − I+

3−i,j

)

or, equivalently, the order quantity is

QG
i,j = min

(
F←

i

(
pi

hi + pi

)
, V − I+

3−i,j

)
− Ii,j.

Note that if the capacity constraint is not binding, it is easy to see that this

heuristic also enjoys the desirable property that it finds the optimal (i.e., the uncon-

strained) solution.
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Figure 5–4: An inventory policy for the greedy heuristic.

On the other hand, the obvious drawback to this heuristic is its greedy nature.

At the time of replenishment of say item 1, potentially all available capacity is used for

replenishing that item, possibly leaving too little space for item 2 at its replenishment

time to be able to achieve an adequate cost (and customer service) level.

A Sharing Heuristic

Note that, in some sense, the two heuristics proposed above can be viewed as

being on opposite sides of the spectrum. The first heuristic never uses any of the

storage space that is reserved for the other item, thereby wasting valuable storage

space. On the other hand, the second heuristic almost always uses storage space that

is intended for the other item, thereby potentially severely limiting replenishment of

the other item. It seems that the best policy would be a compromise way between

these two extremes, where some of the warehouse capacity is shared between the two

items.

The sharing heuristic we propose is similar in spirit to the first heuristic in that

we determine, a priori, individual pseudo-capacities for each of the two items, which

we will denote by V ′
1 and V ′

2 . The sum of these individual capacities however will, in

general, exceed the total warehouse capacity V , reflecting the fact that either item can

temporarily use some of the storage space intended for the other, thereby counting on

this space to be freed up by demand before the other item actually needs it. As noted
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above, this cannot be guaranteed. We deal with this situation in a similar manner as

in the greedy heuristic, by limiting the order-up-to quantity to the actual available

space in the warehouse at the time of replenishment. The policy then becomes:

QS
i,j = min

(
V ′

i − Ii,j, Q
G
i,j

)
.

The critical remaining issue is how to determine good values for the individual pseudo-

capacities V ′
1 and V ′

2 . To account for the different demand rates of the two different

items, we will choose

V ′
i = SN

i + αE[di] i = 1, 2

where SN
i is the optimal capacity used in the nonintrusive heuristic. It is easy to

see that α should be nonnegative, and that with respect to each individual item we

would like to maximize the value of α. In the remainder, we will derive some suitable

candidate values for α. Assuming that capacity is very tight, and we therefore usually

order up to V ′
i , the inventory level of item 2 when item 1 is replenished will on average

be equal to V ′
2 − E[d2] = SN

2 − (1− α)E[d2]. To make sure that the actual available

capacity at the warehouse is not constraining on average, we impose the constraint

V ′
1 + (V ′

2 − E[d2])
+ ≤ V

which is equivalent to

SN
1 + αE[d1] + (SN

2 − (1− α)E[d2])
+ ≤ V

or

SN
1 + αE[d1] + (SN

2 − E[d2] + αE[d2])
+ ≤ V.

Since the left-hand-side of this inequality is increasing in α, the maximum value of α

that satisfies it, say ᾱ1, can easily be found using binary search. In a similar way, we

can find the value of ᾱ2. We can then ensure that, on average, the capacity constraint

is satisfied both at times when item 1 is replenished and when item 2 is replenished
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by choosing

α = α1 ≡ min(ᾱ1, ᾱ2).

Alternatively, we may want to ensure that the capacity constraint is satisfied only on

average over all replenishment times. In that case, we should choose

α = α2 ≡ 1

2
(ᾱ1 + ᾱ2).

As a third alternative, we propose a version of the sharing heuristic where the value of

α depends on the item being replenished. In particular, we propose using an expected

demand-weighted average of the two values that motivated α1 and α2, i.e.,

α = α
(1)
3 ≡ ᾱ1

when item 1 is replenished, and

α = α
(2)
3 ≡ ᾱ2

when item 2 is replenished. Whatever the choice of α is, note that the pseudo-

capacities are larger than the nonintrusive order-up-to levels. However, simply or-

dering up to the pseudo-capacity may be either capacity infeasible or cost inefficient.

We therefore propose to restrict the order-up-to level in the sharing heuristic to never

exceed the greedy level SG
i . In other words, we define the order-up-to level for item

i at time j to be equal to

SS
i = min

[
V ′

i , S
G
i

]
.

See Figure 5–5 for an illustration of this heuristic.

Summary of Heuristics

We next provide a brief summary of the three proposed heuristics.

Nonintrusive heuristic
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Figure 5–5: An inventory policy for the sharing heuristic.

• Compute the separate capacity of each item by solving the following:

minimize µ

subject to

S1 + S2 = min

{
V, F←

1

(
p1

h1 + p1

)
+ F←

2

(
p2

h2 + p2

)}

Fi(Si) ≥ pi − µ

hi + pi

i = 1, 2

F−
i (Si) ≤ pi − µ

hi + pi

i = 1, 2

µ ≥ 0

and let (µ∗, SN
1 , SN

2 ) be an optimal solution to this problem.

• The order-up-to levels are then equal to

SN
i i = 1, 2.

Greedy heuristic

• If item i is replenished in period j, determine the available capacity, V − I3−i,j

for item i.
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• The order-up-to level for item i is then equal to

SG
i = min

{
F←

i

(
pi

hi + pi

)
, V − I+

3−i,j

}
.

Sharing heuristic

• Compute the individual item capacities SN
1 , SN

2 as for the nonintrusive heuristic.

• If item i is replenished, determine its adjusted capacity in one of the following

three ways:

(i) V ′
i = SN

i + α1E[di]

(ii) V ′
i = SN

i + α2E[di]

(iii) V ′
i = SN

i + α
(i)
3 E[di]

• The order-up-to level for item i is then equal to

SS
i = min

{
SG

i , V ′
i

}
.

5.3.3 Heuristics for the General Multi-item Case

The heuristics that we have developed in Section 5.3.2 are limited to the two-item

case, in which products are replenished at different points in time. In real warehouse

systems, however, it is more likely that more than two items are replenished, and

that replenishments of some items may take place at the same time. Based on the

results from the two-item case, we can extend the proposed heuristics to multi-item

cases. Let ` ≥ 2 be the number of items in the system and let b be the least common

multiple of the individual interval lengths (or the length of one common cycle). If Ti

represents the replenishment interval length of item i as defined earlier in this section,

bi = b/Ti represents the number of replenishments of item i in one common cycle.

In the following three sections, we will generalize the three heuristics to this general

case.
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The Nonintrusive Heuristic

Recall that the idea behind the nonintrusive heuristic is to allocate individual

capacities for all ` items. The best nonintrusive order-up-to levels can be obtained

by solving the following problem

minimize µ

subject to

∑̀
i=1

Si = min

{
V,

∑̀
i=1

F←
i

(
pi

hi + pi

)}

Fi(Si) ≥ bipi − µ

bi(hi + pi)
i = 1, . . . , `

F−
i (Si) ≤ bipi − µ

bi(hi + pi)
i = 1, . . . , `

µ ≥ 0

and letting (µ∗, SN
1 , . . . , SN

` ) denote an optimal solution, where the values SN
i are the

order-up-to levels. Note that for this heuristic, the process to determine individual

capacities in the multi-item case is the same regardless of whether certain items are

replenished simultaneously. This follows directly from the fact that, in the nonintru-

sive heuristic, we determine the individual capacity of each item under the assumption

that all items are replenished at the same time. The individual capacities are therefore

not affected by whether items are replenished simultaneously in the actual replenish-

ment schedule or not. And we see that this heuristic is time-independent, and not

affected by the actual inventory levels at the time of replenishments.

Note that, if µ∗ = 0 and thus the capacity constraint is not binding, SN
1 and

SN
2 are the unconstrained optimal order-up-to quantities for each item individually.

Therefore, it is easy to see that the nonintrusive heuristic enjoys the desirable prop-

erty that it finds the optimal (i.e., unconstrained) solution whenever the capacity

constraint is not binding.
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The Greedy Heuristic

In the two-item case without simultaneous replenishments, the greedy replen-

ishment policy used the total available capacity at the warehouse as a constraint on

the replenishment quantity for the single item under consideration. We extend this

approach to the multi-item case. However, because of the possibility of simultaneous

replenishments, we need to allocate the total available capacity at replenishment time

j, namely V −∑
i6∈Rj

I+
i,j, to each of the individual items that are replenished at that

time. To this end, we determine individual order-up-to quantities for each of these

items, in a similar way as for the nonintrusive heuristic. The best greedy order-up-to

levels for all items i ∈ Rj can then be found by solving the following optimization

problem:

minimize µ

subject to

∑
i∈Rj

Si = min



V,

∑
i∈Rj

F←
i

(
pi

hi + pi

)

−

∑

i6∈Rj

I+
i,j

Fi(Si) ≥ bipi − µ

bi(hi + pi)
i ∈ Rj

Fi(Si−) ≤ bipi − µ

bi(hi + pi)
i ∈ Rj

µ ≥ 0.

Let (µ∗; SG
i , i ∈ Rj) be an optimal solution for this problem. The order-up-to levels

are then equal to V G
i , i ∈ Rj. Different from the nonintrusive heuristic, this greedy

heuristic will result in different order-up-to levels at different times for the same item,

and it also depends on the inventory levels of the items that are not replenished at

the time, in order to figure out the total available capacity that can be distributed.

The Sharing Heuristic

Consider the jth replenishment stage, and define ei,j as the number of time

periods that have elapsed for item i, i = 1, . . . , `, since its last replenishment. If item
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i is replenished in the current period, we let ei,j = 0. For example, in Figure 5–2,

we have e1,2 = 1, e2,3 = 1, e1,4 = 1, and so on. Recall that the set of items that are

replenished in the jth replenishment period is given by Rj. Then, similarly to the

two-item case, we define the pseudo-capacity for items i ∈ Rj by

V ′
i = SN

i + αTiE[di] i ∈ Rj

where again SN
i denotes the best individual capacity for item i in the nonintrusive

heuristic. At replenishment period j, the average inventory level for all items that

are not replenished will be equal to

SN
i + (αTi − ei,j)E[di] i 6∈ Rj.

We impose the following to ensure that the actual available capacity at the warehouse

is not constraining:

∑
i∈Rj

V ′
i +

∑

i6∈Rj

(V ′
i − ei,jE[di])

+ ≤ V

which is equivalent to

∑
i∈Rj

(SN
i + αTiE[di]) +

∑

i6∈Rj

(SN
i + (αTi − ei,j)E[di])

+ ≤ V.

As in the two-item case, we may find the largest value of α satisfying this inequality,

say ᾱ(j), by binary search. Similarly to the two-item case, we use these values to

obtain three variants of the heuristic:

α1 = min
j=1,...,m

ᾱ(j),

α2 =
1

m

m∑
j=1

ᾱ(j)

which are both independent of the replenishment time, or, at replenishment time j,

α
(j)
3 = ᾱ(j).
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As in the two-item case, we will restrict the order-up-to level in the sharing heuristic

to the greedy level:

SS
i = min

{
V ′

i , S
G
i

}
.

5.3.4 Proof of Optimality of Heuristics for Simultaneous Replenishment
Case

As we have mentioned above, it is easy to see that all proposed heuristics pro-

vide the optimal solution to the inventory problem in the absence of a warehouse

capacity. However, it can be shown that the heuristic solutions are also optimal in

the presence of a warehouse capacity when the replenishments of all items take place

simultaneously.

Theorem 5.3.4 In the equal replenishment intervals case, all three proposed heuris-

tics provide the optimal solution to the replenishment problem.

Proof: If all products are replenished at the same time, then at any replenishment

time j, Rj = {1, . . . , `}. Moreover, all Ti values are equal, and thus bi = 1 for

all i = 1, . . . , `. The optimality of the nonintrusive heuristic for the simultaneous

replenishment case now follows directly from Theorem 5.3.2. Furthermore, if all

items are replenished at the same time, then greedy heuristic will be identical to the

nonintrusive heuristic since all items i belong to Rj at an replenishment time. Finally,

in the sharing heuristic recall that V ′
i ≥ SN

i by construction, regardless of the value

of α. Since in the equal replenishment case we have SG
i = SN

i , we obtain that

SS
i = min

{
V ′

i , S
G
i

}
= min

{
V ′

i , S
N
i

}
= SN

i

and is therefore identical to the optimal nonintrusive solution as well. ¤

5.4 Numerical Results

This section presents numerical results illustrating the performance of the heuris-

tics described in the previous section as compared to the optimal solution found by

the stochastic dynamic programming formulation developed in Section 5.2. We have
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tested both two-item and three-item models, with planning horizons of T = 60 and

T = 12, respectively (in order to allow us to compute the optimal policies).

For the two-item models, we have generated problem instances with different

relative levels of the unit holding and penalty cost parameters: hi = 2 and pi ∈
{3, 10}. The demand per period for each item is assumed to follow a discrete uniform

distribution with a lower bound of 0 and an upper bound U1 ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} and

U2 = 40 − U1 ∈ {20, 25, 30, 35}, in order to study the effect of (non-)homogeneities

in the demand distributions of the items. The initial inventory levels for all items

are set to 0, which should not have a major impact on the replenishment policy in

the long run. For each instance, we first determined the storage capacity used in the

unconstrained optimal solution. We then considered problem instances in which the

capacity is equal to 90%, 80%, 60%, and 40% of this value. Finally, we varied the

replenishment cycle lengths (2 or 3) as well as the timings of the replenishments.

We solved all problem instances using the stochastic dynamic programming re-

cursion derived in this chapter. We then simulated the system for all proposed heuris-

tics and compared the expected cost of each heuristic policy to the expected cost of

the optimal policy. Tables 5–1 - 5–3 show measures of the relative error of the heuris-

tic solutions as compared to the optimal solutions. In particular, each entry of the

tables gives the average error obtained from all instances with the specified param-

eters. The tables also show the average time required for solving the problem to

optimality. The time required for the heuristics is negligible.

The tables clearly show that, in general, the performance of all heuristics tends to

improve with more homogeneity in the demand distributions or with higher capacity

levels. The latter observation should not be surprising since we showed that all

heuristics provide the optimal solution when the capacity constraint is not binding.

Furthermore, in almost all cases variant 2 of the sharing heuristic seems to outperform

the other heuristics, with variant 3 of that heuristic a reasonable alternative. However,
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due to the fact that variant 2 is somewhat easier to implement in practice there seems

to be little reason to apply that variant. A somewhat surprising result is that the

greedy heuristic seems to outperform variant 1 of the sharing heuristic for most of

the tested instances.

Tables 5–4 - 5–6 focus only on instances where the length of the replenishment

intervals is equal to 2 for both items and the replenishments are staggered. In these

instances, note that the nonintrusive heuristic in fact provides the optimal solution

corresponding to the case where the items are replenished at the same time. The error

associated with the nonintrusive heuristic therefore also measures the cost associated

with coordinating the replenishment of the items to take place in the same periods.

These results show that the benefit of staggering replenishments is largest when

capacity is very limited and demands are homogeneous. An unrelated but nevertheless

interesting observation that can be made by comparing the results in Tables 5–4 -

5–6 to the results in Tables 5–1 - 5–3 is that the time required by the stochastic

dynamic programming method is quite reasonable when only one item is replenished

in each replenishment period, but increases dramatically when multiple items are

replenished simultaneously in some replenishment periods. This follows immediately

from the fact that the state space of the stochastic dynamic program increases rapidly

in the number of items that can be replenished in any period.

For the three-item models, we have again considered different relative levels of

the unit holding and penalty cost parameters: hi = 2 and pi ∈ {3, 10}, different

capacity levels, and different replenishment schedules. However, in the interest of

time we have focused on problem instances with only a single demand pattern, i.e.,

U1 = U2 = 10 and U3 = 15. Tables 5–7 and 5–8 show the results of these tests.

The performance of the heuristics for the three-item cases seems to follow the same

pattern as for the two-item cases. Although in general the solution errors are larger

for three-item instances, the solutions found by variant 2 of the sharing heuristic are
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Table 5–1: Error (in %) of the solution obtained by the heuristics as compared to the
optimal solution, as a function of the tightness of the storage capacity (2 items).

Capacity Time (opt.) Nonintrusive Greedy Sharing
(% of unconstrained) (h:mm:ss) 1 2 3

90 3:45:24 2.17 0.26 1.40 0.24 0.26
80 2:50:51 6.57 1.56 4.17 0.86 1.22
60 1:28:43 12.15 5.36 7.97 1.35 2.51
40 0:36:08 10.91 6.29 7.66 2.08 2.82

Table 5–2: Error (in %) of the solution obtained by the heuristics as compared to the
optimal solution, as a function of demand variability between items (2 items).

Mean demands Time (opt.) Nonintrusive Greedy Sharing
(h:mm:ss) 1 2 3

20,20 2:44:31 10.23 3.80 6.56 1.54 1.87
15,25 2:42:12 9.53 4.35 6.16 1.27 2.00
10,30 2:05:13 7.64 3.40 5.30 1.16 1.84
5,35 1:09:09 4.40 1.92 3.18 0.56 1.11

Table 5–3: Error (in %) of the solution obtained by the heuristics as compared to the
optimal solution, as a function of the underage penalty costs of the items (2 items).

Penalty costs Time (opt.) Nonintrusive Greedy Sharing
(h:mm:ss) 1 2 3

3,3 1:37:01 7.51 1.87 4.69 0.83 1.48
10,10 2:44:04 10.98 4.15 6.95 1.24 2.46
3,10 2:22:09 5.71 5.01 4.26 1.26 1.09

10,3 1:57:50 7.59 2.44 5.30 1.20 1.80

Table 5–4: Relative cost associated with coordinating replenishments for different
items to occur at the same time, as a function of the tightness of the storage capacity.

Capacity Time (opt.) Nonintrusive
(% of unconstrained) (h:mm:ss)

90 0:09:23 2.57
80 0:07:51 8.19
60 0:04:56 15.76
40 0:02:32 14.77
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still quite acceptable, especially considering the time required to find the optimal

solution.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we generalize a stochastic multi-item, periodic-review inventory

model, by relaxing the assumption of identical replenishment schedules for items. We

construct three heuristics to determine replenishment quantities for the case of un-

equal replenishment intervals. These heuristics all use relatively simple and intuitively

attractive decision rules. Numerical testing of these heuristics on an extensive set of

test problems with various cost and demand parameters suggests that an excellent

solution can be found in very limited time.

The nonintrusive heuristic, which uses a separate capacity for each product for

replenishment, is very easy to implement, but is not able to deal as effectively with

the scarce resource as the other two heuristics for most problems. This behavior is not

unexpected because this heuristic is more likely to retain unused capacity for some

products while others may suffer from the lack of the resource. The greedy heuristic

uses a replenishment policy that replenishes products up to the total available ca-

pacity of the system at the time of replenishment. This heuristic outperforms the

nonintrusive heuristic in most cases, but sometimes still leads to poor performance

due to the fact that it is too aggressive in replenishing products in a given period so

that the other items suffer from the lack of resource in the following replenishment

periods, causing high warehouse shortage penalty costs. The sharing heuristic, how-

ever, attempts to combine the positive qualities of both other heuristics by defining

individual capacities for each item, but allows the sum of the individual capacities to

exceed the total warehouse capacity – to reflect the possibility of sharing some of the

warehouse space among items due to the different replenishment schedules. In par-

ticular, the second variant of this heuristic seems to enjoy a very good performance

over all instances studied.
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Table 5–5: Relative cost associated with coordinating replenishments for different
items to occur at the same time, as a function of demand variability between items
(2 items).

Mean demands Time (opt.) Nonintrusive
(h:mm:ss)

20,20 0:08:00 13.47
15,25 2:42:12 12.49
10,30 2:05:13 9.81
5,35 1:09:09 5.52

Table 5–6: Relative cost associated with coordinating replenishments for different
items to occur at the same time, as a function of the underage penalty costs of the
items.

Penalty costs Time (opt.) Nonintrusive
(h:mm:ss)

3,3 0:04:40 10.01
10,10 0:07:44 14.64
3,10 0:06:47 7.47

10,3 0:05:32 9.18

Table 5–7: Error (in %) of the solution obtained by the heuristics as compared to the
optimal solution, as a function of the tightness of the storage capacity (3 items).

Capacity Time (opt.) Nonintrusive Greedy Sharing
(% of unconstrained) (h:mm:ss) 1 2 3

90 35:02:18 16.27 3.11 8.91 2.34 4.92
80 17:30:36 20.88 4.22 14.91 3.77 7.08
65 9:45:32 23.60 4.93 18.60 4.95 9.27
50 5:04:38 22.40 4.73 17.66 6.07 8.71

Table 5–8: Error (in %) of the solution obtained by the heuristics as compared to the
optimal solution, as a function of the underage penalty costs of the items (3 items).

Penalty costs Time (opt.) Nonintrusive Greedy Sharing
(h:mm:ss) 1 2 3

3, 3 ,3 10:47:29 17.02 2.73 10.11 1.97 5.85
10,10,10 22:51:43 23.46 4.81 18.91 3.91 7.81
3, 3 ,10 15:22:36 17.45 3.25 15.17 6.22 6.87
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We conclude this chapter by pointing out possible extensions of the stochastic

models considered in this study. The current optimization model is established for

a fixed warehouse capacity over time. However, the approach used in this chapter

can be used to determine how much one should be willing to pay for extra warehouse

capacity by simulating different values of this capacity. One interesting extension

worth pursuing is to actually incorporate a variable warehouse capacity into the

problem, for situations where extra warehouse capacity can be leased to accommodate

higher inventory levels. Another future research effort may consider a relaxation of

the assumption of zero delivery leadtimes between manufacturers and the warehouse.

Finally, one may consider the optimization of the replenishment schedule (which

we have assumed given), and even extend consideration to cases with nonzero fixed

ordering costs.

The major contribution of this study is that we extend the aforementioned multi-

item, periodic-review inventory model by relaxing the assumption of identical replen-

ishment schedules for the different items. To our knowledge, no one has considered

the case in which products from different manufacturers have distinct replenishment

schedules or unequal replenishment interval lengths (we call this the case of unequal

replenishment intervals). Unfortunately, except for relatively small problems, it is

difficult to determine an optimal replenishment policy in this case. In this chapter,

we therefore develop three efficient and effective heuristics to determine replenish-

ment quantities under unequal replenishment intervals. We show that each of these

heuristics provides the optimal inventory ordering quantities for the case where the

replenishment intervals for the different items coincide. Extensive numerical tests

are employed that compare the performance of the heuristics to the optimal policies.

These results not only show that high-quality solutions can be obtained in very lim-

ited time, but also suggests guidelines on which heuristic to use for various classes of

instances.
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